
Channel Name Date Start Time Programme Title Digital EPG Synopsis

truTV 2014-03-01 0015 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-01 0035 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Big Brian and his team uncover a stockpile of hidden treasures in a compulsive collector's house.

truTV 2014-03-01 0120 Psychic Detectives The robbery of a local drugstore leaves three employees dead.  After dead end, the case is stalled.  

But it's not the end. 

truTV 2014-03-01 0145 Suburban Secrets The untimely and gruesome death of a beloved bakery owner spreads fear through the quiet 

community of Cherry Hill, NJ.

truTV 2014-03-01 0205 Bear Swamp Recovery The team struggles to keep a hot air balloon grounded when a group of Jersey girls fight for their 

right to fly, and the owner attempts a dramatic escape.

truTV 2014-03-01 0230 Bear Swamp Recovery Things get slippery when the team tries to repo an ice resurfacer from an ice rink, causing a 

situation that explodes into an all out hockey brawl.

truTV 2014-03-01 0250 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-01 0310 Container Wars Maniac Matt is out to prove a point in the port of Oakland.

truTV 2014-03-01 0330 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq finally gets revenge on the court versus teen heart throb Aaron Carter while 

Gary and Godfrey play the game, "What's In My Mouth".

truTV 2014-03-01 0350 Impractical Jokers The guys toy with customers at a candy store using bizarre party props, they all try their hands at 

nosing, and they break the rules of appropriate elevator etiquette.

truTV 2014-03-01 0410 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun presents 20 performances so bad, you won't be able to take your eyes off the TV 

screen.

truTV 2014-03-01 0455 Speeders In this episode, Officer Anderson pulls over a children's photographer who's clearly chased after 

one too many rug rats.  

truTV 2014-03-01 0515 LA Forensics A widow is discovered dead in a pool of blood. It appears that she was tortured in a calculated, 

cold-blooded killing. 

truTV 2014-03-01 0540 LA Forensics A small brush fire near the LA airport reveals a horrific discovery: a burning body bound and 

gagged with duct tape.  

truTV 2014-03-01 0600 Body of Evidence A law student,Doug, is ambushed by two men. He fends off his would-be killers and manages to 

escape with only superficial gun-shot wounds.

truTV 2014-03-01 0620 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-01 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-01 0705 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Big Brian and his team uncover a stockpile of hidden treasures in a compulsive collector's house.

truTV 2014-03-01 0750 World's Dumbest Get ready for twenty more best-laid criminal plans gone miserably wrong!

truTV 2014-03-01 0835 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver headed to their prom for speeding to get there.  

truTV 2014-03-01 0900 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-01 0920 Container Wars Maniac Matt is out to prove a point in the port of Oakland.

truTV 2014-03-01 0945 Storage Hunters Our buyers throw down to win a locker packed with recreational equipment and what looks like a 

hidden tractor. But when the dust settles and the cover's pulled back, one lucky hunter gets the 

surprise of a lifetime.

truTV 2014-03-01 1005 Storage Hunters Our buyers are in for the fight of their lives as they lock horns at the nation's biggest shipping 

container auction.

truTV 2014-03-01 1030 The Investigators When a college student vanishes from a softball park, the work of one persistent officer leads a 

jury to find a guilty suspect.   

truTV 2014-03-01 1115 I, Detective A hotel manager grows concerned when one of her housekeepers doesn't return.  The young 

woman is soon found lying in one of the guest rooms.   

truTV 2014-03-01 1135 I, Detective An ex-Israeli military commando is gunned down at a gas station.  Witnesses tell police that a man 

riding a motocycle pulled up beside him and shot.   

truTV 2014-03-01 1200 World's Dumbest We hand out special ''Dummy'' nominations to drivers whose behavior will have  you reaching for 

the emergency break.

truTV 2014-03-01 1240 World's Dumbest The people behind the infamous Smoking Gun website countdown their list of the most inane and 

clueless bad guys in the criminal world. 

truTV 2014-03-01 1320 World's Dumbest Put up your dukes and watch Danny Bonaduce, Tonya Harding and the rest our punch-drunk cast 

take down the World's Dumbest Brawlers.

truTV 2014-03-01 1405 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun Presents: World's Dumbest Competitions counts down the 20 craziest (and most 

pointless) contests known to man.

truTV 2014-03-01 1450 World's Dumbest Lock the doors, pull the shades and call 911 as The Smoking Gun brings you 20 of the world's 

dumbest criminals.

truTV 2014-03-01 1535 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a zookeeper becomes the main course for hungry lions.

truTV 2014-03-01 1600 World's Wildest Vacation Videos A hellacious hailstorm pummels a group of friends on a road trip. A tribe of monkeys attacks a little 

girl.

truTV 2014-03-01 1620 World's Wildest Vacation Videos A skydiver slams into the side of an airplane then freefalls in his tangled chute.

truTV 2014-03-01 1645 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we countdown 20 more 

of the best displays of outrageous behavior.

truTV 2014-03-01 1730 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-01 1810 Speeders In Orange County, Officer Haselton's gets an earful when he pulls over a motor biker whose 

chopper's muffler isn't exactly up to snuff.   

truTV 2014-03-01 1830 Speeders Who said the elderly drive slow? An officer pulls over a grandpa who is caught speeding over 100 

mph.

truTV 2014-03-01 1850 Haunting Evidence A first year student at the University of Georgia Law School is found dead in her burned apartment. 

All indications are that she knew her killer.  

truTV 2014-03-01 1915 Suburban Secrets The townspeople of Dudley, MA can't figure out why someone would poison a friendly young 

woman.

truTV 2014-03-01 1935 Suburban Secrets The 1999 murder of Angela Spence-Shaw, who was killed in her Little Compton, R.I., home over the 

Memorial Day weekend.

truTV 2014-03-01 2000 Bait Car A young car thief has a little trouble getting the bait car to cooperate with his inexperienced hands.

truTV 2014-03-01 2020 Bait Car Cops need to react quickly when a thief escapes the bait car and throws himself right in the 

cruisers' path.

truTV 2014-03-01 2040 World's Wildest Vacation Videos A hellacious hailstorm pummels a group of friends on a road trip. A tribe of monkeys attacks a little 

girl.

truTV 2014-03-01 2100 Most Daring There's mayhem as a city falls prey to a rampaging man in his homemade tank, while a driverless 

bike at a racing track soars over a barricade into the on-looking crowd are featured in this episode.

truTV 2014-03-01 2140 Impractical Jokers Joe, Murr, Q, and Sal bring you their favorite moments from season one. The guys discuss their 

most shocking incidents, the best reactions, and reveal never before seen moments from the 

cutting room floor.

truTV 2014-03-01 2200 Impractical Jokers Joe, Murr, Q, and Sal bring you more of their favorite hilarity from season one. The guys relive the 

moments that made them cringe, crack under pressure, and reveal behind the scenes info on the 

surprises that came out of left field.



truTV 2014-03-01 2225 Party Heat Every year, the Las Vegas police department expects about forty thousand hardcore bikers to 

descend on Vegas for BIKEFEST.  

truTV 2014-03-01 2310 King of the Nerds King of the Nerds is the ultimate nerd-off. The series follows eleven fierce competitors from across 

the nerd spectrum as they set out to win $100,000 and be crowned the greatest nerd of them all.

truTV 2014-03-01 2355 World's Dumbest We hand out special ''Dummy'' nominations to drivers whose behavior will have  you reaching for 

the emergency break.

truTV 2014-03-02 0035 World's Dumbest The people behind the infamous Smoking Gun website countdown their list of the most inane and 

clueless bad guys in the criminal world. 

truTV 2014-03-02 0120 World's Dumbest Put up your dukes and watch Danny Bonaduce, Tonya Harding and the rest our punch-drunk cast 

take down the World's Dumbest Brawlers.

truTV 2014-03-02 0205 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun Presents: World's Dumbest Competitions counts down the 20 craziest (and most 

pointless) contests known to man.

truTV 2014-03-02 0250 World's Dumbest Lock the doors, pull the shades and call 911 as The Smoking Gun brings you 20 of the world's 

dumbest criminals.

truTV 2014-03-02 0330 Most Daring There's mayhem as a city falls prey to a rampaging man in his homemade tank, while a driverless 

bike at a racing track soars over a barricade into the on-looking crowd are featured in this episode.

truTV 2014-03-02 0410 Party Heat Every year, the Las Vegas police department expects about forty thousand hardcore bikers to 

descend on Vegas for BIKEFEST.  

truTV 2014-03-02 0455 King of the Nerds King of the Nerds is the ultimate nerd-off. The series follows eleven fierce competitors from across 

the nerd spectrum as they set out to win $100,000 and be crowned the greatest nerd of them all.

truTV 2014-03-02 0540 World's Wildest Vacation Videos A hellacious hailstorm pummels a group of friends on a road trip. A tribe of monkeys attacks a little 

girl.

truTV 2014-03-02 0600 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we countdown 20 more 

of the best displays of outrageous behavior.

truTV 2014-03-02 0645 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-02 0730 Most Daring There's mayhem as a city falls prey to a rampaging man in his homemade tank, while a driverless 

bike at a racing track soars over a barricade into the on-looking crowd are featured in this episode.

truTV 2014-03-02 0815 Impractical Jokers The guys toy with customers at a candy store using bizarre party props, they all try their hands at 

nosing, and they break the rules of appropriate elevator etiquette.

truTV 2014-03-02 0835 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq finally gets revenge on the court versus teen heart throb Aaron Carter while 

Gary and Godfrey play the game, "What's In My Mouth".

truTV 2014-03-02 0900 King of the Nerds King of the Nerds is the ultimate nerd-off. The series follows eleven fierce competitors from across 

the nerd spectrum as they set out to win $100,000 and be crowned the greatest nerd of them all.

truTV 2014-03-02 0945 The Principal's Office In Connecticut, Principal Ballenger must talk a needle-shy student into getting blood drawn for his 

physical.   

truTV 2014-03-02 1005 The Principal's Office In this episode, a tearful student fears that his prospects for a successful adult life have been 

irrevocably damaged.

truTV 2014-03-02 1030 The Investigators Human ashes are found in the front seat of a car and Clayton Daniels is pronounced dead. But it is 

found that Daniels is still alive. 

truTV 2014-03-02 1115 North Mission Road A local contractor's body is found dead lying in a pool of blood.  The evidence is analyzed and a 

fingerprint is traced to a victim's coworker.

truTV 2014-03-02 1135 North Mission Road A registered nurse suddenly vanishes without a trace on her way home.  5 days later, investigators 

make an arrest in her attempted kidnapping.   

truTV 2014-03-02 1200 World's Dumbest What do you get when you combine death-defying stunts with people completely lacking in good 

judgement?

truTV 2014-03-02 1240 World's Dumbest Smoking Gun website presents 20 of the most clueless bad guys in the criminal world.

truTV 2014-03-02 1320 World's Dumbest In its ongoing mission to illuminate improper behavior, The Smoking Gun Presents brings you 20 of 

the World's Dumbest Partiers.

truTV 2014-03-02 1405 World's Dumbest Prepare to see plenty of phenomenally misguided felons and misbehaving miscreants stumbling 

and bumbling their way onto our newest criminal countdown

truTV 2014-03-02 1450 World's Dumbest Beware - dumb stunts ahead! ''Ain't no mountain high enough, ain't no valley low...'' for our 

collection of dimwitted thrill-seekers 

truTV 2014-03-02 1535 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq finally gets revenge on the court versus teen heart throb Aaron Carter while 

Gary and Godfrey play the game, "What's In My Mouth".

truTV 2014-03-02 1600 Impractical Jokers Joe, Murr, Q, and Sal bring you their favorite moments from season one. The guys discuss their 

most shocking incidents, the best reactions, and reveal never before seen moments from the 

cutting room floor.

truTV 2014-03-02 1620 Impractical Jokers Joe, Murr, Q, and Sal bring you more of their favorite hilarity from season one. The guys relive the 

moments that made them cringe, crack under pressure, and reveal behind the scenes info on the 

surprises that came out of left field.

truTV 2014-03-02 1645 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura Whether global warming is real or not, it's believed some people are using the issue to make 

billions of dollars.

truTV 2014-03-02 1730 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura Big Brother is watching and it's not who you think. Jesse Ventura's investigation of government 

surveillance on its citizens.

truTV 2014-03-02 1810 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-02 1830 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-02 1850 Haunting Evidence A Pennsylvania District Attorney goes missing.  Shockingly, the only clues he left behind are a new 

Mini Cooper and a damaged laptop hard drive.  

truTV 2014-03-02 1915 Suburban Secrets The untimely and gruesome death of a beloved bakery owner spreads fear through the quiet 

community of Cherry Hill, NJ.

truTV 2014-03-02 1935 Suburban Secrets The September 1996 slaying of retired teacher Anna Jean Anderson, 68, in Marion, Va., is 

examined.

truTV 2014-03-02 2000 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-02 2020 Bait Car A potential thief dressed up like a bumblebee is tempted by the bait car's sweet scent.

truTV 2014-03-02 2040 World's Wildest Vacation Videos A skydiver slams into the side of an airplane then freefalls in his tangled chute.

truTV 2014-03-02 2100 King of the Nerds Our hosts, Curtis Armstrong and Bobby Carradine (Booger and Lewis from the 1984 hit Revenge of 

the Nerds) welcome 11 nerds from all walks of life to "Nerdvana".

truTV 2014-03-02 2140 World's Dumbest Put on your thinking caps!  We're honoring innovation, with Danny Bonaduce, Tonya Harding, Leif 

Garrett and the rest of our genius cast.

truTV 2014-03-02 2225 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Pulp Fiction" while Gary takes the cinnamon 

challenge.

truTV 2014-03-02 2245 Impractical Jokers The guys mouth off to patients in a dentist's office, toss popcorn at movie goers in a theater, and 

take photos for their outrageous blogs in a public park.

truTV 2014-03-02 2310 King of the Nerds Our hosts, Curtis Armstrong and Bobby Carradine (Booger and Lewis from the 1984 hit Revenge of 

the Nerds) welcome 11 nerds from all walks of life to "Nerdvana".



truTV 2014-03-02 2355 World's Dumbest What do you get when you combine death-defying stunts with people completely lacking in good 

judgement?

truTV 2014-03-03 0035 World's Dumbest Smoking Gun website presents 20 of the most clueless bad guys in the criminal world.

truTV 2014-03-03 0120 World's Dumbest In its ongoing mission to illuminate improper behavior, The Smoking Gun Presents brings you 20 of 

the World's Dumbest Partiers.

truTV 2014-03-03 0205 World's Dumbest Prepare to see plenty of phenomenally misguided felons and misbehaving miscreants stumbling 

and bumbling their way onto our newest criminal countdown

truTV 2014-03-03 0250 World's Dumbest Beware - dumb stunts ahead! ''Ain't no mountain high enough, ain't no valley low...'' for our 

collection of dimwitted thrill-seekers 

truTV 2014-03-03 0330 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we countdown 20 more 

of the best displays of outrageous behavior.

truTV 2014-03-03 0410 World's Dumbest Put on your thinking caps!  We're honoring innovation, with Danny Bonaduce, Tonya Harding, Leif 

Garrett and the rest of our genius cast.

truTV 2014-03-03 0455 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-03 0515 Bait Car A potential thief dressed up like a bumblebee is tempted by the bait car's sweet scent.

truTV 2014-03-03 0540 World's Wildest Vacation Videos A skydiver slams into the side of an airplane then freefalls in his tangled chute.

truTV 2014-03-03 0600 Impractical Jokers Joe, Murr, Q, and Sal bring you their favorite moments from season one. The guys discuss their 

most shocking incidents, the best reactions, and reveal never before seen moments from the 

cutting room floor.

truTV 2014-03-03 0620 Impractical Jokers Joe, Murr, Q, and Sal bring you more of their favorite hilarity from season one. The guys relive the 

moments that made them cringe, crack under pressure, and reveal behind the scenes info on the 

surprises that came out of left field.

truTV 2014-03-03 0645 Impractical Jokers The guys mouth off to patients in a dentist's office, toss popcorn at movie goers in a theater, and 

take photos for their outrageous blogs in a public park.

truTV 2014-03-03 0705 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Pulp Fiction" while Gary takes the cinnamon 

challenge.

truTV 2014-03-03 0730 King of the Nerds Our hosts, Curtis Armstrong and Bobby Carradine (Booger and Lewis from the 1984 hit Revenge of 

the Nerds) welcome 11 nerds from all walks of life to "Nerdvana".

truTV 2014-03-03 0815 World's Dumbest Put on your thinking caps!  We're honoring innovation, with Danny Bonaduce, Tonya Harding, Leif 

Garrett and the rest of our genius cast.

truTV 2014-03-03 0900 Bear Swamp Recovery The team struggles to keep a hot air balloon grounded when a group of Jersey girls fight for their 

right to fly, and the owner attempts a dramatic escape.

truTV 2014-03-03 0920 Bear Swamp Recovery Things get slippery when the team tries to repo an ice resurfacer from an ice rink, causing a 

situation that explodes into an all out hockey brawl.

truTV 2014-03-03 0945 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-03 1005 Container Wars Maniac Matt is out to prove a point in the port of Oakland.

truTV 2014-03-03 1030 LA Forensics A widow is discovered dead in a pool of blood. It appears that she was tortured in a calculated, 

cold-blooded killing. 

truTV 2014-03-03 1050 LA Forensics A small brush fire near the LA airport reveals a horrific discovery: a burning body bound and 

gagged with duct tape.  

truTV 2014-03-03 1115 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-03 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-03 1200 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Pulp Fiction" while Gary takes the cinnamon 

challenge.

truTV 2014-03-03 1220 Impractical Jokers The guys mouth off to patients in a dentist's office, toss popcorn at movie goers in a theater, and 

take photos for their outrageous blogs in a public park.

truTV 2014-03-03 1240 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Big Brian and his team uncover a stockpile of hidden treasures in a compulsive collector's house.

truTV 2014-03-03 1320 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun presents 20 performances so bad, you won't be able to take your eyes off the TV 

screen.

truTV 2014-03-03 1405 Suburban Secrets The untimely and gruesome death of a beloved bakery owner spreads fear through the quiet 

community of Cherry Hill, NJ.

truTV 2014-03-03 1430 Psychic Detectives The robbery of a local drugstore leaves three employees dead.  After dead end, the case is stalled.  

But it's not the end. 

truTV 2014-03-03 1450 Body of Evidence A law student,Doug, is ambushed by two men. He fends off his would-be killers and manages to 

escape with only superficial gun-shot wounds.

truTV 2014-03-03 1515 Bear Swamp Recovery The team struggles to keep a hot air balloon grounded when a group of Jersey girls fight for their 

right to fly, and the owner attempts a dramatic escape.

truTV 2014-03-03 1535 Bear Swamp Recovery Things get slippery when the team tries to repo an ice resurfacer from an ice rink, causing a 

situation that explodes into an all out hockey brawl.

truTV 2014-03-03 1600 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-03 1620 Container Wars Maniac Matt is out to prove a point in the port of Oakland.

truTV 2014-03-03 1645 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver headed to their prom for speeding to get there.  

truTV 2014-03-03 1705 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we countdown 20 more 

of the best displays of outrageous behavior.

truTV 2014-03-03 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-03 1810 Bait Car ''Bait Car'' takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand 

Theft Auto!

truTV 2014-03-03 1830 Suburban Secrets The 1997 murder of Tiverton, R.I., resident Patricia Jacques is recalled. The victim's body was 

discovered near a barn on her property.

truTV 2014-03-03 1850 Psychic Detectives New York State Park Police undertake a massive search and rescue mission when one of their own 

falls into the icy waters of the Finger Lakes.  

truTV 2014-03-03 1915 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-03 1935 Storage Hunters Our buyers throw down to win a locker packed with recreational equipment and what looks like a 

hidden tractor. But when the dust settles and the cover's pulled back, one lucky hunter gets the 

surprise of a lifetime.

truTV 2014-03-03 2000 World's Dumbest We hand out special ''Dummy'' nominations to drivers whose behavior will have  you reaching for 

the emergency break.

truTV 2014-03-03 2040 Speeders Women will do anything to get out of a ticket. An officer pulls over a few women and they try to 

get their way out of the ticket.

truTV 2014-03-03 2100 Body of Evidence Anita is found dead in her bedroom.  As a retired cancer survivor, who was nominated for a 

"Leading Ladies" Award, she seemingly had no enemies.  

truTV 2014-03-03 2120 Suburban Secrets The September 1996 slaying of retired teacher Anna Jean Anderson, 68, in Marion, Va., is 

examined.

truTV 2014-03-03 2140 Suburban Secrets The investigation into the 2002 murder of 19-year-old Ali Kemp at a public pool in Leawood, Kan., 

is detailed.

truTV 2014-03-03 2200 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and his team find themselves in the middle of a family drug crisis.

truTV 2014-03-03 2225 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the team chase down a toy store robber and uncover a conspiracy.



truTV 2014-03-03 2245 Parco P.I. A woman believes she's been scammed when she gets a call that a company she's been investing 

heavily in has gone bankrupt.

truTV 2014-03-03 2310 Parco P.I. A notorious nightclub singer and mother of two is in danger!

truTV 2014-03-03 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-03 2355 Speeders A group of Italian tourists get pulled over and these tourists were looking for ladies.

truTV 2014-03-04 0015 Bait Car ''Bait Car'' takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand 

Theft Auto!

truTV 2014-03-04 0035 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-04 0100 Storage Hunters Our buyers throw down to win a locker packed with recreational equipment and what looks like a 

hidden tractor. But when the dust settles and the cover's pulled back, one lucky hunter gets the 

surprise of a lifetime.

truTV 2014-03-04 0120 Psychic Detectives New York State Park Police undertake a massive search and rescue mission when one of their own 

falls into the icy waters of the Finger Lakes.  

truTV 2014-03-04 0145 Suburban Secrets The 1997 murder of Tiverton, R.I., resident Patricia Jacques is recalled. The victim's body was 

discovered near a barn on her property.

truTV 2014-03-04 0205 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and his team find themselves in the middle of a family drug crisis.

truTV 2014-03-04 0230 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the team chase down a toy store robber and uncover a conspiracy.

truTV 2014-03-04 0250 Parco P.I. A woman believes she's been scammed when she gets a call that a company she's been investing 

heavily in has gone bankrupt.

truTV 2014-03-04 0310 Parco P.I. A notorious nightclub singer and mother of two is in danger!

truTV 2014-03-04 0330 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-04 0410 World's Dumbest What do you get when you combine death-defying stunts with people completely lacking in good 

judgement?

truTV 2014-03-04 0455 Speeders Women will do anything to get out of a ticket. An officer pulls over a few women and they try to 

get their way out of the ticket.

truTV 2014-03-04 0515 Suburban Secrets The September 1996 slaying of retired teacher Anna Jean Anderson, 68, in Marion, Va., is 

examined.

truTV 2014-03-04 0540 Suburban Secrets The investigation into the 2002 murder of 19-year-old Ali Kemp at a public pool in Leawood, Kan., 

is detailed.

truTV 2014-03-04 0600 Body of Evidence Anita is found dead in her bedroom.  As a retired cancer survivor, who was nominated for a 

"Leading Ladies" Award, she seemingly had no enemies.  

truTV 2014-03-04 0620 Bait Car ''Bait Car'' takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand 

Theft Auto!

truTV 2014-03-04 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-04 0705 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-04 0730 Storage Hunters Our buyers throw down to win a locker packed with recreational equipment and what looks like a 

hidden tractor. But when the dust settles and the cover's pulled back, one lucky hunter gets the 

surprise of a lifetime.

truTV 2014-03-04 0750 World's Dumbest We hand out special ''Dummy'' nominations to drivers whose behavior will have  you reaching for 

the emergency break.

truTV 2014-03-04 0835 Speeders A group of Italian tourists get pulled over and these tourists were looking for ladies.

truTV 2014-03-04 0900 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and his team find themselves in the middle of a family drug crisis.

truTV 2014-03-04 0920 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the team chase down a toy store robber and uncover a conspiracy.

truTV 2014-03-04 0945 Parco P.I. A woman believes she's been scammed when she gets a call that a company she's been investing 

heavily in has gone bankrupt.

truTV 2014-03-04 1005 Parco P.I. A notorious nightclub singer and mother of two is in danger!

truTV 2014-03-04 1030 Suburban Secrets The September 1996 slaying of retired teacher Anna Jean Anderson, 68, in Marion, Va., is 

examined.

truTV 2014-03-04 1050 Suburban Secrets The investigation into the 2002 murder of 19-year-old Ali Kemp at a public pool in Leawood, Kan., 

is detailed.

truTV 2014-03-04 1115 Bait Car ''Bait Car'' takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand 

Theft Auto!

truTV 2014-03-04 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-04 1200 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we countdown 20 more 

of the best displays of outrageous behavior.

truTV 2014-03-04 1240 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-04 1300 Storage Hunters Our buyers throw down to win a locker packed with recreational equipment and what looks like a 

hidden tractor. But when the dust settles and the cover's pulled back, one lucky hunter gets the 

surprise of a lifetime.

truTV 2014-03-04 1320 World's Dumbest What do you get when you combine death-defying stunts with people completely lacking in good 

judgement?

truTV 2014-03-04 1405 Suburban Secrets The 1997 murder of Tiverton, R.I., resident Patricia Jacques is recalled. The victim's body was 

discovered near a barn on her property.

truTV 2014-03-04 1430 Psychic Detectives New York State Park Police undertake a massive search and rescue mission when one of their own 

falls into the icy waters of the Finger Lakes.  

truTV 2014-03-04 1450 Body of Evidence Anita is found dead in her bedroom.  As a retired cancer survivor, who was nominated for a 

"Leading Ladies" Award, she seemingly had no enemies.  

truTV 2014-03-04 1515 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and his team find themselves in the middle of a family drug crisis.

truTV 2014-03-04 1535 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the team chase down a toy store robber and uncover a conspiracy.

truTV 2014-03-04 1600 Parco P.I. A woman believes she's been scammed when she gets a call that a company she's been investing 

heavily in has gone bankrupt.

truTV 2014-03-04 1620 Parco P.I. A notorious nightclub singer and mother of two is in danger!

truTV 2014-03-04 1645 Speeders A group of Italian tourists get pulled over and these tourists were looking for ladies.

truTV 2014-03-04 1705 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-04 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-04 1810 Bait Car ''Bait Car'' takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand 

Theft Auto!

truTV 2014-03-04 1830 Suburban Secrets In Red Bluff, Californaia, a town where police is adored by all, the murder of a cop has everyone 

shocked.

truTV 2014-03-04 1850 Psychic Detectives The mother of a missing woman named Denise McMurray contacts psychic Carol Pate, hoping 

Pate can shed some light on her daughter's whereabouts.  

truTV 2014-03-04 1915 Container Wars Always up for an outrageous gamble, Uzi and Schlomi throw down the gauntlet in the biggest 

auction yet.

truTV 2014-03-04 1935 Storage Hunters Our buyers are in for the fight of their lives as they lock horns at the nation's biggest shipping 

container auction.



truTV 2014-03-04 2000 World's Dumbest The people behind the infamous Smoking Gun website countdown their list of the most inane and 

clueless bad guys in the criminal world. 

truTV 2014-03-04 2040 Speeders On this very special episode, we're pulling over the hottest, wildest speeders of the summer.

truTV 2014-03-04 2100 Body of Evidence A young deaf girl, Darlene, uncharacteristically misses two days of work with no leads.  Detectives 

begin investigating with her friends and family.  

truTV 2014-03-04 2120 Missing Persons Unit Tamika Huston is a lively, ambitious young woman, with a devoted family and many friends.

truTV 2014-03-04 2140 Missing Persons Unit After a young woman named Brooke Henson disappears into the South Carolina night, detectives 

suspect she's been murdered.

truTV 2014-03-04 2200 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura They're thought to be a group of the world's elite who meet once a year at a luxury hotel and 

decide how they will run the world.

truTV 2014-03-04 2245 The Investigators A wealthy Virginia couple's murder sparks a remarkable investigation in this true crime tale of love 

and betrayal.  

truTV 2014-03-04 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-04 2355 Speeders A motorcycle rider gets pulled over while driving his spouse's motorcycle.

truTV 2014-03-05 0015 Bait Car ''Bait Car'' takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand 

Theft Auto!

truTV 2014-03-05 0035 Container Wars Always up for an outrageous gamble, Uzi and Schlomi throw down the gauntlet in the biggest 

auction yet.

truTV 2014-03-05 0100 Storage Hunters Our buyers are in for the fight of their lives as they lock horns at the nation's biggest shipping 

container auction.

truTV 2014-03-05 0120 Psychic Detectives The mother of a missing woman named Denise McMurray contacts psychic Carol Pate, hoping 

Pate can shed some light on her daughter's whereabouts.  

truTV 2014-03-05 0145 Suburban Secrets In Red Bluff, Californaia, a town where police is adored by all, the murder of a cop has everyone 

shocked.

truTV 2014-03-05 0205 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura They're thought to be a group of the world's elite who meet once a year at a luxury hotel and 

decide how they will run the world.

truTV 2014-03-05 0250 The Investigators A wealthy Virginia couple's murder sparks a remarkable investigation in this true crime tale of love 

and betrayal.  

truTV 2014-03-05 0330 Impractical Jokers Joe, Murr, Q, and Sal bring you their favorite moments from season one. The guys discuss their 

most shocking incidents, the best reactions, and reveal never before seen moments from the 

cutting room floor.

truTV 2014-03-05 0350 Impractical Jokers Joe, Murr, Q, and Sal bring you more of their favorite hilarity from season one. The guys relive the 

moments that made them cringe, crack under pressure, and reveal behind the scenes info on the 

surprises that came out of left field.

truTV 2014-03-05 0410 World's Dumbest Smoking Gun website presents 20 of the most clueless bad guys in the criminal world.

truTV 2014-03-05 0455 Speeders On this very special episode, we're pulling over the hottest, wildest speeders of the summer.

truTV 2014-03-05 0515 Missing Persons Unit Tamika Huston is a lively, ambitious young woman, with a devoted family and many friends.

truTV 2014-03-05 0540 Missing Persons Unit After a young woman named Brooke Henson disappears into the South Carolina night, detectives 

suspect she's been murdered.

truTV 2014-03-05 0600 Body of Evidence A young deaf girl, Darlene, uncharacteristically misses two days of work with no leads.  Detectives 

begin investigating with her friends and family.  

truTV 2014-03-05 0620 Bait Car ''Bait Car'' takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand 

Theft Auto!

truTV 2014-03-05 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-05 0705 Container Wars Always up for an outrageous gamble, Uzi and Schlomi throw down the gauntlet in the biggest 

auction yet.

truTV 2014-03-05 0730 Storage Hunters Our buyers are in for the fight of their lives as they lock horns at the nation's biggest shipping 

container auction.

truTV 2014-03-05 0750 World's Dumbest The people behind the infamous Smoking Gun website countdown their list of the most inane and 

clueless bad guys in the criminal world. 

truTV 2014-03-05 0835 Speeders A motorcycle rider gets pulled over while driving his spouse's motorcycle.

truTV 2014-03-05 0900 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura They're thought to be a group of the world's elite who meet once a year at a luxury hotel and 

decide how they will run the world.

truTV 2014-03-05 0945 The Investigators A wealthy Virginia couple's murder sparks a remarkable investigation in this true crime tale of love 

and betrayal.  

truTV 2014-03-05 1030 Missing Persons Unit Tamika Huston is a lively, ambitious young woman, with a devoted family and many friends.

truTV 2014-03-05 1050 Missing Persons Unit After a young woman named Brooke Henson disappears into the South Carolina night, detectives 

suspect she's been murdered.

truTV 2014-03-05 1115 Bait Car ''Bait Car'' takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand 

Theft Auto!

truTV 2014-03-05 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-05 1200 Impractical Jokers Joe, Murr, Q, and Sal bring you their favorite moments from season one. The guys discuss their 

most shocking incidents, the best reactions, and reveal never before seen moments from the 

cutting room floor.

truTV 2014-03-05 1220 Impractical Jokers Joe, Murr, Q, and Sal bring you more of their favorite hilarity from season one. The guys relive the 

moments that made them cringe, crack under pressure, and reveal behind the scenes info on the 

surprises that came out of left field.

truTV 2014-03-05 1240 Container Wars Always up for an outrageous gamble, Uzi and Schlomi throw down the gauntlet in the biggest 

auction yet.

truTV 2014-03-05 1300 Storage Hunters Our buyers are in for the fight of their lives as they lock horns at the nation's biggest shipping 

container auction.

truTV 2014-03-05 1320 World's Dumbest Smoking Gun website presents 20 of the most clueless bad guys in the criminal world.

truTV 2014-03-05 1405 Suburban Secrets In Red Bluff, Californaia, a town where police is adored by all, the murder of a cop has everyone 

shocked.

truTV 2014-03-05 1430 Psychic Detectives The mother of a missing woman named Denise McMurray contacts psychic Carol Pate, hoping 

Pate can shed some light on her daughter's whereabouts.  

truTV 2014-03-05 1450 Body of Evidence A young deaf girl, Darlene, uncharacteristically misses two days of work with no leads.  Detectives 

begin investigating with her friends and family.  

truTV 2014-03-05 1515 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura They're thought to be a group of the world's elite who meet once a year at a luxury hotel and 

decide how they will run the world.

truTV 2014-03-05 1600 The Investigators A wealthy Virginia couple's murder sparks a remarkable investigation in this true crime tale of love 

and betrayal.  

truTV 2014-03-05 1645 Speeders A motorcycle rider gets pulled over while driving his spouse's motorcycle.

truTV 2014-03-05 1705 King of the Nerds Our hosts, Curtis Armstrong and Bobby Carradine (Booger and Lewis from the 1984 hit Revenge of 

the Nerds) welcome 11 nerds from all walks of life to "Nerdvana".



truTV 2014-03-05 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-05 1810 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-05 1830 Suburban Secrets A young woman disappears while out on a bike ride in the town of Bloomington, Indiana.

truTV 2014-03-05 1850 Psychic Detectives After 13 years, a cold case is reopened by an eager young detective. The file contains two 

composite sketches which look nothing alike. 

truTV 2014-03-05 1915 Storage Hunters With killer instinct former boxer Brandon Bernier and his wife Lori target the best storage units in 

the country and then to go to any lengths to get their hands on what's stashed inside.

truTV 2014-03-05 1935 South Beach Tow Eddie is accosted by a nasty rich girl with a pink BMW - and a secret. A lemur wreaks havoc in the 

Tremont waiting room. Robert Jr. and Bernice travel to a faraway car show on a repo tip but the 

unexpected outcome leaves them furious.

truTV 2014-03-05 2000 World's Dumbest Put up your dukes and watch Danny Bonaduce, Tonya Harding and the rest our punch-drunk cast 

take down the World's Dumbest Brawlers.

truTV 2014-03-05 2040 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver, and the driver tries to teach the officer about his second amendment 

rights.

truTV 2014-03-05 2100 Body of Evidence The evidence stacks up slowly: first a fisherman spots a submerged car in a river in a town, days 

later a man spots a dead body in a secluded field.  

truTV 2014-03-05 2120 I, Detective A young soap opera actress is found shot in her family's home.  Was she a random victim or the 

target of some one she trusted? 

truTV 2014-03-05 2140 I, Detective A husband returns to find his wife murdered in their home.  Can a website featuring an instruction 

manual for hitmen lead detectives to the killer? 

truTV 2014-03-05 2200 North Mission Road The body of a partially clothed strangled young woman is found in an LA park.  Little to no 

evidence is found at the crime scene.   

truTV 2014-03-05 2225 North Mission Road While renovating their new home, a couple make a startling discovery, a cloth containing what 

appear to be human bones buried in their backyard.

truTV 2014-03-05 2245 Inside Inside the Juvenile Maximum Security Correctional Facility in Pendleton, Indiana, as cameras 

document a 360 degree look in the juvenile prison.

truTV 2014-03-05 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-05 2355 Speeders A wedding planner gets caught driving the wrong way on a one way street.

truTV 2014-03-06 0015 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-06 0035 Storage Hunters With killer instinct former boxer Brandon Bernier and his wife Lori target the best storage units in 

the country and then to go to any lengths to get their hands on what's stashed inside.

truTV 2014-03-06 0100 South Beach Tow Eddie is accosted by a nasty rich girl with a pink BMW - and a secret. A lemur wreaks havoc in the 

Tremont waiting room. Robert Jr. and Bernice travel to a faraway car show on a repo tip but the 

unexpected outcome leaves them furious.

truTV 2014-03-06 0120 Psychic Detectives After 13 years, a cold case is reopened by an eager young detective. The file contains two 

composite sketches which look nothing alike. 

truTV 2014-03-06 0145 Suburban Secrets A young woman disappears while out on a bike ride in the town of Bloomington, Indiana.

truTV 2014-03-06 0205 North Mission Road The body of a partially clothed strangled young woman is found in an LA park.  Little to no 

evidence is found at the crime scene.   

truTV 2014-03-06 0230 North Mission Road While renovating their new home, a couple make a startling discovery, a cloth containing what 

appear to be human bones buried in their backyard.

truTV 2014-03-06 0250 Inside Inside the Juvenile Maximum Security Correctional Facility in Pendleton, Indiana, as cameras 

document a 360 degree look in the juvenile prison.

truTV 2014-03-06 0330 King of the Nerds Our hosts, Curtis Armstrong and Bobby Carradine (Booger and Lewis from the 1984 hit Revenge of 

the Nerds) welcome 11 nerds from all walks of life to "Nerdvana".

truTV 2014-03-06 0410 World's Dumbest In its ongoing mission to illuminate improper behavior, The Smoking Gun Presents brings you 20 of 

the World's Dumbest Partiers.

truTV 2014-03-06 0455 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver, and the driver tries to teach the officer about his second amendment 

rights.

truTV 2014-03-06 0515 I, Detective A young soap opera actress is found shot in her family's home.  Was she a random victim or the 

target of some one she trusted? 

truTV 2014-03-06 0540 I, Detective A husband returns to find his wife murdered in their home.  Can a website featuring an instruction 

manual for hitmen lead detectives to the killer? 

truTV 2014-03-06 0600 Body of Evidence The evidence stacks up slowly: first a fisherman spots a submerged car in a river in a town, days 

later a man spots a dead body in a secluded field.  

truTV 2014-03-06 0620 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-06 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-06 0705 Storage Hunters With killer instinct former boxer Brandon Bernier and his wife Lori target the best storage units in 

the country and then to go to any lengths to get their hands on what's stashed inside.

truTV 2014-03-06 0730 South Beach Tow Eddie is accosted by a nasty rich girl with a pink BMW - and a secret. A lemur wreaks havoc in the 

Tremont waiting room. Robert Jr. and Bernice travel to a faraway car show on a repo tip but the 

unexpected outcome leaves them furious.

truTV 2014-03-06 0750 World's Dumbest Put up your dukes and watch Danny Bonaduce, Tonya Harding and the rest our punch-drunk cast 

take down the World's Dumbest Brawlers.

truTV 2014-03-06 0835 Speeders A wedding planner gets caught driving the wrong way on a one way street.

truTV 2014-03-06 0900 North Mission Road The body of a partially clothed strangled young woman is found in an LA park.  Little to no 

evidence is found at the crime scene.   

truTV 2014-03-06 0920 North Mission Road While renovating their new home, a couple make a startling discovery, a cloth containing what 

appear to be human bones buried in their backyard.

truTV 2014-03-06 0945 Inside Inside the Juvenile Maximum Security Correctional Facility in Pendleton, Indiana, as cameras 

document a 360 degree look in the juvenile prison.

truTV 2014-03-06 1030 I, Detective A young soap opera actress is found shot in her family's home.  Was she a random victim or the 

target of some one she trusted? 

truTV 2014-03-06 1050 I, Detective A husband returns to find his wife murdered in their home.  Can a website featuring an instruction 

manual for hitmen lead detectives to the killer? 

truTV 2014-03-06 1115 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-06 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-06 1200 King of the Nerds Our hosts, Curtis Armstrong and Bobby Carradine (Booger and Lewis from the 1984 hit Revenge of 

the Nerds) welcome 11 nerds from all walks of life to "Nerdvana".



truTV 2014-03-06 1240 Storage Hunters With killer instinct former boxer Brandon Bernier and his wife Lori target the best storage units in 

the country and then to go to any lengths to get their hands on what's stashed inside.

truTV 2014-03-06 1300 South Beach Tow Eddie is accosted by a nasty rich girl with a pink BMW - and a secret. A lemur wreaks havoc in the 

Tremont waiting room. Robert Jr. and Bernice travel to a faraway car show on a repo tip but the 

unexpected outcome leaves them furious.

truTV 2014-03-06 1320 World's Dumbest In its ongoing mission to illuminate improper behavior, The Smoking Gun Presents brings you 20 of 

the World's Dumbest Partiers.

truTV 2014-03-06 1405 Suburban Secrets A young woman disappears while out on a bike ride in the town of Bloomington, Indiana.

truTV 2014-03-06 1430 Psychic Detectives After 13 years, a cold case is reopened by an eager young detective. The file contains two 

composite sketches which look nothing alike. 

truTV 2014-03-06 1450 Body of Evidence The evidence stacks up slowly: first a fisherman spots a submerged car in a river in a town, days 

later a man spots a dead body in a secluded field.  

truTV 2014-03-06 1515 North Mission Road The body of a partially clothed strangled young woman is found in an LA park.  Little to no 

evidence is found at the crime scene.   

truTV 2014-03-06 1535 North Mission Road While renovating their new home, a couple make a startling discovery, a cloth containing what 

appear to be human bones buried in their backyard.

truTV 2014-03-06 1600 Inside Inside the Juvenile Maximum Security Correctional Facility in Pendleton, Indiana, as cameras 

document a 360 degree look in the juvenile prison.

truTV 2014-03-06 1645 Speeders A wedding planner gets caught driving the wrong way on a one way street.

truTV 2014-03-06 1705 World's Wildest Vacation Videos A hellacious hailstorm pummels a group of friends on a road trip. A tribe of monkeys attacks a little 

girl.

truTV 2014-03-06 1730 The Principal's Office In Connecticut, Principal Ballenger must talk a needle-shy student into getting blood drawn for his 

physical.   

truTV 2014-03-06 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-06 1810 Bait Car A pair of hoodlums get stung on a high-speed joyride.

truTV 2014-03-06 1830 Suburban Secrets The disappearance of a respected member of society causes panic in the quiet town of New 

Haven, Michigan.

truTV 2014-03-06 1850 Psychic Detectives While in Florida for a convention, psychic Phil Jordan is approached by the Boynton Beach Police 

for help in jumpstarting a stalled homicide case.

truTV 2014-03-06 1915 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori go to war over a record producer's storage unit and unearth what could be a 

priceless piece of rock and roll history.

truTV 2014-03-06 1935 South Beach Tow Robert Sr., Robert Jr., and Perez head to the Everglades on the repo of an airboat. Eddie faces off 

against a deranged, taser-wielding young woman.

truTV 2014-03-06 2000 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun Presents: World's Dumbest Competitions counts down the 20 craziest (and most 

pointless) contests known to man.

truTV 2014-03-06 2040 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver headed to their prom for speeding to get there.

truTV 2014-03-06 2100 Body of Evidence A woman vanishes while traveling across a desolate stretch. Weeks later her body is found on the 

banks of a river with no leads and zero suspects. 

truTV 2014-03-06 2120 Haunting Evidence A young man is found lifeless alongside his car on the side of the road.  The case is immediately 

classified as an accident but things don't add up.   

truTV 2014-03-06 2140 Haunting Evidence A young woman vanishes after a celebratory dinner with her fiancee and friends. Four days after 

her disappearance, she is found in a river canal.

truTV 2014-03-06 2200 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura Authors and experts warn that forces within the government have revived a program that uses 

mind control techniques to turn citizens into assassins.

truTV 2014-03-06 2245 The Investigators ''Psychic Detectives'' will re-visit crimes that a psychic helped crack and share the uncanny tips and 

unexplainable clues that helped to solve cases. 

truTV 2014-03-06 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-06 2355 Speeders Things always heat up on spring break!

truTV 2014-03-07 0015 Bait Car A pair of hoodlums get stung on a high-speed joyride.

truTV 2014-03-07 0035 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori go to war over a record producer's storage unit and unearth what could be a 

priceless piece of rock and roll history.

truTV 2014-03-07 0100 South Beach Tow Robert Sr., Robert Jr., and Perez head to the Everglades on the repo of an airboat. Eddie faces off 

against a deranged, taser-wielding young woman.

truTV 2014-03-07 0120 Psychic Detectives While in Florida for a convention, psychic Phil Jordan is approached by the Boynton Beach Police 

for help in jumpstarting a stalled homicide case.

truTV 2014-03-07 0145 Suburban Secrets The disappearance of a respected member of society causes panic in the quiet town of New 

Haven, Michigan.

truTV 2014-03-07 0205 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura Authors and experts warn that forces within the government have revived a program that uses 

mind control techniques to turn citizens into assassins.

truTV 2014-03-07 0250 The Investigators ''Psychic Detectives'' will re-visit crimes that a psychic helped crack and share the uncanny tips and 

unexplainable clues that helped to solve cases. 

truTV 2014-03-07 0330 Party Heat Every year, the Las Vegas police department expects about forty thousand hardcore bikers to 

descend on Vegas for BIKEFEST.  

truTV 2014-03-07 0410 World's Dumbest Prepare to see plenty of phenomenally misguided felons and misbehaving miscreants stumbling 

and bumbling their way onto our newest criminal countdown

truTV 2014-03-07 0455 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver headed to their prom for speeding to get there.

truTV 2014-03-07 0515 Haunting Evidence A young man is found lifeless alongside his car on the side of the road.  The case is immediately 

classified as an accident but things don't add up.   

truTV 2014-03-07 0540 Haunting Evidence A young woman vanishes after a celebratory dinner with her fiancee and friends. Four days after 

her disappearance, she is found in a river canal.

truTV 2014-03-07 0600 Body of Evidence A woman vanishes while traveling across a desolate stretch. Weeks later her body is found on the 

banks of a river with no leads and zero suspects. 

truTV 2014-03-07 0620 Bait Car A pair of hoodlums get stung on a high-speed joyride.

truTV 2014-03-07 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-07 0705 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori go to war over a record producer's storage unit and unearth what could be a 

priceless piece of rock and roll history.

truTV 2014-03-07 0730 South Beach Tow Robert Sr., Robert Jr., and Perez head to the Everglades on the repo of an airboat. Eddie faces off 

against a deranged, taser-wielding young woman.

truTV 2014-03-07 0750 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun Presents: World's Dumbest Competitions counts down the 20 craziest (and most 

pointless) contests known to man.

truTV 2014-03-07 0835 Speeders Things always heat up on spring break!

truTV 2014-03-07 0900 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura Authors and experts warn that forces within the government have revived a program that uses 

mind control techniques to turn citizens into assassins.

truTV 2014-03-07 0945 The Investigators ''Psychic Detectives'' will re-visit crimes that a psychic helped crack and share the uncanny tips and 

unexplainable clues that helped to solve cases. 

truTV 2014-03-07 1030 Haunting Evidence A young man is found lifeless alongside his car on the side of the road.  The case is immediately 

classified as an accident but things don't add up.   

truTV 2014-03-07 1050 Haunting Evidence A young woman vanishes after a celebratory dinner with her fiancee and friends. Four days after 

her disappearance, she is found in a river canal.



truTV 2014-03-07 1115 Bait Car A pair of hoodlums get stung on a high-speed joyride.

truTV 2014-03-07 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-07 1200 Party Heat Every year, the Las Vegas police department expects about forty thousand hardcore bikers to 

descend on Vegas for BIKEFEST.  

truTV 2014-03-07 1240 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori go to war over a record producer's storage unit and unearth what could be a 

priceless piece of rock and roll history.

truTV 2014-03-07 1300 South Beach Tow Robert Sr., Robert Jr., and Perez head to the Everglades on the repo of an airboat. Eddie faces off 

against a deranged, taser-wielding young woman.

truTV 2014-03-07 1320 World's Dumbest Prepare to see plenty of phenomenally misguided felons and misbehaving miscreants stumbling 

and bumbling their way onto our newest criminal countdown

truTV 2014-03-07 1405 Suburban Secrets The disappearance of a respected member of society causes panic in the quiet town of New 

Haven, Michigan.

truTV 2014-03-07 1430 Psychic Detectives While in Florida for a convention, psychic Phil Jordan is approached by the Boynton Beach Police 

for help in jumpstarting a stalled homicide case.

truTV 2014-03-07 1450 Body of Evidence A woman vanishes while traveling across a desolate stretch. Weeks later her body is found on the 

banks of a river with no leads and zero suspects. 

truTV 2014-03-07 1515 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura Authors and experts warn that forces within the government have revived a program that uses 

mind control techniques to turn citizens into assassins.

truTV 2014-03-07 1600 The Investigators ''Psychic Detectives'' will re-visit crimes that a psychic helped crack and share the uncanny tips and 

unexplainable clues that helped to solve cases. 

truTV 2014-03-07 1645 Speeders Things always heat up on spring break!

truTV 2014-03-07 1705 World's Wildest Vacation Videos A skydiver slams into the side of an airplane then freefalls in his tangled chute.

truTV 2014-03-07 1730 The Principal's Office In this episode, a tearful student fears that his prospects for a successful adult life have been 

irrevocably damaged.

truTV 2014-03-07 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-07 1810 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-07 1830 Suburban Secrets The 1996 murders of Aliquippa, Pa., couple William and Tresa Samuel are recalled.

truTV 2014-03-07 1850 Psychic Detectives A former paratrooper vanishes, leaving everything behind everything that is, except any evidence 

as to his whereabouts.

truTV 2014-03-07 1915 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Brian has to calm down a furious homeowner after Vinny accidentally trashes some of her 

inventory.

truTV 2014-03-07 2000 World's Dumbest Lock the doors, pull the shades and call 911 as The Smoking Gun brings you 20 of the world's 

dumbest criminals.

truTV 2014-03-07 2040 Speeders A driver is pulled over, but the car is decked out with junk from a hardware store.

truTV 2014-03-07 2100 Body of Evidence A murdered man. A missing money clip. It looks like a case of robbery gone wrong. But Dayle's 

sure that below the surface is a far deeper mystery.  

truTV 2014-03-07 2120 LA Forensics Five middle-aged men have been stripped naked, tied up and found strangled. There is no blood, 

no struggle, no witnesses and no suspects.  

truTV 2014-03-07 2140 LA Forensics An off-duty police detective is shot while responding to a neighbor's report of a prowler.  For 

police, it's personal - one of their own is killed.   

truTV 2014-03-07 2200 Bear Swamp Recovery The team goes on a stealth mission to repo a fleet of custom racecars, but the drivers won't give 

up their prized possessions without a fight.

truTV 2014-03-07 2225 Bear Swamp Recovery The Bear Swamp team heads to the Jersey Shore where PJ and Pops repo a sports car from a cocky 

brat while Dave and Missy track down a van belonging to a combative carny.

truTV 2014-03-07 2245 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-07 2310 Container Wars Always up for an outrageous gamble, Uzi and Schlomi throw down the gauntlet in the biggest 

auction yet.

truTV 2014-03-07 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-07 2355 Speeders A body builder gets pulled over and tries to armwrestle the officer to get out of a ticket.

truTV 2014-03-08 0015 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-08 0035 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Brian has to calm down a furious homeowner after Vinny accidentally trashes some of her 

inventory.

truTV 2014-03-08 0120 Psychic Detectives A former paratrooper vanishes, leaving everything behind everything that is, except any evidence 

as to his whereabouts.

truTV 2014-03-08 0145 Suburban Secrets The 1996 murders of Aliquippa, Pa., couple William and Tresa Samuel are recalled.

truTV 2014-03-08 0205 Bear Swamp Recovery The team goes on a stealth mission to repo a fleet of custom racecars, but the drivers won't give 

up their prized possessions without a fight.

truTV 2014-03-08 0230 Bear Swamp Recovery The Bear Swamp team heads to the Jersey Shore where PJ and Pops repo a sports car from a cocky 

brat while Dave and Missy track down a van belonging to a combative carny.

truTV 2014-03-08 0250 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-08 0310 Container Wars Always up for an outrageous gamble, Uzi and Schlomi throw down the gauntlet in the biggest 

auction yet.

truTV 2014-03-08 0330 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Pulp Fiction" while Gary takes the cinnamon 

challenge.

truTV 2014-03-08 0350 Impractical Jokers The guys mouth off to patients in a dentist's office, toss popcorn at movie goers in a theater, and 

take photos for their outrageous blogs in a public park.

truTV 2014-03-08 0410 World's Dumbest Beware - dumb stunts ahead! ''Ain't no mountain high enough, ain't no valley low...'' for our 

collection of dimwitted thrill-seekers 

truTV 2014-03-08 0455 Speeders A driver is pulled over, but the car is decked out with junk from a hardware store.

truTV 2014-03-08 0515 LA Forensics Five middle-aged men have been stripped naked, tied up and found strangled. There is no blood, 

no struggle, no witnesses and no suspects.  

truTV 2014-03-08 0540 LA Forensics An off-duty police detective is shot while responding to a neighbor's report of a prowler.  For 

police, it's personal - one of their own is killed.   

truTV 2014-03-08 0600 Body of Evidence A murdered man. A missing money clip. It looks like a case of robbery gone wrong. But Dayle's 

sure that below the surface is a far deeper mystery.  

truTV 2014-03-08 0620 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-08 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-08 0705 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Brian has to calm down a furious homeowner after Vinny accidentally trashes some of her 

inventory.

truTV 2014-03-08 0750 World's Dumbest Lock the doors, pull the shades and call 911 as The Smoking Gun brings you 20 of the world's 

dumbest criminals.

truTV 2014-03-08 0835 Speeders A body builder gets pulled over and tries to armwrestle the officer to get out of a ticket.

truTV 2014-03-08 0900 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Is Royal Pawn under a curse?  After some old Freemason relics come into the shop, an employee 

suffers a devastating accident.

truTV 2014-03-08 0920 Container Wars Always up for an outrageous gamble, Uzi and Schlomi throw down the gauntlet in the biggest 

auction yet.



truTV 2014-03-08 0945 Storage Hunters Competition boils over when bitter rivals Brandon and Jesse throw down over a storage unit 

containing an amazing movie monster and a potential hundred thousand dollar payout.

truTV 2014-03-08 1005 Storage Hunters All bets are off when a bidding war over endangered species taxidermy ends in a heated stand-off 

with the local authorities.

truTV 2014-03-08 1030 The Investigators A wealthy Virginia couple's murder sparks a remarkable investigation in this true crime tale of love 

and betrayal.  

truTV 2014-03-08 1115 I, Detective A young soap opera actress is found shot in her family's home.  Was she a random victim or the 

target of some one she trusted? 

truTV 2014-03-08 1135 I, Detective A husband returns to find his wife murdered in their home.  Can a website featuring an instruction 

manual for hitmen lead detectives to the killer? 

truTV 2014-03-08 1200 World's Dumbest Danny Bonaduce, Todd Bridges, Daniel Baldwin, and the rest of our celebrity cast turn on their own 

as the Smoking Gun Presents another installment of the World's Dumbest Performers!

truTV 2014-03-08 1240 World's Dumbest The eternal quest for excellence is always compelling - especially when it's undertaken by morons.

truTV 2014-03-08 1320 World's Dumbest Fasten your seatbelt for some more vehicular idiocy.

truTV 2014-03-08 1405 World's Dumbest As part of its ongoing crime-fighting mission, The Smoking Gun Presents brings you 20 more of the 

dumbest lawbreakers.

truTV 2014-03-08 1450 World's Dumbest Let's visit the crazy wild kingdom, populated by insanely comic interactions between humans and 

animal!

truTV 2014-03-08 1535 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, it's ''monkey see, monkey don't'' when chimps play nice with vacationers...

truTV 2014-03-08 1600 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a kayaker takes a deadly plunge into a whirlpool.

truTV 2014-03-08 1620 World's Wildest Vacation Videos 2 men tussle with a great white shark in a terrifying underwater cage match.

truTV 2014-03-08 1645 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-08 1730 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-08 1810 Speeders On this very special episode, we're pulling over the hottest, wildest speeders of the summer.

truTV 2014-03-08 1830 Speeders Things always heat up on spring break!

truTV 2014-03-08 1850 Haunting Evidence A young man is found lifeless alongside his car on the side of the road.  The case is immediately 

classified as an accident but things don't add up.   

truTV 2014-03-08 1915 Suburban Secrets A young woman disappears while out on a bike ride in the town of Bloomington, Indiana.

truTV 2014-03-08 1935 Suburban Secrets The 1997 murder of Tiverton, R.I., resident Patricia Jacques is recalled. The victim's body was 

discovered near a barn on her property.

truTV 2014-03-08 2000 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-08 2020 Cash Dome WhiteBoy's brother Josh gets out of prison and shows up at the Cash Dome looking for a job.  It's 

not long before he's wreaking havoc throughout the shop.

truTV 2014-03-08 2040 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a kayaker takes a deadly plunge into a whirlpool.

truTV 2014-03-08 2100 Most Daring From friends involved in a hair-pulling cat fight to intoxicated party goer, these ladies are more 

than most can handle.

truTV 2014-03-08 2140 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

say all the wrong things when conducting sensitivity training, and are forced into being 

unreceptive receptionists in a busy office.

truTV 2014-03-08 2200 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

share shameful secrets in the park, don headsets at a fast food drive-through, and try to convince 

unsuspecting strangers to dance with them.

truTV 2014-03-08 2225 Party Heat Our cameras are there to catch all the wild action as the police work tirelessly to try to keep a 

holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-08 2310 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-08 2330 Cash Dome WhiteBoy's brother Josh gets out of prison and shows up at the Cash Dome looking for a job.  It's 

not long before he's wreaking havoc throughout the shop.

truTV 2014-03-08 2355 World's Dumbest Danny Bonaduce, Todd Bridges, Daniel Baldwin, and the rest of our celebrity cast turn on their own 

as the Smoking Gun Presents another installment of the World's Dumbest Performers!

truTV 2014-03-09 0035 World's Dumbest The eternal quest for excellence is always compelling - especially when it's undertaken by morons.

truTV 2014-03-09 0120 World's Dumbest Fasten your seatbelt for some more vehicular idiocy.

truTV 2014-03-09 0205 World's Dumbest As part of its ongoing crime-fighting mission, The Smoking Gun Presents brings you 20 more of the 

dumbest lawbreakers.

truTV 2014-03-09 0250 World's Dumbest Let's visit the crazy wild kingdom, populated by insanely comic interactions between humans and 

animal!

truTV 2014-03-09 0330 Most Daring From friends involved in a hair-pulling cat fight to intoxicated party goer, these ladies are more 

than most can handle.

truTV 2014-03-09 0410 Party Heat Our cameras are there to catch all the wild action as the police work tirelessly to try to keep a 

holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-09 0455 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

say all the wrong things when conducting sensitivity training, and are forced into being 

unreceptive receptionists in a busy office.

truTV 2014-03-09 0515 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

share shameful secrets in the park, don headsets at a fast food drive-through, and try to convince 

unsuspecting strangers to dance with them.

truTV 2014-03-09 0540 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a kayaker takes a deadly plunge into a whirlpool.

truTV 2014-03-09 0600 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-09 0645 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-09 0730 Most Daring From friends involved in a hair-pulling cat fight to intoxicated party goer, these ladies are more 

than most can handle.

truTV 2014-03-09 0815 Impractical Jokers The guys mouth off to patients in a dentist's office, toss popcorn at movie goers in a theater, and 

take photos for their outrageous blogs in a public park.

truTV 2014-03-09 0835 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Pulp Fiction" while Gary takes the cinnamon 

challenge.

truTV 2014-03-09 0900 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-09 0920 Cash Dome WhiteBoy's brother Josh gets out of prison and shows up at the Cash Dome looking for a job.  It's 

not long before he's wreaking havoc throughout the shop.

truTV 2014-03-09 0945 The Principal's Office In this episode, a Connecticut student with a considerable -- and inappropriate -- Spanish 

vocabulary runs afoul of Principal Ballenger.  



truTV 2014-03-09 1005 The Principal's Office In New Jersey, it's mission impossible when Principal Tague uses some sneaky surveillance footage 

to catch two kids sneaking off campus.

truTV 2014-03-09 1030 The Investigators ''Psychic Detectives'' will re-visit crimes that a psychic helped crack and share the uncanny tips and 

unexplainable clues that helped to solve cases. 

truTV 2014-03-09 1115 North Mission Road The body of a partially clothed strangled young woman is found in an LA park.  Little to no 

evidence is found at the crime scene.   

truTV 2014-03-09 1135 North Mission Road While renovating their new home, a couple make a startling discovery, a cloth containing what 

appear to be human bones buried in their backyard.

truTV 2014-03-09 1200 World's Dumbest Join the celebration as The Smoking Gun Presents counts down the 20 dumbest partiers in the 

world.

truTV 2014-03-09 1240 World's Dumbest Get ready for performances so awful you won't be able to avert your eyes from your television 

screen.

truTV 2014-03-09 1320 World's Dumbest Want to see morons pursue thrills and rack up hospital bills?  Well it's a good thing you came to 

truTV.

truTV 2014-03-09 1405 World's Dumbest Todd Bridges, Daniel Baldwin, Danny Bonaduce and the other master thespians in our cast turn 

against their own kind as they boo and jeer the dumbest performers on the planet.

truTV 2014-03-09 1450 World's Dumbest Join Leif Garrett, Danny Bonaduce and the rest of our hard-partying cast as The Smoking Gun 

brings you 20 of the World's Dumbest Partiers.

truTV 2014-03-09 1535 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Pulp Fiction" while Gary takes the cinnamon 

challenge.

truTV 2014-03-09 1600 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

say all the wrong things when conducting sensitivity training, and are forced into being 

unreceptive receptionists in a busy office.

truTV 2014-03-09 1620 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

share shameful secrets in the park, don headsets at a fast food drive-through, and try to convince 

unsuspecting strangers to dance with them.

truTV 2014-03-09 1645 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura They're thought to be a group of the world's elite who meet once a year at a luxury hotel and 

decide how they will run the world.

truTV 2014-03-09 1730 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura Authors and experts warn that forces within the government have revived a program that uses 

mind control techniques to turn citizens into assassins.

truTV 2014-03-09 1810 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-09 1830 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-09 1850 Haunting Evidence A young woman vanishes after a celebratory dinner with her fiancee and friends. Four days after 

her disappearance, she is found in a river canal.

truTV 2014-03-09 1915 Suburban Secrets The 1996 murders of Aliquippa, Pa., couple William and Tresa Samuel are recalled.

truTV 2014-03-09 1935 Suburban Secrets In Red Bluff, Californaia, a town where police is adored by all, the murder of a cop has everyone 

shocked.

truTV 2014-03-09 2000 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-09 2020 Bait Car A pair of hoodlums get stung on a high-speed joyride.

truTV 2014-03-09 2040 World's Wildest Vacation Videos 2 men tussle with a great white shark in a terrifying underwater cage match.

truTV 2014-03-09 2100 King of the Nerds It's time for our nerds to get creative, as each team is assigned the task of inventing an imaginary 

world.

truTV 2014-03-09 2140 World's Dumbest This time,  our "World's Dumbest" crew takes a detour to check out twenty of the "World's 

Smartest Inventions."

truTV 2014-03-09 2225 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Full Metal Jacket" and then hits the 

pavement to find his ultimate fan.

truTV 2014-03-09 2245 Impractical Jokers The guys enlist shoppers to settle senseless debates in the mall, scream for ice-cream as patrons in 

a parlor, and protest unconventional causes in the park.

truTV 2014-03-09 2310 King of the Nerds It's time for our nerds to get creative, as each team is assigned the task of inventing an imaginary 

world.

truTV 2014-03-09 2355 World's Dumbest Join the celebration as The Smoking Gun Presents counts down the 20 dumbest partiers in the 

world.

truTV 2014-03-10 0035 World's Dumbest Get ready for performances so awful you won't be able to avert your eyes from your television 

screen.

truTV 2014-03-10 0120 World's Dumbest Want to see morons pursue thrills and rack up hospital bills?  Well it's a good thing you came to 

truTV.

truTV 2014-03-10 0205 World's Dumbest Todd Bridges, Daniel Baldwin, Danny Bonaduce and the other master thespians in our cast turn 

against their own kind as they boo and jeer the dumbest performers on the planet.

truTV 2014-03-10 0250 World's Dumbest Join Leif Garrett, Danny Bonaduce and the rest of our hard-partying cast as The Smoking Gun 

brings you 20 of the World's Dumbest Partiers.

truTV 2014-03-10 0330 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-10 0410 World's Dumbest This time,  our "World's Dumbest" crew takes a detour to check out twenty of the "World's 

Smartest Inventions."

truTV 2014-03-10 0455 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-10 0515 Bait Car A pair of hoodlums get stung on a high-speed joyride.

truTV 2014-03-10 0540 World's Wildest Vacation Videos 2 men tussle with a great white shark in a terrifying underwater cage match.

truTV 2014-03-10 0600 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

say all the wrong things when conducting sensitivity training, and are forced into being 

unreceptive receptionists in a busy office.

truTV 2014-03-10 0620 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

share shameful secrets in the park, don headsets at a fast food drive-through, and try to convince 

unsuspecting strangers to dance with them.

truTV 2014-03-10 0645 Impractical Jokers The guys enlist shoppers to settle senseless debates in the mall, scream for ice-cream as patrons in 

a parlor, and protest unconventional causes in the park.

truTV 2014-03-10 0705 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Full Metal Jacket" and then hits the 

pavement to find his ultimate fan.

truTV 2014-03-10 0730 King of the Nerds It's time for our nerds to get creative, as each team is assigned the task of inventing an imaginary 

world.

truTV 2014-03-10 0815 World's Dumbest This time,  our "World's Dumbest" crew takes a detour to check out twenty of the "World's 

Smartest Inventions."

truTV 2014-03-10 0900 Bear Swamp Recovery The team goes on a stealth mission to repo a fleet of custom racecars, but the drivers won't give 

up their prized possessions without a fight.

truTV 2014-03-10 0920 Bear Swamp Recovery The Bear Swamp team heads to the Jersey Shore where PJ and Pops repo a sports car from a cocky 

brat while Dave and Missy track down a van belonging to a combative carny.

truTV 2014-03-10 0945 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-10 1005 Container Wars Always up for an outrageous gamble, Uzi and Schlomi throw down the gauntlet in the biggest 

auction yet.



truTV 2014-03-10 1030 LA Forensics Five middle-aged men have been stripped naked, tied up and found strangled. There is no blood, 

no struggle, no witnesses and no suspects.  

truTV 2014-03-10 1050 LA Forensics An off-duty police detective is shot while responding to a neighbor's report of a prowler.  For 

police, it's personal - one of their own is killed.   

truTV 2014-03-10 1115 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-10 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-10 1200 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Full Metal Jacket" and then hits the 

pavement to find his ultimate fan.

truTV 2014-03-10 1220 Impractical Jokers The guys enlist shoppers to settle senseless debates in the mall, scream for ice-cream as patrons in 

a parlor, and protest unconventional causes in the park.

truTV 2014-03-10 1240 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Brian has to calm down a furious homeowner after Vinny accidentally trashes some of her 

inventory.

truTV 2014-03-10 1320 World's Dumbest Beware - dumb stunts ahead! ''Ain't no mountain high enough, ain't no valley low...'' for our 

collection of dimwitted thrill-seekers 

truTV 2014-03-10 1405 Suburban Secrets The 1996 murders of Aliquippa, Pa., couple William and Tresa Samuel are recalled.

truTV 2014-03-10 1430 Psychic Detectives A former paratrooper vanishes, leaving everything behind everything that is, except any evidence 

as to his whereabouts.

truTV 2014-03-10 1450 Body of Evidence A murdered man. A missing money clip. It looks like a case of robbery gone wrong. But Dayle's 

sure that below the surface is a far deeper mystery.  

truTV 2014-03-10 1515 Bear Swamp Recovery The team goes on a stealth mission to repo a fleet of custom racecars, but the drivers won't give 

up their prized possessions without a fight.

truTV 2014-03-10 1535 Bear Swamp Recovery The Bear Swamp team heads to the Jersey Shore where PJ and Pops repo a sports car from a cocky 

brat while Dave and Missy track down a van belonging to a combative carny.

truTV 2014-03-10 1600 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-10 1620 Container Wars Always up for an outrageous gamble, Uzi and Schlomi throw down the gauntlet in the biggest 

auction yet.

truTV 2014-03-10 1645 Speeders A body builder gets pulled over and tries to armwrestle the officer to get out of a ticket.

truTV 2014-03-10 1705 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-10 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-10 1810 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-10 1830 Suburban Secrets In the summer Camp capital of Brighton, Maine, a murder ruins the fun.

truTV 2014-03-10 1850 Psychic Detectives Catherine Suh, accused of killing for insurance money, jumps bail and disappears. Police fear that if 

they don't catch her soon, she'll kill again.

truTV 2014-03-10 1915 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-10 1935 Storage Hunters Competition boils over when bitter rivals Brandon and Jesse throw down over a storage unit 

containing an amazing movie monster and a potential hundred thousand dollar payout.

truTV 2014-03-10 2000 World's Dumbest Danny Bonaduce, Todd Bridges, Daniel Baldwin, and the rest of our celebrity cast turn on their own 

as the Smoking Gun Presents another installment of the World's Dumbest Performers!

truTV 2014-03-10 2040 Speeders A motorcycle rider gets pulled over while driving his spouse's motorcycle.

truTV 2014-03-10 2100 Body of Evidence When Julie Reitz is found shot, investigators think they're dealing with an isolated incident but 

Hinman's sure the killer has struck before.

truTV 2014-03-10 2120 Suburban Secrets In Red Bluff, Californaia, a town where police is adored by all, the murder of a cop has everyone 

shocked.

truTV 2014-03-10 2140 Suburban Secrets The disappearance of a respected member of society causes panic in the quiet town of New 

Haven, Michigan.

truTV 2014-03-10 2200 Southern Fried Stings First, when a man suspects his wife is using drugs he enlists the help of Jay and his team to 

uncover the truth.

truTV 2014-03-10 2225 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and his team uncover a conspiracy involving naked photos.

truTV 2014-03-10 2245 Parco P.I. A woman thinks her husband is cheating on her, but needs proof to divorce him.

truTV 2014-03-10 2310 Parco P.I. Vinny has ended up in a small town in upstate New York.

truTV 2014-03-10 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-10 2355 Speeders A driver is pulled over by Officer Ernie Orozco, who is known as "The Hammer".

truTV 2014-03-11 0015 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-11 0035 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-11 0100 Storage Hunters Competition boils over when bitter rivals Brandon and Jesse throw down over a storage unit 

containing an amazing movie monster and a potential hundred thousand dollar payout.

truTV 2014-03-11 0120 Psychic Detectives Catherine Suh, accused of killing for insurance money, jumps bail and disappears. Police fear that if 

they don't catch her soon, she'll kill again.

truTV 2014-03-11 0145 Suburban Secrets In the summer Camp capital of Brighton, Maine, a murder ruins the fun.

truTV 2014-03-11 0205 Southern Fried Stings First, when a man suspects his wife is using drugs he enlists the help of Jay and his team to 

uncover the truth.

truTV 2014-03-11 0230 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and his team uncover a conspiracy involving naked photos.

truTV 2014-03-11 0250 Parco P.I. A woman thinks her husband is cheating on her, but needs proof to divorce him.

truTV 2014-03-11 0310 Parco P.I. Vinny has ended up in a small town in upstate New York.

truTV 2014-03-11 0330 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-11 0410 World's Dumbest Join the celebration as The Smoking Gun Presents counts down the 20 dumbest partiers in the 

world.

truTV 2014-03-11 0455 Speeders A motorcycle rider gets pulled over while driving his spouse's motorcycle.

truTV 2014-03-11 0515 Suburban Secrets In Red Bluff, Californaia, a town where police is adored by all, the murder of a cop has everyone 

shocked.

truTV 2014-03-11 0540 Suburban Secrets The disappearance of a respected member of society causes panic in the quiet town of New 

Haven, Michigan.

truTV 2014-03-11 0600 Body of Evidence When Julie Reitz is found shot, investigators think they're dealing with an isolated incident but 

Hinman's sure the killer has struck before.

truTV 2014-03-11 0620 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-11 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-11 0705 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.



truTV 2014-03-11 0730 Storage Hunters Competition boils over when bitter rivals Brandon and Jesse throw down over a storage unit 

containing an amazing movie monster and a potential hundred thousand dollar payout.

truTV 2014-03-11 0750 World's Dumbest Danny Bonaduce, Todd Bridges, Daniel Baldwin, and the rest of our celebrity cast turn on their own 

as the Smoking Gun Presents another installment of the World's Dumbest Performers!

truTV 2014-03-11 0835 Speeders A driver is pulled over by Officer Ernie Orozco, who is known as "The Hammer".

truTV 2014-03-11 0900 Southern Fried Stings First, when a man suspects his wife is using drugs he enlists the help of Jay and his team to 

uncover the truth.

truTV 2014-03-11 0920 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and his team uncover a conspiracy involving naked photos.

truTV 2014-03-11 0945 Parco P.I. A woman thinks her husband is cheating on her, but needs proof to divorce him.

truTV 2014-03-11 1005 Parco P.I. Vinny has ended up in a small town in upstate New York.

truTV 2014-03-11 1030 Suburban Secrets In Red Bluff, Californaia, a town where police is adored by all, the murder of a cop has everyone 

shocked.

truTV 2014-03-11 1050 Suburban Secrets The disappearance of a respected member of society causes panic in the quiet town of New 

Haven, Michigan.

truTV 2014-03-11 1115 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-11 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-11 1200 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-11 1240 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-11 1300 Storage Hunters Competition boils over when bitter rivals Brandon and Jesse throw down over a storage unit 

containing an amazing movie monster and a potential hundred thousand dollar payout.

truTV 2014-03-11 1320 World's Dumbest Join the celebration as The Smoking Gun Presents counts down the 20 dumbest partiers in the 

world.

truTV 2014-03-11 1405 Suburban Secrets In the summer Camp capital of Brighton, Maine, a murder ruins the fun.

truTV 2014-03-11 1430 Psychic Detectives Catherine Suh, accused of killing for insurance money, jumps bail and disappears. Police fear that if 

they don't catch her soon, she'll kill again.

truTV 2014-03-11 1450 Body of Evidence When Julie Reitz is found shot, investigators think they're dealing with an isolated incident but 

Hinman's sure the killer has struck before.

truTV 2014-03-11 1515 Southern Fried Stings First, when a man suspects his wife is using drugs he enlists the help of Jay and his team to 

uncover the truth.

truTV 2014-03-11 1535 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and his team uncover a conspiracy involving naked photos.

truTV 2014-03-11 1600 Parco P.I. A woman thinks her husband is cheating on her, but needs proof to divorce him.

truTV 2014-03-11 1620 Parco P.I. Vinny has ended up in a small town in upstate New York.

truTV 2014-03-11 1645 Speeders A driver is pulled over by Officer Ernie Orozco, who is known as "The Hammer".

truTV 2014-03-11 1705 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-11 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-11 1810 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-11 1830 Suburban Secrets A hunter is horrified to find a dead woman in a car on the outskirts of Hopewell, NJ.

truTV 2014-03-11 1850 Psychic Detectives A sleepy town in rural Massachusetts is abruptly awoken when a local resident is found murdered, 

the scene mimicking popular horror movies.  

truTV 2014-03-11 1915 Container Wars At the port of Los Angeles, Uzi and Shlomi are out to destroy the competition.

truTV 2014-03-11 1935 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori look to cash in on their first big trip to New Orleans, but the locals are hungering 

for a fight.

truTV 2014-03-11 2000 World's Dumbest The eternal quest for excellence is always compelling - especially when it's undertaken by morons.

truTV 2014-03-11 2040 Speeders A driver pulled over by police is upset that this is getting in the way of her shopping in Beverly Hills.

truTV 2014-03-11 2100 Body of Evidence Tammie Smith goes missing and when her car is found abandoned in a parking lot investigators 

wonder if she's been a victim of a random carjacking.

truTV 2014-03-11 2120 Missing Persons Unit Ronda Clever vanishes from her Missouri neighborhood during her daily morning jog.  With help 

from an eyewitness, local authorities pinpoint Clever's last known location - a bridge located along 

her jogging route.

truTV 2014-03-11 2140 Missing Persons Unit Denise Bolser's husband arrives home from work to find his wife missing and a ransom note taped 

to their refrigerator.

truTV 2014-03-11 2200 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura It's believed that the world is heading for disaster in 2012 and the government is preparing to save 

and protect the elite.

truTV 2014-03-11 2245 The Investigators Detectives, investigating a mysterious killing, follow several false leads, then hit a dead end before 

finally uncovering clues. 

truTV 2014-03-11 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-11 2355 Speeders A driver puts their foot out the window while driving and a driver in North Carolina is not too 

happy about being pulled over.

truTV 2014-03-12 0015 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-12 0035 Container Wars At the port of Los Angeles, Uzi and Shlomi are out to destroy the competition.

truTV 2014-03-12 0100 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori look to cash in on their first big trip to New Orleans, but the locals are hungering 

for a fight.

truTV 2014-03-12 0120 Psychic Detectives A sleepy town in rural Massachusetts is abruptly awoken when a local resident is found murdered, 

the scene mimicking popular horror movies.  

truTV 2014-03-12 0145 Suburban Secrets A hunter is horrified to find a dead woman in a car on the outskirts of Hopewell, NJ.

truTV 2014-03-12 0205 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura It's believed that the world is heading for disaster in 2012 and the government is preparing to save 

and protect the elite.

truTV 2014-03-12 0250 The Investigators Detectives, investigating a mysterious killing, follow several false leads, then hit a dead end before 

finally uncovering clues. 

truTV 2014-03-12 0330 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

say all the wrong things when conducting sensitivity training, and are forced into being 

unreceptive receptionists in a busy office.

truTV 2014-03-12 0350 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

share shameful secrets in the park, don headsets at a fast food drive-through, and try to convince 

unsuspecting strangers to dance with them.

truTV 2014-03-12 0410 World's Dumbest Get ready for performances so awful you won't be able to avert your eyes from your television 

screen.

truTV 2014-03-12 0455 Speeders A driver pulled over by police is upset that this is getting in the way of her shopping in Beverly Hills.



truTV 2014-03-12 0515 Missing Persons Unit Ronda Clever vanishes from her Missouri neighborhood during her daily morning jog.  With help 

from an eyewitness, local authorities pinpoint Clever's last known location - a bridge located along 

her jogging route.

truTV 2014-03-12 0540 Missing Persons Unit Denise Bolser's husband arrives home from work to find his wife missing and a ransom note taped 

to their refrigerator.

truTV 2014-03-12 0600 Body of Evidence Tammie Smith goes missing and when her car is found abandoned in a parking lot investigators 

wonder if she's been a victim of a random carjacking.

truTV 2014-03-12 0620 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-12 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-12 0705 Container Wars At the port of Los Angeles, Uzi and Shlomi are out to destroy the competition.

truTV 2014-03-12 0730 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori look to cash in on their first big trip to New Orleans, but the locals are hungering 

for a fight.

truTV 2014-03-12 0750 World's Dumbest The eternal quest for excellence is always compelling - especially when it's undertaken by morons.

truTV 2014-03-12 0835 Speeders A driver puts their foot out the window while driving and a driver in North Carolina is not too 

happy about being pulled over.

truTV 2014-03-12 0900 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura It's believed that the world is heading for disaster in 2012 and the government is preparing to save 

and protect the elite.

truTV 2014-03-12 0945 The Investigators Detectives, investigating a mysterious killing, follow several false leads, then hit a dead end before 

finally uncovering clues. 

truTV 2014-03-12 1030 Missing Persons Unit Ronda Clever vanishes from her Missouri neighborhood during her daily morning jog.  With help 

from an eyewitness, local authorities pinpoint Clever's last known location - a bridge located along 

her jogging route.

truTV 2014-03-12 1050 Missing Persons Unit Denise Bolser's husband arrives home from work to find his wife missing and a ransom note taped 

to their refrigerator.

truTV 2014-03-12 1115 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-12 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-12 1200 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

say all the wrong things when conducting sensitivity training, and are forced into being 

unreceptive receptionists in a busy office.

truTV 2014-03-12 1220 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

share shameful secrets in the park, don headsets at a fast food drive-through, and try to convince 

unsuspecting strangers to dance with them.

truTV 2014-03-12 1240 Container Wars At the port of Los Angeles, Uzi and Shlomi are out to destroy the competition.

truTV 2014-03-12 1300 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori look to cash in on their first big trip to New Orleans, but the locals are hungering 

for a fight.

truTV 2014-03-12 1320 World's Dumbest Get ready for performances so awful you won't be able to avert your eyes from your television 

screen.

truTV 2014-03-12 1405 Suburban Secrets A hunter is horrified to find a dead woman in a car on the outskirts of Hopewell, NJ.

truTV 2014-03-12 1430 Psychic Detectives A sleepy town in rural Massachusetts is abruptly awoken when a local resident is found murdered, 

the scene mimicking popular horror movies.  

truTV 2014-03-12 1450 Body of Evidence Tammie Smith goes missing and when her car is found abandoned in a parking lot investigators 

wonder if she's been a victim of a random carjacking.

truTV 2014-03-12 1515 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura It's believed that the world is heading for disaster in 2012 and the government is preparing to save 

and protect the elite.

truTV 2014-03-12 1600 The Investigators Detectives, investigating a mysterious killing, follow several false leads, then hit a dead end before 

finally uncovering clues. 

truTV 2014-03-12 1645 Speeders A driver puts their foot out the window while driving and a driver in North Carolina is not too 

happy about being pulled over.

truTV 2014-03-12 1705 King of the Nerds It's time for our nerds to get creative, as each team is assigned the task of inventing an imaginary 

world.

truTV 2014-03-12 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-12 1810 Bait Car An ex-con is ready for his close-up when the cops get a good look at his heavily tattooed face.

truTV 2014-03-12 1830 Suburban Secrets A senator's daughter is found dead in her car in the town of Newberry, South Carolina

truTV 2014-03-12 1850 Psychic Detectives When Cora Heard is missing, a friend calls the police.  As cops search high and low for two days to 

no avail, her friend calls psychic Carol Pate.  

truTV 2014-03-12 1915 Cash Dome WhiteBoy's brother Josh gets out of prison and shows up at the Cash Dome looking for a job.  It's 

not long before he's wreaking havoc throughout the shop.

truTV 2014-03-12 1935 Storage Hunters All bets are off when a bidding war over endangered species taxidermy ends in a heated stand-off 

with the local authorities.

truTV 2014-03-12 2000 World's Dumbest Fasten your seatbelt for some more vehicular idiocy.

truTV 2014-03-12 2040 Speeders A driver is pulled over and is arguing with their GPS system.

truTV 2014-03-12 2100 Body of Evidence Lester Williamson had just moved into a new home and was ready for retirement, but a cold-

blooded murder put an end to those plans.  

truTV 2014-03-12 2120 I, Detective Heiress Susan Moyer's car swerves off a cliff.  A conspiracy is unearthed that leads back to the one 

who had the most to gain from her death. 

truTV 2014-03-12 2140 I, Detective Firefighters rescue a young woman from her home but the firefighters discover a male body tied to 

a chair in the burnt house. 

truTV 2014-03-12 2200 North Mission Road Hikers climbing in a remote corner of Griffith Park stumble across a human skull. Police from the LA 

Coroner's office are called to the scene.

truTV 2014-03-12 2225 North Mission Road In 1988, 71-year-old Hollywood actress Myra Davis was found dead in her home. It appeared that 

someone had killed her, but no one was ever charged. 

truTV 2014-03-12 2245 Inside From the toughest prisons to the elite team that guards the nation's diplomats, ''Inside'' takes you 

behind the scenes of justice and investigation.

truTV 2014-03-12 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-12 2355 Speeders An officer pulls over someone who is a male striptease bunny.

truTV 2014-03-13 0015 Bait Car An ex-con is ready for his close-up when the cops get a good look at his heavily tattooed face.

truTV 2014-03-13 0035 Cash Dome WhiteBoy's brother Josh gets out of prison and shows up at the Cash Dome looking for a job.  It's 

not long before he's wreaking havoc throughout the shop.

truTV 2014-03-13 0100 Storage Hunters All bets are off when a bidding war over endangered species taxidermy ends in a heated stand-off 

with the local authorities.

truTV 2014-03-13 0120 Psychic Detectives When Cora Heard is missing, a friend calls the police.  As cops search high and low for two days to 

no avail, her friend calls psychic Carol Pate.  

truTV 2014-03-13 0145 Suburban Secrets A senator's daughter is found dead in her car in the town of Newberry, South Carolina

truTV 2014-03-13 0205 North Mission Road Hikers climbing in a remote corner of Griffith Park stumble across a human skull. Police from the LA 

Coroner's office are called to the scene.



truTV 2014-03-13 0230 North Mission Road In 1988, 71-year-old Hollywood actress Myra Davis was found dead in her home. It appeared that 

someone had killed her, but no one was ever charged. 

truTV 2014-03-13 0250 Inside From the toughest prisons to the elite team that guards the nation's diplomats, ''Inside'' takes you 

behind the scenes of justice and investigation.

truTV 2014-03-13 0330 King of the Nerds It's time for our nerds to get creative, as each team is assigned the task of inventing an imaginary 

world.

truTV 2014-03-13 0410 World's Dumbest Want to see morons pursue thrills and rack up hospital bills?  Well it's a good thing you came to 

truTV.

truTV 2014-03-13 0455 Speeders A driver is pulled over and is arguing with their GPS system.

truTV 2014-03-13 0515 I, Detective Heiress Susan Moyer's car swerves off a cliff.  A conspiracy is unearthed that leads back to the one 

who had the most to gain from her death. 

truTV 2014-03-13 0540 I, Detective Firefighters rescue a young woman from her home but the firefighters discover a male body tied to 

a chair in the burnt house. 

truTV 2014-03-13 0600 Body of Evidence Lester Williamson had just moved into a new home and was ready for retirement, but a cold-

blooded murder put an end to those plans.  

truTV 2014-03-13 0620 Bait Car An ex-con is ready for his close-up when the cops get a good look at his heavily tattooed face.

truTV 2014-03-13 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-13 0705 Cash Dome WhiteBoy's brother Josh gets out of prison and shows up at the Cash Dome looking for a job.  It's 

not long before he's wreaking havoc throughout the shop.

truTV 2014-03-13 0730 Storage Hunters All bets are off when a bidding war over endangered species taxidermy ends in a heated stand-off 

with the local authorities.

truTV 2014-03-13 0750 World's Dumbest Fasten your seatbelt for some more vehicular idiocy.

truTV 2014-03-13 0835 Speeders An officer pulls over someone who is a male striptease bunny.

truTV 2014-03-13 0900 North Mission Road Hikers climbing in a remote corner of Griffith Park stumble across a human skull. Police from the LA 

Coroner's office are called to the scene.

truTV 2014-03-13 0920 North Mission Road In 1988, 71-year-old Hollywood actress Myra Davis was found dead in her home. It appeared that 

someone had killed her, but no one was ever charged. 

truTV 2014-03-13 0945 Inside From the toughest prisons to the elite team that guards the nation's diplomats, ''Inside'' takes you 

behind the scenes of justice and investigation.

truTV 2014-03-13 1030 I, Detective Heiress Susan Moyer's car swerves off a cliff.  A conspiracy is unearthed that leads back to the one 

who had the most to gain from her death. 

truTV 2014-03-13 1050 I, Detective Firefighters rescue a young woman from her home but the firefighters discover a male body tied to 

a chair in the burnt house. 

truTV 2014-03-13 1115 Bait Car An ex-con is ready for his close-up when the cops get a good look at his heavily tattooed face.

truTV 2014-03-13 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-13 1200 King of the Nerds It's time for our nerds to get creative, as each team is assigned the task of inventing an imaginary 

world.

truTV 2014-03-13 1240 Cash Dome WhiteBoy's brother Josh gets out of prison and shows up at the Cash Dome looking for a job.  It's 

not long before he's wreaking havoc throughout the shop.

truTV 2014-03-13 1300 Storage Hunters All bets are off when a bidding war over endangered species taxidermy ends in a heated stand-off 

with the local authorities.

truTV 2014-03-13 1320 World's Dumbest Want to see morons pursue thrills and rack up hospital bills?  Well it's a good thing you came to 

truTV.

truTV 2014-03-13 1405 Suburban Secrets A senator's daughter is found dead in her car in the town of Newberry, South Carolina

truTV 2014-03-13 1430 Psychic Detectives When Cora Heard is missing, a friend calls the police.  As cops search high and low for two days to 

no avail, her friend calls psychic Carol Pate.  

truTV 2014-03-13 1450 Body of Evidence Lester Williamson had just moved into a new home and was ready for retirement, but a cold-

blooded murder put an end to those plans.  

truTV 2014-03-13 1515 North Mission Road Hikers climbing in a remote corner of Griffith Park stumble across a human skull. Police from the LA 

Coroner's office are called to the scene.

truTV 2014-03-13 1535 North Mission Road In 1988, 71-year-old Hollywood actress Myra Davis was found dead in her home. It appeared that 

someone had killed her, but no one was ever charged. 

truTV 2014-03-13 1600 Inside From the toughest prisons to the elite team that guards the nation's diplomats, ''Inside'' takes you 

behind the scenes of justice and investigation.

truTV 2014-03-13 1645 Speeders An officer pulls over someone who is a male striptease bunny.

truTV 2014-03-13 1705 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a kayaker takes a deadly plunge into a whirlpool.

truTV 2014-03-13 1730 The Principal's Office In this episode, a Connecticut student with a considerable -- and inappropriate -- Spanish 

vocabulary runs afoul of Principal Ballenger.  

truTV 2014-03-13 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-13 1810 Bait Car Iit's a game of cat and mouse when a thief dons a not-so-cunning disguise to try to trick the 

cameras.

truTV 2014-03-13 1830 Suburban Secrets In red Oak, Iowa, a woman goes missing, leaving her mother-in-law to care for the baby

truTV 2014-03-13 1850 Psychic Detectives Owen Etheridge, Sr. is reported missing and police can turn up no trace. With the case stalled, 

Owen's son calls psychic Dixie Yeterian.

truTV 2014-03-13 1915 South Beach Tow Bernice and Jerome travel to the Everglades to rescue their missing coworkers. In an attempt to 

salvage an important lot contract, a short-staffed Christie attempts a tow on her own, leaving a 

path of destruction in her wake.

truTV 2014-03-13 1935 South Beach Tow A mysterious present wreaks havoc on the Tremont crew. Bernice's tow-away from a massage 

parlor leads to a larger-than-life throw-down. Perez and Eddie repo a luxury sedan from a pugilistic 

preacher's wife.

truTV 2014-03-13 2000 World's Dumbest As part of its ongoing crime-fighting mission, The Smoking Gun Presents brings you 20 more of the 

dumbest lawbreakers.

truTV 2014-03-13 2040 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver who discloses his favorite pick up lines.

truTV 2014-03-13 2100 Body of Evidence When schoolteacher, Kasey, is found beaten and stabbed on the side of a road investigators are 

hard pressed to find anyone with a motive to kill her.  

truTV 2014-03-13 2120 Haunting Evidence A popular high school teacher and former beauty queen suddenly vanishes.  Police retrace her 

steps, but an exhaustive search yields few clues.

truTV 2014-03-13 2140 Haunting Evidence The body of college student Katie Sepich is discovered in the New Mexico desert. She was last seen 

leaving a late night party the night before.

truTV 2014-03-13 2200 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-13 2245 The Investigators A young man pleads guilty to a vehicular homicide after the authorities insisted he killed his best 

friend in a car accident.

truTV 2014-03-13 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-13 2355 Speeders You don't see a driver very often requesting to actually get the ticket, but this happens with one 

driver.

truTV 2014-03-14 0015 Bait Car Iit's a game of cat and mouse when a thief dons a not-so-cunning disguise to try to trick the 

cameras.



truTV 2014-03-14 0035 South Beach Tow Bernice and Jerome travel to the Everglades to rescue their missing coworkers. In an attempt to 

salvage an important lot contract, a short-staffed Christie attempts a tow on her own, leaving a 

path of destruction in her wake.

truTV 2014-03-14 0100 South Beach Tow A mysterious present wreaks havoc on the Tremont crew. Bernice's tow-away from a massage 

parlor leads to a larger-than-life throw-down. Perez and Eddie repo a luxury sedan from a pugilistic 

preacher's wife.

truTV 2014-03-14 0120 Psychic Detectives Owen Etheridge, Sr. is reported missing and police can turn up no trace. With the case stalled, 

Owen's son calls psychic Dixie Yeterian.

truTV 2014-03-14 0145 Suburban Secrets In red Oak, Iowa, a woman goes missing, leaving her mother-in-law to care for the baby

truTV 2014-03-14 0205 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-14 0250 The Investigators A young man pleads guilty to a vehicular homicide after the authorities insisted he killed his best 

friend in a car accident.

truTV 2014-03-14 0330 Party Heat Our cameras are there to catch all the wild action as the police work tirelessly to try to keep a 

holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-14 0410 World's Dumbest Todd Bridges, Daniel Baldwin, Danny Bonaduce and the other master thespians in our cast turn 

against their own kind as they boo and jeer the dumbest performers on the planet.

truTV 2014-03-14 0455 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver who discloses his favorite pick up lines.

truTV 2014-03-14 0515 Haunting Evidence A popular high school teacher and former beauty queen suddenly vanishes.  Police retrace her 

steps, but an exhaustive search yields few clues.

truTV 2014-03-14 0540 Haunting Evidence The body of college student Katie Sepich is discovered in the New Mexico desert. She was last seen 

leaving a late night party the night before.

truTV 2014-03-14 0600 Body of Evidence When schoolteacher, Kasey, is found beaten and stabbed on the side of a road investigators are 

hard pressed to find anyone with a motive to kill her.  

truTV 2014-03-14 0620 Bait Car Iit's a game of cat and mouse when a thief dons a not-so-cunning disguise to try to trick the 

cameras.

truTV 2014-03-14 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-14 0705 South Beach Tow Bernice and Jerome travel to the Everglades to rescue their missing coworkers. In an attempt to 

salvage an important lot contract, a short-staffed Christie attempts a tow on her own, leaving a 

path of destruction in her wake.

truTV 2014-03-14 0730 South Beach Tow A mysterious present wreaks havoc on the Tremont crew. Bernice's tow-away from a massage 

parlor leads to a larger-than-life throw-down. Perez and Eddie repo a luxury sedan from a pugilistic 

preacher's wife.

truTV 2014-03-14 0750 World's Dumbest As part of its ongoing crime-fighting mission, The Smoking Gun Presents brings you 20 more of the 

dumbest lawbreakers.

truTV 2014-03-14 0835 Speeders You don't see a driver very often requesting to actually get the ticket, but this happens with one 

driver.

truTV 2014-03-14 0900 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-14 0945 The Investigators A young man pleads guilty to a vehicular homicide after the authorities insisted he killed his best 

friend in a car accident.

truTV 2014-03-14 1030 Haunting Evidence A popular high school teacher and former beauty queen suddenly vanishes.  Police retrace her 

steps, but an exhaustive search yields few clues.

truTV 2014-03-14 1050 Haunting Evidence The body of college student Katie Sepich is discovered in the New Mexico desert. She was last seen 

leaving a late night party the night before.

truTV 2014-03-14 1115 Bait Car Iit's a game of cat and mouse when a thief dons a not-so-cunning disguise to try to trick the 

cameras.

truTV 2014-03-14 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-14 1200 Party Heat Our cameras are there to catch all the wild action as the police work tirelessly to try to keep a 

holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-14 1240 South Beach Tow Bernice and Jerome travel to the Everglades to rescue their missing coworkers. In an attempt to 

salvage an important lot contract, a short-staffed Christie attempts a tow on her own, leaving a 

path of destruction in her wake.

truTV 2014-03-14 1300 South Beach Tow A mysterious present wreaks havoc on the Tremont crew. Bernice's tow-away from a massage 

parlor leads to a larger-than-life throw-down. Perez and Eddie repo a luxury sedan from a pugilistic 

preacher's wife.

truTV 2014-03-14 1320 World's Dumbest Todd Bridges, Daniel Baldwin, Danny Bonaduce and the other master thespians in our cast turn 

against their own kind as they boo and jeer the dumbest performers on the planet.

truTV 2014-03-14 1405 Suburban Secrets In red Oak, Iowa, a woman goes missing, leaving her mother-in-law to care for the baby

truTV 2014-03-14 1430 Psychic Detectives Owen Etheridge, Sr. is reported missing and police can turn up no trace. With the case stalled, 

Owen's son calls psychic Dixie Yeterian.

truTV 2014-03-14 1450 Body of Evidence When schoolteacher, Kasey, is found beaten and stabbed on the side of a road investigators are 

hard pressed to find anyone with a motive to kill her.  

truTV 2014-03-14 1515 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-14 1600 The Investigators A young man pleads guilty to a vehicular homicide after the authorities insisted he killed his best 

friend in a car accident.

truTV 2014-03-14 1645 Speeders You don't see a driver very often requesting to actually get the ticket, but this happens with one 

driver.

truTV 2014-03-14 1705 World's Wildest Vacation Videos 2 men tussle with a great white shark in a terrifying underwater cage match.

truTV 2014-03-14 1730 The Principal's Office In New Jersey, it's mission impossible when Principal Tague uses some sneaky surveillance footage 

to catch two kids sneaking off campus.

truTV 2014-03-14 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-14 1810 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-14 1830 Suburban Secrets When two young women are slain on Halloween, Napa, CA residents worry that a serial killer may 

be on the loose.

truTV 2014-03-14 1850 Psychic Detectives Sylvester Tonet is missing. When the only suspect is investigated and cleared, the family asks 

psychic Nancy Myer. 

truTV 2014-03-14 1915 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Brian takes on his toughest job yet in a house that's literally overflowing with junk.

truTV 2014-03-14 2000 World's Dumbest Let's visit the crazy wild kingdom, populated by insanely comic interactions between humans and 

animal!

truTV 2014-03-14 2040 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver who discloses his favorite pick up lines.

truTV 2014-03-14 2100 Body of Evidence When JW Griffin is found murdered in his truck, there is no shortage of suspects.

truTV 2014-03-14 2120 LA Forensics Six times a man has cheated death and now he's living in a constant state of terror.  Someone 

wants him dead but he doesn't know who or why.   

truTV 2014-03-14 2140 LA Forensics A woman in Los Angeles is being stalked.   She secures her home, installs a surveillance system, but 

still the assaults continue.   

truTV 2014-03-14 2200 Bear Swamp Recovery A frat house repo brings unsuspected twists when Tiny witnesses the horrors of hazing first hand.



truTV 2014-03-14 2225 Bear Swamp Recovery The routine repo of three big construction vehicles takes a terrifying twist.

truTV 2014-03-14 2245 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-14 2310 Container Wars At the port of Los Angeles, Uzi and Shlomi are out to destroy the competition.

truTV 2014-03-14 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-14 2355 Speeders A An older aged stand up comic appears. Next, a chef gets pulled over racing to get to a date. 

Finally, a driver tries to save money by speeding around to different gas stations to get the best 

deal.

truTV 2014-03-15 0015 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-15 0035 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Brian takes on his toughest job yet in a house that's literally overflowing with junk.

truTV 2014-03-15 0120 Psychic Detectives Sylvester Tonet is missing. When the only suspect is investigated and cleared, the family asks 

psychic Nancy Myer. 

truTV 2014-03-15 0145 Suburban Secrets When two young women are slain on Halloween, Napa, CA residents worry that a serial killer may 

be on the loose.

truTV 2014-03-15 0205 Bear Swamp Recovery A frat house repo brings unsuspected twists when Tiny witnesses the horrors of hazing first hand.

truTV 2014-03-15 0230 Bear Swamp Recovery The routine repo of three big construction vehicles takes a terrifying twist.

truTV 2014-03-15 0250 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-15 0310 Container Wars At the port of Los Angeles, Uzi and Shlomi are out to destroy the competition.

truTV 2014-03-15 0330 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Full Metal Jacket" and then hits the 

pavement to find his ultimate fan.

truTV 2014-03-15 0350 Impractical Jokers The guys enlist shoppers to settle senseless debates in the mall, scream for ice-cream as patrons in 

a parlor, and protest unconventional causes in the park.

truTV 2014-03-15 0410 World's Dumbest Join Leif Garrett, Danny Bonaduce and the rest of our hard-partying cast as The Smoking Gun 

brings you 20 of the World's Dumbest Partiers.

truTV 2014-03-15 0455 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver who discloses his favorite pick up lines.

truTV 2014-03-15 0515 LA Forensics Six times a man has cheated death and now he's living in a constant state of terror.  Someone 

wants him dead but he doesn't know who or why.   

truTV 2014-03-15 0540 LA Forensics A woman in Los Angeles is being stalked.   She secures her home, installs a surveillance system, but 

still the assaults continue.   

truTV 2014-03-15 0600 Body of Evidence When JW Griffin is found murdered in his truck, there is no shortage of suspects.

truTV 2014-03-15 0620 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-15 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-15 0705 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Brian takes on his toughest job yet in a house that's literally overflowing with junk.

truTV 2014-03-15 0750 World's Dumbest Let's visit the crazy wild kingdom, populated by insanely comic interactions between humans and 

animal!

truTV 2014-03-15 0835 Speeders A An older aged stand up comic appears. Next, a chef gets pulled over racing to get to a date. 

Finally, a driver tries to save money by speeding around to different gas stations to get the best 

deal.

truTV 2014-03-15 0900 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago When a family heirloom in pawn is accidentally sold, Randy and Wayne hatch a desperate plan to 

get it back.

truTV 2014-03-15 0920 Container Wars At the port of Los Angeles, Uzi and Shlomi are out to destroy the competition.

truTV 2014-03-15 0945 Storage Hunters The buyers press their luck in Sin City where Brandon and Lori get outfoxed by a group of locals 

with a questionable strategy.

truTV 2014-03-15 1005 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori return to Boston and square off against his former protege Wade. The bad blood 

may just erupt into a full-out brawl on the auction floor.

truTV 2014-03-15 1030 The Investigators Detectives, investigating a mysterious killing, follow several false leads, then hit a dead end before 

finally uncovering clues. 

truTV 2014-03-15 1115 I, Detective Heiress Susan Moyer's car swerves off a cliff.  A conspiracy is unearthed that leads back to the one 

who had the most to gain from her death. 

truTV 2014-03-15 1135 I, Detective Firefighters rescue a young woman from her home but the firefighters discover a male body tied to 

a chair in the burnt house. 

truTV 2014-03-15 1200 World's Dumbest If you think your co-workers are slow, just wait until you see the twenty mis-guided workers on 

display.

truTV 2014-03-15 1240 World's Dumbest Indulge the fierce competitor inside you and check out this episode of The Smoking Gun Presents!

truTV 2014-03-15 1320 World's Dumbest Twenty more misguided citizens from a naughty nurse with an acute case of kleptomania to a DUI 

suspect who tries to beat the system by drinking office supplies.

truTV 2014-03-15 1405 World's Dumbest There's nothing more dangerous -- or funny -- than an idiot behind the wheel.  In this edition of 

"World's Dumbest Motorheads," truTV presents 20 low-IQ auto enthusiasts.

truTV 2014-03-15 1450 World's Dumbest Join Leif Garrett, Todd Bridges and Tonya Harding and the rest of the celebrity cast as they 

lampoon the World's Dumbest Criminals.

truTV 2014-03-15 1535 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, baboons besiege a car on safari... and ransack their luggage.

truTV 2014-03-15 1600 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a runaway jet ski crashes into the crowd at a water park.

truTV 2014-03-15 1620 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a fisherman gets pulled overboard by a shark on the line.

truTV 2014-03-15 1645 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-15 1730 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-15 1810 Speeders A driver pulled over by police is upset that this is getting in the way of her shopping in Beverly Hills.

truTV 2014-03-15 1830 Speeders You don't see a driver very often requesting to actually get the ticket, but this happens with one 

driver.

truTV 2014-03-15 1850 Haunting Evidence A popular high school teacher and former beauty queen suddenly vanishes.  Police retrace her 

steps, but an exhaustive search yields few clues.

truTV 2014-03-15 1915 Suburban Secrets A senator's daughter is found dead in her car in the town of Newberry, South Carolina

truTV 2014-03-15 1935 Suburban Secrets In the summer Camp capital of Brighton, Maine, a murder ruins the fun.

truTV 2014-03-15 2000 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-15 2020 Cash Dome When Josh's girlfriend kicks him out of his house, he turns to his family for a place to stay.

truTV 2014-03-15 2040 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a runaway jet ski crashes into the crowd at a water park.

truTV 2014-03-15 2100 Most Daring Late night deeds caught on camera including a store clerk working the graveyard shift getting 

attacked, party goer's bonfire blows up in his face and other crazy night time antics.

truTV 2014-03-15 2140 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

debut uninspiring inventions to stunned focus groups, and talk shoppers out of their desired 

products in a grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-15 2200 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

polish their skills as manicurists in an unsuspecting nail salon, and race through the aisles of a 

grocery store.



truTV 2014-03-15 2225 Party Heat Our cameras catch all the wild action as the police try to keep a holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-15 2310 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-15 2330 Cash Dome When Josh's girlfriend kicks him out of his house, he turns to his family for a place to stay.

truTV 2014-03-15 2355 World's Dumbest If you think your co-workers are slow, just wait until you see the twenty mis-guided workers on 

display.

truTV 2014-03-16 0035 World's Dumbest Indulge the fierce competitor inside you and check out this episode of The Smoking Gun Presents!

truTV 2014-03-16 0120 World's Dumbest Twenty more misguided citizens from a naughty nurse with an acute case of kleptomania to a DUI 

suspect who tries to beat the system by drinking office supplies.

truTV 2014-03-16 0205 World's Dumbest There's nothing more dangerous -- or funny -- than an idiot behind the wheel.  In this edition of 

"World's Dumbest Motorheads," truTV presents 20 low-IQ auto enthusiasts.

truTV 2014-03-16 0250 World's Dumbest Join Leif Garrett, Todd Bridges and Tonya Harding and the rest of the celebrity cast as they 

lampoon the World's Dumbest Criminals.

truTV 2014-03-16 0330 Most Daring Late night deeds caught on camera including a store clerk working the graveyard shift getting 

attacked, party goer's bonfire blows up in his face and other crazy night time antics.

truTV 2014-03-16 0410 Party Heat Our cameras catch all the wild action as the police try to keep a holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-16 0455 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

debut uninspiring inventions to stunned focus groups, and talk shoppers out of their desired 

products in a grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-16 0515 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

polish their skills as manicurists in an unsuspecting nail salon, and race through the aisles of a 

grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-16 0540 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a runaway jet ski crashes into the crowd at a water park.

truTV 2014-03-16 0600 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-16 0645 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-16 0730 Most Daring Late night deeds caught on camera including a store clerk working the graveyard shift getting 

attacked, party goer's bonfire blows up in his face and other crazy night time antics.

truTV 2014-03-16 0815 Impractical Jokers The guys enlist shoppers to settle senseless debates in the mall, scream for ice-cream as patrons in 

a parlor, and protest unconventional causes in the park.

truTV 2014-03-16 0835 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Full Metal Jacket" and then hits the 

pavement to find his ultimate fan.

truTV 2014-03-16 0900 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-16 0920 Cash Dome When Josh's girlfriend kicks him out of his house, he turns to his family for a place to stay.

truTV 2014-03-16 0945 The Principal's Office In this episode, a student refuses to go to Phys. Ed lest she spoil her hair - until Principal Tague 

straightens her out.   

truTV 2014-03-16 1005 The Principal's Office In Ohio, Principal Saxton must play peacemaker when two girls come close to escalating their war 

of words into a physical confrontation.  

truTV 2014-03-16 1030 The Investigators A young man pleads guilty to a vehicular homicide after the authorities insisted he killed his best 

friend in a car accident.

truTV 2014-03-16 1115 North Mission Road Hikers climbing in a remote corner of Griffith Park stumble across a human skull. Police from the LA 

Coroner's office are called to the scene.

truTV 2014-03-16 1135 North Mission Road In 1988, 71-year-old Hollywood actress Myra Davis was found dead in her home. It appeared that 

someone had killed her, but no one was ever charged. 

truTV 2014-03-16 1200 World's Dumbest Want to see adrenaline junkies with more bravery than brains?  You're in the right place.  truTV 

presents twenty thrill-seekers, all very daring, and all very dumb.

truTV 2014-03-16 1240 World's Dumbest Join the festivities as Leif Garrett, Danny Bonaduce, Todd Bridges and the other party animals in 

our cast count down the dumbest celebrants on the planet.

truTV 2014-03-16 1320 World's Dumbest What's more entertaining than a brilliant daredevil?  A stupid daredevil. And we've got not one, 

but 20 brain-addled thrill-seekers ready to amaze you with their idiocy.

truTV 2014-03-16 1405 World's Dumbest Stupid has never been funnier. Stars such as Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett and Judy Gold entertain 

as they show footage and make hilarious commentary about the world's dumbest criminals, 

drivers, fans, daredevil

truTV 2014-03-16 1450 World's Dumbest You're in the passenger seat for a hazardous ride with 20 of the world's most moronic motorists. 

Featuring reckless commentary from our celebrity cast.

truTV 2014-03-16 1535 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals his lost audition tape for "Full Metal Jacket" and then hits the 

pavement to find his ultimate fan.

truTV 2014-03-16 1600 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

debut uninspiring inventions to stunned focus groups, and talk shoppers out of their desired 

products in a grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-16 1620 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

polish their skills as manicurists in an unsuspecting nail salon, and race through the aisles of a 

grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-16 1645 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura It's believed that the world is heading for disaster in 2012 and the government is preparing to save 

and protect the elite.

truTV 2014-03-16 1730 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-16 1810 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-16 1830 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-16 1850 Haunting Evidence The body of college student Katie Sepich is discovered in the New Mexico desert. She was last seen 

leaving a late night party the night before.

truTV 2014-03-16 1915 Suburban Secrets When two young women are slain on Halloween, Napa, CA residents worry that a serial killer may 

be on the loose.

truTV 2014-03-16 1935 Suburban Secrets A hunter is horrified to find a dead woman in a car on the outskirts of Hopewell, NJ.

truTV 2014-03-16 2000 Bait Car An ex-con is ready for his close-up when the cops get a good look at his heavily tattooed face.

truTV 2014-03-16 2020 Bait Car Iit's a game of cat and mouse when a thief dons a not-so-cunning disguise to try to trick the 

cameras.

truTV 2014-03-16 2040 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a fisherman gets pulled overboard by a shark on the line.

truTV 2014-03-16 2100 King of the Nerds It's every gamer's dream come true - the live gaming challenge!

truTV 2014-03-16 2140 World's Dumbest The "World's Dumbest" crew changes it up this week, and counts down twenty of the "World's 

Smartest Inventions."



truTV 2014-03-16 2225 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, special guest, comedian Baron Vaughn, joins the crew in the "Love Shaqtually" 

competition.

truTV 2014-03-16 2245 Impractical Jokers The guys get liberal with lotion down at the shore, shop from other people's carts in a 

supermarket, and try to scam their way to a free dish of yogurt.

truTV 2014-03-16 2310 King of the Nerds It's every gamer's dream come true - the live gaming challenge!

truTV 2014-03-16 2355 World's Dumbest Want to see adrenaline junkies with more bravery than brains?  You're in the right place.  truTV 

presents twenty thrill-seekers, all very daring, and all very dumb.

truTV 2014-03-17 0035 World's Dumbest Join the festivities as Leif Garrett, Danny Bonaduce, Todd Bridges and the other party animals in 

our cast count down the dumbest celebrants on the planet.

truTV 2014-03-17 0120 World's Dumbest What's more entertaining than a brilliant daredevil?  A stupid daredevil. And we've got not one, 

but 20 brain-addled thrill-seekers ready to amaze you with their idiocy.

truTV 2014-03-17 0205 World's Dumbest Stupid has never been funnier. Stars such as Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett and Judy Gold entertain 

as they show footage and make hilarious commentary about the world's dumbest criminals, 

drivers, fans, daredevil

truTV 2014-03-17 0250 World's Dumbest You're in the passenger seat for a hazardous ride with 20 of the world's most moronic motorists. 

Featuring reckless commentary from our celebrity cast.

truTV 2014-03-17 0330 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-17 0410 World's Dumbest The "World's Dumbest" crew changes it up this week, and counts down twenty of the "World's 

Smartest Inventions."

truTV 2014-03-17 0455 Bait Car An ex-con is ready for his close-up when the cops get a good look at his heavily tattooed face.

truTV 2014-03-17 0515 Bait Car Iit's a game of cat and mouse when a thief dons a not-so-cunning disguise to try to trick the 

cameras.

truTV 2014-03-17 0540 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a fisherman gets pulled overboard by a shark on the line.

truTV 2014-03-17 0600 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

debut uninspiring inventions to stunned focus groups, and talk shoppers out of their desired 

products in a grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-17 0620 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

polish their skills as manicurists in an unsuspecting nail salon, and race through the aisles of a 

grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-17 0645 Impractical Jokers The guys get liberal with lotion down at the shore, shop from other people's carts in a 

supermarket, and try to scam their way to a free dish of yogurt.

truTV 2014-03-17 0705 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, special guest, comedian Baron Vaughn, joins the crew in the "Love Shaqtually" 

competition.

truTV 2014-03-17 0730 King of the Nerds It's every gamer's dream come true - the live gaming challenge!

truTV 2014-03-17 0815 World's Dumbest The "World's Dumbest" crew changes it up this week, and counts down twenty of the "World's 

Smartest Inventions."

truTV 2014-03-17 0900 Bear Swamp Recovery A frat house repo brings unsuspected twists when Tiny witnesses the horrors of hazing first hand.

truTV 2014-03-17 0920 Bear Swamp Recovery The routine repo of three big construction vehicles takes a terrifying twist.

truTV 2014-03-17 0945 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-17 1005 Container Wars At the port of Los Angeles, Uzi and Shlomi are out to destroy the competition.

truTV 2014-03-17 1030 LA Forensics Six times a man has cheated death and now he's living in a constant state of terror.  Someone 

wants him dead but he doesn't know who or why.   

truTV 2014-03-17 1050 LA Forensics A woman in Los Angeles is being stalked.   She secures her home, installs a surveillance system, but 

still the assaults continue.   

truTV 2014-03-17 1115 Bait Car Car thieves in the Windy City have a new worst enemy: the bait car.

truTV 2014-03-17 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-17 1200 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, special guest, comedian Baron Vaughn, joins the crew in the "Love Shaqtually" 

competition.

truTV 2014-03-17 1220 Impractical Jokers The guys get liberal with lotion down at the shore, shop from other people's carts in a 

supermarket, and try to scam their way to a free dish of yogurt.

truTV 2014-03-17 1240 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Brian takes on his toughest job yet in a house that's literally overflowing with junk.

truTV 2014-03-17 1320 World's Dumbest Join Leif Garrett, Danny Bonaduce and the rest of our hard-partying cast as The Smoking Gun 

brings you 20 of the World's Dumbest Partiers.

truTV 2014-03-17 1405 Suburban Secrets When two young women are slain on Halloween, Napa, CA residents worry that a serial killer may 

be on the loose.

truTV 2014-03-17 1430 Psychic Detectives Sylvester Tonet is missing. When the only suspect is investigated and cleared, the family asks 

psychic Nancy Myer. 

truTV 2014-03-17 1450 Body of Evidence When JW Griffin is found murdered in his truck, there is no shortage of suspects.

truTV 2014-03-17 1515 Bear Swamp Recovery A frat house repo brings unsuspected twists when Tiny witnesses the horrors of hazing first hand.

truTV 2014-03-17 1535 Bear Swamp Recovery The routine repo of three big construction vehicles takes a terrifying twist.

truTV 2014-03-17 1600 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-17 1620 Container Wars At the port of Los Angeles, Uzi and Shlomi are out to destroy the competition.

truTV 2014-03-17 1645 Speeders A An older aged stand up comic appears. Next, a chef gets pulled over racing to get to a date. 

Finally, a driver tries to save money by speeding around to different gas stations to get the best 

deal.

truTV 2014-03-17 1705 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-17 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-17 1810 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-17 1830 Suburban Secrets In Marshall, Michigan, a news anchor is gunned down in her driveway

truTV 2014-03-17 1850 Psychic Detectives Why would Dot Crain disappear and leave her husband and two children behind?  Her sister 

reveals that Dot has a boyfriend, but no lead pans out. 

truTV 2014-03-17 1915 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-17 1935 Storage Hunters The buyers press their luck in Sin City where Brandon and Lori get outfoxed by a group of locals 

with a questionable strategy.

truTV 2014-03-17 2000 World's Dumbest If you think your co-workers are slow, just wait until you see the twenty mis-guided workers on 

display.

truTV 2014-03-17 2040 Speeders A father gets pulled over with his hyperactive son.

truTV 2014-03-17 2100 Body of Evidence Charles Godley Case: 58 year old Charles Godley is found in his home with a gunshot wound to his 

head.

truTV 2014-03-17 2120 Suburban Secrets A hunter is horrified to find a dead woman in a car on the outskirts of Hopewell, NJ.

truTV 2014-03-17 2140 Suburban Secrets In red Oak, Iowa, a woman goes missing, leaving her mother-in-law to care for the baby

truTV 2014-03-17 2200 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the gang stake-out an amusement park. Then, Jay goes undercover to investigate a 

criminal call girl.



truTV 2014-03-17 2225 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay goes fishing for a criminal at a local river.

truTV 2014-03-17 2245 Parco P.I. A minor league baseball player tests positive for steroids, but claims he never took drugs.

truTV 2014-03-17 2310 Parco P.I. A client believes that her husband is cheating on her - with her best friend.

truTV 2014-03-17 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-17 2355 Speeders A driver gets pulled over with exhaust problems. Next, an officer pulls over a driver who has a 

tattoo in an uncommon place.

truTV 2014-03-18 0015 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-18 0035 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-18 0100 Storage Hunters The buyers press their luck in Sin City where Brandon and Lori get outfoxed by a group of locals 

with a questionable strategy.

truTV 2014-03-18 0120 Psychic Detectives Why would Dot Crain disappear and leave her husband and two children behind?  Her sister 

reveals that Dot has a boyfriend, but no lead pans out. 

truTV 2014-03-18 0145 Suburban Secrets In Marshall, Michigan, a news anchor is gunned down in her driveway

truTV 2014-03-18 0205 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the gang stake-out an amusement park. Then, Jay goes undercover to investigate a 

criminal call girl.

truTV 2014-03-18 0230 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay goes fishing for a criminal at a local river.

truTV 2014-03-18 0250 Parco P.I. A minor league baseball player tests positive for steroids, but claims he never took drugs.

truTV 2014-03-18 0310 Parco P.I. A client believes that her husband is cheating on her - with her best friend.

truTV 2014-03-18 0330 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-18 0410 World's Dumbest Want to see adrenaline junkies with more bravery than brains?  You're in the right place.  truTV 

presents twenty thrill-seekers, all very daring, and all very dumb.

truTV 2014-03-18 0455 Speeders A father gets pulled over with his hyperactive son.

truTV 2014-03-18 0515 Suburban Secrets A hunter is horrified to find a dead woman in a car on the outskirts of Hopewell, NJ.

truTV 2014-03-18 0540 Suburban Secrets In red Oak, Iowa, a woman goes missing, leaving her mother-in-law to care for the baby

truTV 2014-03-18 0600 Body of Evidence Charles Godley Case: 58 year old Charles Godley is found in his home with a gunshot wound to his 

head.

truTV 2014-03-18 0620 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-18 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-18 0705 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-18 0730 Storage Hunters The buyers press their luck in Sin City where Brandon and Lori get outfoxed by a group of locals 

with a questionable strategy.

truTV 2014-03-18 0750 World's Dumbest If you think your co-workers are slow, just wait until you see the twenty mis-guided workers on 

display.

truTV 2014-03-18 0835 Speeders A driver gets pulled over with exhaust problems. Next, an officer pulls over a driver who has a 

tattoo in an uncommon place.

truTV 2014-03-18 0900 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the gang stake-out an amusement park. Then, Jay goes undercover to investigate a 

criminal call girl.

truTV 2014-03-18 0920 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay goes fishing for a criminal at a local river.

truTV 2014-03-18 0945 Parco P.I. A minor league baseball player tests positive for steroids, but claims he never took drugs.

truTV 2014-03-18 1005 Parco P.I. A client believes that her husband is cheating on her - with her best friend.

truTV 2014-03-18 1030 Suburban Secrets A hunter is horrified to find a dead woman in a car on the outskirts of Hopewell, NJ.

truTV 2014-03-18 1050 Suburban Secrets In red Oak, Iowa, a woman goes missing, leaving her mother-in-law to care for the baby

truTV 2014-03-18 1115 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-18 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-18 1200 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-18 1240 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-18 1300 Storage Hunters The buyers press their luck in Sin City where Brandon and Lori get outfoxed by a group of locals 

with a questionable strategy.

truTV 2014-03-18 1320 World's Dumbest Want to see adrenaline junkies with more bravery than brains?  You're in the right place.  truTV 

presents twenty thrill-seekers, all very daring, and all very dumb.

truTV 2014-03-18 1405 Suburban Secrets In Marshall, Michigan, a news anchor is gunned down in her driveway

truTV 2014-03-18 1430 Psychic Detectives Why would Dot Crain disappear and leave her husband and two children behind?  Her sister 

reveals that Dot has a boyfriend, but no lead pans out. 

truTV 2014-03-18 1450 Body of Evidence Charles Godley Case: 58 year old Charles Godley is found in his home with a gunshot wound to his 

head.

truTV 2014-03-18 1515 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the gang stake-out an amusement park. Then, Jay goes undercover to investigate a 

criminal call girl.

truTV 2014-03-18 1535 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay goes fishing for a criminal at a local river.

truTV 2014-03-18 1600 Parco P.I. A minor league baseball player tests positive for steroids, but claims he never took drugs.

truTV 2014-03-18 1620 Parco P.I. A client believes that her husband is cheating on her - with her best friend.

truTV 2014-03-18 1645 Speeders A driver gets pulled over with exhaust problems. Next, an officer pulls over a driver who has a 

tattoo in an uncommon place.

truTV 2014-03-18 1705 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-18 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-18 1810 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-18 1830 Suburban Secrets Rob Andres, of Lansbrook, Oklahoma, is murdered shortly after seperating from his wife.

truTV 2014-03-18 1850 Psychic Detectives When Noreen Renier helps in a stalled murder investigation she can immediately envision the 

crime scene, right down to which lights were on.  

truTV 2014-03-18 1915 Container Wars The biggest auction you've ever seen explodes when rival bidders bet huge sums of money on 

forfeited international shipping containers.

truTV 2014-03-18 1935 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori think they've hit the jackpot with a cache of firearms, but when Lori's gun 

accidentally goes off inside the locker, Brandon is caught in the crosshairs.

truTV 2014-03-18 2000 World's Dumbest Indulge the fierce competitor inside you and check out this episode of The Smoking Gun Presents!

truTV 2014-03-18 2040 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver who is too involved with their blog.



truTV 2014-03-18 2100 Body of Evidence Two people are murdered in broad daylight in a Billings, Montana coin shop.

truTV 2014-03-18 2120 Missing Persons Unit A man about to get married disappears without a trace. Extensive police searches yield nothing, 

and the whereabouts of the missing man remain a mystery.

truTV 2014-03-18 2140 Missing Persons Unit No crime scene, no witnesses, no evidence to follow - that's exactly what investigators were facing 

when they tried to track down Lori Leonard.

truTV 2014-03-18 2200 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-18 2245 The Investigators A young rogue MIT blackjack team who took huge sums of cash from the casinos, they applied the 

"hi-lo" card-counting techniques in the early 1960s. 

truTV 2014-03-18 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-18 2355 Speeders A driver gets pulled over in California, but you can easily tell the driver is from the Boston area.

truTV 2014-03-19 0015 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-19 0035 Container Wars The biggest auction you've ever seen explodes when rival bidders bet huge sums of money on 

forfeited international shipping containers.

truTV 2014-03-19 0100 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori think they've hit the jackpot with a cache of firearms, but when Lori's gun 

accidentally goes off inside the locker, Brandon is caught in the crosshairs.

truTV 2014-03-19 0120 Psychic Detectives When Noreen Renier helps in a stalled murder investigation she can immediately envision the 

crime scene, right down to which lights were on.  

truTV 2014-03-19 0145 Suburban Secrets Rob Andres, of Lansbrook, Oklahoma, is murdered shortly after seperating from his wife.

truTV 2014-03-19 0205 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-19 0250 The Investigators A young rogue MIT blackjack team who took huge sums of cash from the casinos, they applied the 

"hi-lo" card-counting techniques in the early 1960s. 

truTV 2014-03-19 0330 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

debut uninspiring inventions to stunned focus groups, and talk shoppers out of their desired 

products in a grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-19 0350 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

polish their skills as manicurists in an unsuspecting nail salon, and race through the aisles of a 

grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-19 0410 World's Dumbest Join the festivities as Leif Garrett, Danny Bonaduce, Todd Bridges and the other party animals in 

our cast count down the dumbest celebrants on the planet.

truTV 2014-03-19 0455 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver who is too involved with their blog.

truTV 2014-03-19 0515 Missing Persons Unit A man about to get married disappears without a trace. Extensive police searches yield nothing, 

and the whereabouts of the missing man remain a mystery.

truTV 2014-03-19 0540 Missing Persons Unit No crime scene, no witnesses, no evidence to follow - that's exactly what investigators were facing 

when they tried to track down Lori Leonard.

truTV 2014-03-19 0600 Body of Evidence Two people are murdered in broad daylight in a Billings, Montana coin shop.

truTV 2014-03-19 0620 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-19 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-19 0705 Container Wars The biggest auction you've ever seen explodes when rival bidders bet huge sums of money on 

forfeited international shipping containers.

truTV 2014-03-19 0730 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori think they've hit the jackpot with a cache of firearms, but when Lori's gun 

accidentally goes off inside the locker, Brandon is caught in the crosshairs.

truTV 2014-03-19 0750 World's Dumbest Indulge the fierce competitor inside you and check out this episode of The Smoking Gun Presents!

truTV 2014-03-19 0835 Speeders A driver gets pulled over in California, but you can easily tell the driver is from the Boston area.

truTV 2014-03-19 0900 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-19 0945 The Investigators A young rogue MIT blackjack team who took huge sums of cash from the casinos, they applied the 

"hi-lo" card-counting techniques in the early 1960s. 

truTV 2014-03-19 1030 Missing Persons Unit A man about to get married disappears without a trace. Extensive police searches yield nothing, 

and the whereabouts of the missing man remain a mystery.

truTV 2014-03-19 1050 Missing Persons Unit No crime scene, no witnesses, no evidence to follow - that's exactly what investigators were facing 

when they tried to track down Lori Leonard.

truTV 2014-03-19 1115 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-19 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-19 1200 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

debut uninspiring inventions to stunned focus groups, and talk shoppers out of their desired 

products in a grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-19 1220 Impractical Jokers Four friends compete to embarrass each other in the ultimate hidden camera showdown. The guys 

polish their skills as manicurists in an unsuspecting nail salon, and race through the aisles of a 

grocery store.

truTV 2014-03-19 1240 Container Wars The biggest auction you've ever seen explodes when rival bidders bet huge sums of money on 

forfeited international shipping containers.

truTV 2014-03-19 1300 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori think they've hit the jackpot with a cache of firearms, but when Lori's gun 

accidentally goes off inside the locker, Brandon is caught in the crosshairs.

truTV 2014-03-19 1320 World's Dumbest Join the festivities as Leif Garrett, Danny Bonaduce, Todd Bridges and the other party animals in 

our cast count down the dumbest celebrants on the planet.

truTV 2014-03-19 1405 Suburban Secrets Rob Andres, of Lansbrook, Oklahoma, is murdered shortly after seperating from his wife.

truTV 2014-03-19 1430 Psychic Detectives When Noreen Renier helps in a stalled murder investigation she can immediately envision the 

crime scene, right down to which lights were on.  

truTV 2014-03-19 1450 Body of Evidence Two people are murdered in broad daylight in a Billings, Montana coin shop.

truTV 2014-03-19 1515 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-19 1600 The Investigators A young rogue MIT blackjack team who took huge sums of cash from the casinos, they applied the 

"hi-lo" card-counting techniques in the early 1960s. 

truTV 2014-03-19 1645 Speeders A driver gets pulled over in California, but you can easily tell the driver is from the Boston area.

truTV 2014-03-19 1705 King of the Nerds It's every gamer's dream come true - the live gaming challenge!

truTV 2014-03-19 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-19 1810 Bait Car LA's car thieves get another shot at the limelight when camera-laden bait cars hit the streets of LA 

again, ready to document any would-be criminals' failed attempts at GTA.

truTV 2014-03-19 1830 Suburban Secrets In Raleigh, North Carolina, researcher and new dad Eric Miller dies of arsenic poisoning



truTV 2014-03-19 1850 Psychic Detectives The daughter of a State Senator is found dead in her car, the victim of a tragic accident.  But later a 

more sinister picture starts to emerge.  

truTV 2014-03-19 1915 Cash Dome When Josh's girlfriend kicks him out of his house, he turns to his family for a place to stay.

truTV 2014-03-19 1935 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori return to Boston and square off against his former protege Wade. The bad blood 

may just erupt into a full-out brawl on the auction floor.

truTV 2014-03-19 2000 World's Dumbest Twenty more misguided citizens from a naughty nurse with an acute case of kleptomania to a DUI 

suspect who tries to beat the system by drinking office supplies.

truTV 2014-03-19 2040 Speeders In this episode, a driver who watches this show gets pulled over.

truTV 2014-03-19 2100 Body of Evidence A woman is found murdered in her bathtub.  With a string of similar assaults in the area 

investigators must determine if a serial predator is on the loose.

truTV 2014-03-19 2120 I, Detective Palo Alto Police and paramedics respond to a 911 call.  A woman has fallen down the stairs.  She's 

not moving, and there's blood.  

truTV 2014-03-19 2140 I, Detective Police are called to investigate a burglary-in-progress.  A young man waits outside of the two-story 

Victorian house.  He found the back door smashed.  

truTV 2014-03-19 2200 North Mission Road An Encino resident discovered some skeletal remains in a wooded field in Balboa Park. The police 

were called but were unable to identify the victim.   

truTV 2014-03-19 2225 North Mission Road Frank Rodriguez suffered a series of gastrointestinal problems that eventually killed him.  The 

initial autopsy didn't indicate a cause of death. 

truTV 2014-03-19 2245 Inside TNT of Miami Police attack narcotics at the street level by using a variety of tested tactics.  

Experience the ''real'' Miami as undercover. 

truTV 2014-03-19 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-19 2355 Speeders A driver gets pulled over with a passenger that is beyond drunk. Next, an officer pulls over a driver 

who has a bat for protection.

truTV 2014-03-20 0015 Bait Car LA's car thieves get another shot at the limelight when camera-laden bait cars hit the streets of LA 

again, ready to document any would-be criminals' failed attempts at GTA.

truTV 2014-03-20 0035 Cash Dome When Josh's girlfriend kicks him out of his house, he turns to his family for a place to stay.

truTV 2014-03-20 0100 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori return to Boston and square off against his former protege Wade. The bad blood 

may just erupt into a full-out brawl on the auction floor.

truTV 2014-03-20 0120 Psychic Detectives The daughter of a State Senator is found dead in her car, the victim of a tragic accident.  But later a 

more sinister picture starts to emerge.  

truTV 2014-03-20 0145 Suburban Secrets In Raleigh, North Carolina, researcher and new dad Eric Miller dies of arsenic poisoning

truTV 2014-03-20 0205 North Mission Road An Encino resident discovered some skeletal remains in a wooded field in Balboa Park. The police 

were called but were unable to identify the victim.   

truTV 2014-03-20 0230 North Mission Road Frank Rodriguez suffered a series of gastrointestinal problems that eventually killed him.  The 

initial autopsy didn't indicate a cause of death. 

truTV 2014-03-20 0250 Inside TNT of Miami Police attack narcotics at the street level by using a variety of tested tactics.  

Experience the ''real'' Miami as undercover. 

truTV 2014-03-20 0330 King of the Nerds It's every gamer's dream come true - the live gaming challenge!

truTV 2014-03-20 0410 World's Dumbest What's more entertaining than a brilliant daredevil?  A stupid daredevil. And we've got not one, 

but 20 brain-addled thrill-seekers ready to amaze you with their idiocy.

truTV 2014-03-20 0455 Speeders In this episode, a driver who watches this show gets pulled over.

truTV 2014-03-20 0515 I, Detective Palo Alto Police and paramedics respond to a 911 call.  A woman has fallen down the stairs.  She's 

not moving, and there's blood.  

truTV 2014-03-20 0540 I, Detective Police are called to investigate a burglary-in-progress.  A young man waits outside of the two-story 

Victorian house.  He found the back door smashed.  

truTV 2014-03-20 0600 Body of Evidence A woman is found murdered in her bathtub.  With a string of similar assaults in the area 

investigators must determine if a serial predator is on the loose.

truTV 2014-03-20 0620 Bait Car LA's car thieves get another shot at the limelight when camera-laden bait cars hit the streets of LA 

again, ready to document any would-be criminals' failed attempts at GTA.

truTV 2014-03-20 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-20 0705 Cash Dome When Josh's girlfriend kicks him out of his house, he turns to his family for a place to stay.

truTV 2014-03-20 0730 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori return to Boston and square off against his former protege Wade. The bad blood 

may just erupt into a full-out brawl on the auction floor.

truTV 2014-03-20 0750 World's Dumbest Twenty more misguided citizens from a naughty nurse with an acute case of kleptomania to a DUI 

suspect who tries to beat the system by drinking office supplies.

truTV 2014-03-20 0835 Speeders A driver gets pulled over with a passenger that is beyond drunk. Next, an officer pulls over a driver 

who has a bat for protection.

truTV 2014-03-20 0900 North Mission Road An Encino resident discovered some skeletal remains in a wooded field in Balboa Park. The police 

were called but were unable to identify the victim.   

truTV 2014-03-20 0920 North Mission Road Frank Rodriguez suffered a series of gastrointestinal problems that eventually killed him.  The 

initial autopsy didn't indicate a cause of death. 

truTV 2014-03-20 0945 Inside TNT of Miami Police attack narcotics at the street level by using a variety of tested tactics.  

Experience the ''real'' Miami as undercover. 

truTV 2014-03-20 1030 I, Detective Palo Alto Police and paramedics respond to a 911 call.  A woman has fallen down the stairs.  She's 

not moving, and there's blood.  

truTV 2014-03-20 1050 I, Detective Police are called to investigate a burglary-in-progress.  A young man waits outside of the two-story 

Victorian house.  He found the back door smashed.  

truTV 2014-03-20 1115 Bait Car LA's car thieves get another shot at the limelight when camera-laden bait cars hit the streets of LA 

again, ready to document any would-be criminals' failed attempts at GTA.

truTV 2014-03-20 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-20 1200 King of the Nerds It's every gamer's dream come true - the live gaming challenge!

truTV 2014-03-20 1240 Cash Dome When Josh's girlfriend kicks him out of his house, he turns to his family for a place to stay.

truTV 2014-03-20 1300 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori return to Boston and square off against his former protege Wade. The bad blood 

may just erupt into a full-out brawl on the auction floor.

truTV 2014-03-20 1320 World's Dumbest What's more entertaining than a brilliant daredevil?  A stupid daredevil. And we've got not one, 

but 20 brain-addled thrill-seekers ready to amaze you with their idiocy.

truTV 2014-03-20 1405 Suburban Secrets In Raleigh, North Carolina, researcher and new dad Eric Miller dies of arsenic poisoning

truTV 2014-03-20 1430 Psychic Detectives The daughter of a State Senator is found dead in her car, the victim of a tragic accident.  But later a 

more sinister picture starts to emerge.  

truTV 2014-03-20 1450 Body of Evidence A woman is found murdered in her bathtub.  With a string of similar assaults in the area 

investigators must determine if a serial predator is on the loose.

truTV 2014-03-20 1515 North Mission Road An Encino resident discovered some skeletal remains in a wooded field in Balboa Park. The police 

were called but were unable to identify the victim.   

truTV 2014-03-20 1535 North Mission Road Frank Rodriguez suffered a series of gastrointestinal problems that eventually killed him.  The 

initial autopsy didn't indicate a cause of death. 

truTV 2014-03-20 1600 Inside TNT of Miami Police attack narcotics at the street level by using a variety of tested tactics.  

Experience the ''real'' Miami as undercover. 



truTV 2014-03-20 1645 Speeders A driver gets pulled over with a passenger that is beyond drunk. Next, an officer pulls over a driver 

who has a bat for protection.

truTV 2014-03-20 1705 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a runaway jet ski crashes into the crowd at a water park.

truTV 2014-03-20 1730 The Principal's Office In this episode, a student refuses to go to Phys. Ed lest she spoil her hair - until Principal Tague 

straightens her out.   

truTV 2014-03-20 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-20 1810 Bait Car A pair of wannabe gangsters runs afoul of the law when they can't agree where to park their ill-

gotten wheels.

truTV 2014-03-20 1830 Suburban Secrets When a much-loved professor isn't there to teach her Monday morning class, students and faculty 

know something is wrong

truTV 2014-03-20 1850 Psychic Detectives Women are being stalked in picturesque Staunton, Virginia. The stocking mask assailant leaves few 

clues and police are baffled.  

truTV 2014-03-20 1915 South Beach Tow Bernice tows a car belonging to a guy on house arrest, leading to a life-threatening confrontation. 

A familiar friend is called to Tremont to deal with an irate dog-walker. And, Robbie and Eddie 

uncover a game-changing secret.

truTV 2014-03-20 1935 South Beach Tow Robert Sr. learns the truth about Perez, with violent and surprising consequences that may change 

Tremont forever.

truTV 2014-03-20 2000 World's Dumbest There's nothing more dangerous -- or funny -- than an idiot behind the wheel.  In this edition of 

"World's Dumbest Motorheads," truTV presents 20 low-IQ auto enthusiasts.

truTV 2014-03-20 2040 Speeders A driver that gets pulled over decided to flash the camera.

truTV 2014-03-20 2100 Body of Evidence A man is found dead on the side of a rural, isolated road along with an abandoned car.

truTV 2014-03-20 2120 Haunting Evidence Molly Bish is kidnapped from her life guarding job. For the next 3 years, police questioned dozens 

of suspects, but still can't find the young woman.

truTV 2014-03-20 2140 Haunting Evidence A woman walking her dog on the beach makes a gruesome discovery: the dead body of a woman 

stretched out on a beach towel, her hands severed.  

truTV 2014-03-20 2200 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-20 2245 The Investigators While fishing on a recreational lake on the base, James Griffin and his son discover a body floating 

in the water.  This is a case for NCIS. 

truTV 2014-03-20 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-20 2355 Speeders An officer known as "The Hammer" pulls over a driver who has too much gas.

truTV 2014-03-21 0015 Bait Car A pair of wannabe gangsters runs afoul of the law when they can't agree where to park their ill-

gotten wheels.

truTV 2014-03-21 0035 South Beach Tow Bernice tows a car belonging to a guy on house arrest, leading to a life-threatening confrontation. 

A familiar friend is called to Tremont to deal with an irate dog-walker. And, Robbie and Eddie 

uncover a game-changing secret.

truTV 2014-03-21 0100 South Beach Tow Robert Sr. learns the truth about Perez, with violent and surprising consequences that may change 

Tremont forever.

truTV 2014-03-21 0120 Psychic Detectives Women are being stalked in picturesque Staunton, Virginia. The stocking mask assailant leaves few 

clues and police are baffled.  

truTV 2014-03-21 0145 Suburban Secrets When a much-loved professor isn't there to teach her Monday morning class, students and faculty 

know something is wrong

truTV 2014-03-21 0205 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-21 0250 The Investigators While fishing on a recreational lake on the base, James Griffin and his son discover a body floating 

in the water.  This is a case for NCIS. 

truTV 2014-03-21 0330 Party Heat Our cameras catch all the wild action as the police try to keep a holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-21 0410 World's Dumbest Stupid has never been funnier. Stars such as Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett and Judy Gold entertain 

as they show footage and make hilarious commentary about the world's dumbest criminals, 

drivers, fans, daredevil

truTV 2014-03-21 0455 Speeders A driver that gets pulled over decided to flash the camera.

truTV 2014-03-21 0515 Haunting Evidence Molly Bish is kidnapped from her life guarding job. For the next 3 years, police questioned dozens 

of suspects, but still can't find the young woman.

truTV 2014-03-21 0540 Haunting Evidence A woman walking her dog on the beach makes a gruesome discovery: the dead body of a woman 

stretched out on a beach towel, her hands severed.  

truTV 2014-03-21 0600 Body of Evidence A man is found dead on the side of a rural, isolated road along with an abandoned car.

truTV 2014-03-21 0620 Bait Car A pair of wannabe gangsters runs afoul of the law when they can't agree where to park their ill-

gotten wheels.

truTV 2014-03-21 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-21 0705 South Beach Tow Bernice tows a car belonging to a guy on house arrest, leading to a life-threatening confrontation. 

A familiar friend is called to Tremont to deal with an irate dog-walker. And, Robbie and Eddie 

uncover a game-changing secret.

truTV 2014-03-21 0730 South Beach Tow Robert Sr. learns the truth about Perez, with violent and surprising consequences that may change 

Tremont forever.

truTV 2014-03-21 0750 World's Dumbest There's nothing more dangerous -- or funny -- than an idiot behind the wheel.  In this edition of 

"World's Dumbest Motorheads," truTV presents 20 low-IQ auto enthusiasts.

truTV 2014-03-21 0835 Speeders An officer known as "The Hammer" pulls over a driver who has too much gas.

truTV 2014-03-21 0900 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-21 0945 The Investigators While fishing on a recreational lake on the base, James Griffin and his son discover a body floating 

in the water.  This is a case for NCIS. 

truTV 2014-03-21 1030 Haunting Evidence Molly Bish is kidnapped from her life guarding job. For the next 3 years, police questioned dozens 

of suspects, but still can't find the young woman.

truTV 2014-03-21 1050 Haunting Evidence A woman walking her dog on the beach makes a gruesome discovery: the dead body of a woman 

stretched out on a beach towel, her hands severed.  

truTV 2014-03-21 1115 Bait Car A pair of wannabe gangsters runs afoul of the law when they can't agree where to park their ill-

gotten wheels.

truTV 2014-03-21 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-21 1200 Party Heat Our cameras catch all the wild action as the police try to keep a holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-21 1240 South Beach Tow Bernice tows a car belonging to a guy on house arrest, leading to a life-threatening confrontation. 

A familiar friend is called to Tremont to deal with an irate dog-walker. And, Robbie and Eddie 

uncover a game-changing secret.

truTV 2014-03-21 1300 South Beach Tow Robert Sr. learns the truth about Perez, with violent and surprising consequences that may change 

Tremont forever.

truTV 2014-03-21 1320 World's Dumbest Stupid has never been funnier. Stars such as Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett and Judy Gold entertain 

as they show footage and make hilarious commentary about the world's dumbest criminals, 

drivers, fans, daredevil



truTV 2014-03-21 1405 Suburban Secrets When a much-loved professor isn't there to teach her Monday morning class, students and faculty 

know something is wrong

truTV 2014-03-21 1430 Psychic Detectives Women are being stalked in picturesque Staunton, Virginia. The stocking mask assailant leaves few 

clues and police are baffled.  

truTV 2014-03-21 1450 Body of Evidence A man is found dead on the side of a rural, isolated road along with an abandoned car.

truTV 2014-03-21 1515 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-21 1600 The Investigators While fishing on a recreational lake on the base, James Griffin and his son discover a body floating 

in the water.  This is a case for NCIS. 

truTV 2014-03-21 1645 Speeders An officer known as "The Hammer" pulls over a driver who has too much gas.

truTV 2014-03-21 1705 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a fisherman gets pulled overboard by a shark on the line.

truTV 2014-03-21 1730 The Principal's Office In Ohio, Principal Saxton must play peacemaker when two girls come close to escalating their war 

of words into a physical confrontation.  

truTV 2014-03-21 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-21 1810 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-21 1830 Suburban Secrets The small town of Clinton, Louisiana is rocket by a gruesome murder

truTV 2014-03-21 1850 Psychic Detectives A shooting at a Memphis club ends with a dead body and a suspect. The arrested man had been 

spotted fleeing the crime scene and shot at police. 

truTV 2014-03-21 1915 Big Brian The Fortune Seller An ex-husband explodes when he finds all his possessions up for sale, but leaves everyone 

wondering, what's inside his locked safe?

truTV 2014-03-21 2000 World's Dumbest Join Leif Garrett, Todd Bridges and Tonya Harding and the rest of the celebrity cast as they 

lampoon the World's Dumbest Criminals.

truTV 2014-03-21 2040 Speeders A tatoo artist shows off their work to an officer. Next, a man blames a spider for not wearing a 

seatbelt.

truTV 2014-03-21 2100 Body of Evidence An intruder breaks into the home of David and Brenda Vickers. In what seems to be burglary gone 

horribly wrong.

truTV 2014-03-21 2120 LA Forensics It looks like a car accident.  A mother is dead.  Her daughter critically injured.  But it's clear that 

someone wanted these two women dead.    

truTV 2014-03-21 2140 LA Forensics A young Asian student is found stabbed to death in an alley near Beverly Hills.   There are no 

eyewitnesses and little to go on.   

truTV 2014-03-21 2200 Bear Swamp Recovery In their biggest repo ever, the team goes after two huge trucks, and Dave is forced to take the 

wheel in a jaw dropping pursuit.

truTV 2014-03-21 2225 Bear Swamp Recovery The Bear Swamp team pays the price when an all-out brawl breaks out with a vicious biker gang 

who are determined to keep their rides.

truTV 2014-03-21 2245 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-21 2310 Container Wars The biggest auction you've ever seen explodes when rival bidders bet huge sums of money on 

forfeited international shipping containers.

truTV 2014-03-21 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-21 2355 Speeders First, a driver gets pulled over and cannot roll their window down. Next, an officer pulls over a pair 

who are shooting beer cans.

truTV 2014-03-22 0015 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-22 0035 Big Brian The Fortune Seller An ex-husband explodes when he finds all his possessions up for sale, but leaves everyone 

wondering, what's inside his locked safe?

truTV 2014-03-22 0120 Psychic Detectives A shooting at a Memphis club ends with a dead body and a suspect. The arrested man had been 

spotted fleeing the crime scene and shot at police. 

truTV 2014-03-22 0145 Suburban Secrets The small town of Clinton, Louisiana is rocket by a gruesome murder

truTV 2014-03-22 0205 Bear Swamp Recovery In their biggest repo ever, the team goes after two huge trucks, and Dave is forced to take the 

wheel in a jaw dropping pursuit.

truTV 2014-03-22 0230 Bear Swamp Recovery The Bear Swamp team pays the price when an all-out brawl breaks out with a vicious biker gang 

who are determined to keep their rides.

truTV 2014-03-22 0250 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-22 0310 Container Wars The biggest auction you've ever seen explodes when rival bidders bet huge sums of money on 

forfeited international shipping containers.

truTV 2014-03-22 0330 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, special guest, comedian Baron Vaughn, joins the crew in the "Love Shaqtually" 

competition.

truTV 2014-03-22 0350 Impractical Jokers The guys get liberal with lotion down at the shore, shop from other people's carts in a 

supermarket, and try to scam their way to a free dish of yogurt.

truTV 2014-03-22 0410 World's Dumbest You're in the passenger seat for a hazardous ride with 20 of the world's most moronic motorists. 

Featuring reckless commentary from our celebrity cast.

truTV 2014-03-22 0455 Speeders A tatoo artist shows off their work to an officer. Next, a man blames a spider for not wearing a 

seatbelt.

truTV 2014-03-22 0515 LA Forensics It looks like a car accident.  A mother is dead.  Her daughter critically injured.  But it's clear that 

someone wanted these two women dead.    

truTV 2014-03-22 0540 LA Forensics A young Asian student is found stabbed to death in an alley near Beverly Hills.   There are no 

eyewitnesses and little to go on.   

truTV 2014-03-22 0600 Body of Evidence An intruder breaks into the home of David and Brenda Vickers. In what seems to be burglary gone 

horribly wrong.

truTV 2014-03-22 0620 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-22 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-22 0705 Big Brian The Fortune Seller An ex-husband explodes when he finds all his possessions up for sale, but leaves everyone 

wondering, what's inside his locked safe?

truTV 2014-03-22 0750 World's Dumbest Join Leif Garrett, Todd Bridges and Tonya Harding and the rest of the celebrity cast as they 

lampoon the World's Dumbest Criminals.

truTV 2014-03-22 0835 Speeders First, a driver gets pulled over and cannot roll their window down. Next, an officer pulls over a pair 

who are shooting beer cans.

truTV 2014-03-22 0900 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago Wayne thinks he scored big on an expensive stereo system, but Randy thinks the deal is too good 

to be true.

truTV 2014-03-22 0920 Container Wars The biggest auction you've ever seen explodes when rival bidders bet huge sums of money on 

forfeited international shipping containers.

truTV 2014-03-22 0945 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori face a shocking discovery when the contents of what look like an old retail store 

reveal their true identity.

truTV 2014-03-22 1005 Storage Hunters Sean unveils a bin whose stench is so rancid it sends the buyers running. But when one of our 

competitors takes a gamble, the entire group is blown away by the score.

truTV 2014-03-22 1030 The Investigators A young rogue MIT blackjack team who took huge sums of cash from the casinos, they applied the 

"hi-lo" card-counting techniques in the early 1960s. 



truTV 2014-03-22 1115 I, Detective Palo Alto Police and paramedics respond to a 911 call.  A woman has fallen down the stairs.  She's 

not moving, and there's blood.  

truTV 2014-03-22 1135 I, Detective Police are called to investigate a burglary-in-progress.  A young man waits outside of the two-story 

Victorian house.  He found the back door smashed.  

truTV 2014-03-22 1200 World's Dumbest truTV presents twenty of the biggest idiots ever to be seen on stage or screen.

truTV 2014-03-22 1240 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun Presents twenty great reasons to get off the road.

truTV 2014-03-22 1320 World's Dumbest Prepare to throw down! truTV is about to take on twenty of the most boneheaded brawlers on the 

planet.

truTV 2014-03-22 1405 World's Dumbest  You'll see brainless bad guys, moronic motorists, senseless sports, ridiculous risk-takers and more.

truTV 2014-03-22 1450 World's Dumbest Unless you're Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett, Tonya Harding and the rest of the celebrity cast as 

they earn their keep lampooning the world's dumbest criminals.

truTV 2014-03-22 1535 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a base jumper on holiday break gets sucked into a raging waterfall.

truTV 2014-03-22 1600 World's Wildest Vacation Videos The most outrages and exiting stories people have caught on tape while being on vacation.

truTV 2014-03-22 1620 World's Wildest Vacation Videos The most outrages and exiting stories people have caught on tape while being on vacation.

truTV 2014-03-22 1645 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-22 1730 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-22 1810 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver who is too involved with their blog.

truTV 2014-03-22 1830 Speeders An officer known as "The Hammer" pulls over a driver who has too much gas.

truTV 2014-03-22 1850 Haunting Evidence Molly Bish is kidnapped from her life guarding job. For the next 3 years, police questioned dozens 

of suspects, but still can't find the young woman.

truTV 2014-03-22 1915 Suburban Secrets In Raleigh, North Carolina, researcher and new dad Eric Miller dies of arsenic poisoning

truTV 2014-03-22 1935 Suburban Secrets In Marshall, Michigan, a news anchor is gunned down in her driveway

truTV 2014-03-22 2000 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-22 2020 Cash Dome WhiteBoy and Josh compete in a sales competition and they'll stop at nothing to prove who is the 

top dog.

truTV 2014-03-22 2040 World's Wildest Vacation Videos The most outrages and exiting stories people have caught on tape while being on vacation.

truTV 2014-03-22 2100 Most Daring Every day there can be mishaps and accidents where anyone can almost die. The camera catches 

these lucky and unlucky people in such events.

truTV 2014-03-22 2140 Impractical Jokers The guys approach strangers with humiliating one liners on the streets of New York.

truTV 2014-03-22 2200 Impractical Jokers The guys tackle speed dating with the world's worst pickup lines.

truTV 2014-03-22 2225 Party Heat Our cameras catch all the wild action as the police try to keep a holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-22 2310 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-22 2330 Cash Dome WhiteBoy and Josh compete in a sales competition and they'll stop at nothing to prove who is the 

top dog.

truTV 2014-03-22 2355 World's Dumbest truTV presents twenty of the biggest idiots ever to be seen on stage or screen.

truTV 2014-03-23 0035 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun Presents twenty great reasons to get off the road.

truTV 2014-03-23 0120 World's Dumbest Prepare to throw down! truTV is about to take on twenty of the most boneheaded brawlers on the 

planet.

truTV 2014-03-23 0205 World's Dumbest  You'll see brainless bad guys, moronic motorists, senseless sports, ridiculous risk-takers and more.

truTV 2014-03-23 0250 World's Dumbest Unless you're Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett, Tonya Harding and the rest of the celebrity cast as 

they earn their keep lampooning the world's dumbest criminals.

truTV 2014-03-23 0330 Most Daring Every day there can be mishaps and accidents where anyone can almost die. The camera catches 

these lucky and unlucky people in such events.

truTV 2014-03-23 0410 Party Heat Our cameras catch all the wild action as the police try to keep a holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-23 0455 Impractical Jokers The guys approach strangers with humiliating one liners on the streets of New York.

truTV 2014-03-23 0515 Impractical Jokers The guys tackle speed dating with the world's worst pickup lines.

truTV 2014-03-23 0540 World's Wildest Vacation Videos The most outrages and exiting stories people have caught on tape while being on vacation.

truTV 2014-03-23 0600 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-23 0645 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-23 0730 Most Daring Every day there can be mishaps and accidents where anyone can almost die. The camera catches 

these lucky and unlucky people in such events.

truTV 2014-03-23 0815 Impractical Jokers The guys get liberal with lotion down at the shore, shop from other people's carts in a 

supermarket, and try to scam their way to a free dish of yogurt.

truTV 2014-03-23 0835 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, special guest, comedian Baron Vaughn, joins the crew in the "Love Shaqtually" 

competition.

truTV 2014-03-23 0900 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-23 0920 Cash Dome WhiteBoy and Josh compete in a sales competition and they'll stop at nothing to prove who is the 

top dog.

truTV 2014-03-23 0945 The Principal's Office In this episode, Principal Sheninger catches a kid with a cheat sheet and a big attitude.   

truTV 2014-03-23 1005 The Principal's Office In this episode, Principal Salisbury tries to fight a grinding epidemic at his school.

truTV 2014-03-23 1030 The Investigators While fishing on a recreational lake on the base, James Griffin and his son discover a body floating 

in the water.  This is a case for NCIS. 

truTV 2014-03-23 1115 North Mission Road An Encino resident discovered some skeletal remains in a wooded field in Balboa Park. The police 

were called but were unable to identify the victim.   

truTV 2014-03-23 1135 North Mission Road Frank Rodriguez suffered a series of gastrointestinal problems that eventually killed him.  The 

initial autopsy didn't indicate a cause of death. 

truTV 2014-03-23 1200 World's Dumbest The people behind the infamous Smoking Gun website countdown their list of the most inane and 

clueless bad guys in the criminal world. 

truTV 2014-03-23 1240 World's Dumbest Todd Bridges, Leif Garrett, Daniel Baldwin and the rest of the gang are back and ready for their 

next assignment: busting on the dumbest criminals you've ever seen.

truTV 2014-03-23 1320 World's Dumbest Sit back, relax and watch as 20 dimwitted thrill seekers harm themselves in all sorts of creative 

ways!

truTV 2014-03-23 1405 World's Dumbest You are cordially invited to witness the antics of the world's dimmest partiers.

truTV 2014-03-23 1450 World's Dumbest TruTV's got your party right here, filled with 20 of the stupidest people ever to celebrate on 

camera.

truTV 2014-03-23 1535 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, special guest, comedian Baron Vaughn, joins the crew in the "Love Shaqtually" 

competition.

truTV 2014-03-23 1600 Impractical Jokers The guys approach strangers with humiliating one liners on the streets of New York.

truTV 2014-03-23 1620 Impractical Jokers The guys tackle speed dating with the world's worst pickup lines.

truTV 2014-03-23 1645 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar



truTV 2014-03-23 1730 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-23 1810 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-23 1830 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-23 1850 Haunting Evidence A woman walking her dog on the beach makes a gruesome discovery: the dead body of a woman 

stretched out on a beach towel, her hands severed.  

truTV 2014-03-23 1915 Suburban Secrets The small town of Clinton, Louisiana is rocket by a gruesome murder

truTV 2014-03-23 1935 Suburban Secrets Rob Andres, of Lansbrook, Oklahoma, is murdered shortly after seperating from his wife.

truTV 2014-03-23 2000 Bait Car LA's car thieves get another shot at the limelight when camera-laden bait cars hit the streets of LA 

again, ready to document any would-be criminals' failed attempts at GTA.

truTV 2014-03-23 2020 Bait Car A pair of wannabe gangsters runs afoul of the law when they can't agree where to park their ill-

gotten wheels.

truTV 2014-03-23 2040 World's Wildest Vacation Videos The most outrages and exiting stories people have caught on tape while being on vacation.

truTV 2014-03-23 2100 King of the Nerds We put the nerds' Superhero IQ's to the test as we host a debate on all things nerdy - Superman 

vs. Batman?

truTV 2014-03-23 2140 World's Dumbest Stupid has never been funnier. Stars such as Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett and Judy Gold entertain 

as they show footage and make hilarious commentary about the world's dumbest criminals, 

drivers, fans, daredevil

truTV 2014-03-23 2225 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals behind-the-scenes outtakes, America's worst daredevils, and his 

sweet moves with a stripper pole.

truTV 2014-03-23 2245 Impractical Jokers The guys demonstrate their odd living habits while interviewing for roommates.

truTV 2014-03-23 2310 King of the Nerds We put the nerds' Superhero IQ's to the test as we host a debate on all things nerdy - Superman 

vs. Batman?

truTV 2014-03-23 2355 World's Dumbest The people behind the infamous Smoking Gun website countdown their list of the most inane and 

clueless bad guys in the criminal world. 

truTV 2014-03-24 0035 World's Dumbest Todd Bridges, Leif Garrett, Daniel Baldwin and the rest of the gang are back and ready for their 

next assignment: busting on the dumbest criminals you've ever seen.

truTV 2014-03-24 0120 World's Dumbest Sit back, relax and watch as 20 dimwitted thrill seekers harm themselves in all sorts of creative 

ways!

truTV 2014-03-24 0205 World's Dumbest You are cordially invited to witness the antics of the world's dimmest partiers.

truTV 2014-03-24 0250 World's Dumbest TruTV's got your party right here, filled with 20 of the stupidest people ever to celebrate on 

camera.

truTV 2014-03-24 0330 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-24 0410 World's Dumbest Stupid has never been funnier. Stars such as Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett and Judy Gold entertain 

as they show footage and make hilarious commentary about the world's dumbest criminals, 

drivers, fans, daredevil

truTV 2014-03-24 0455 Bait Car LA's car thieves get another shot at the limelight when camera-laden bait cars hit the streets of LA 

again, ready to document any would-be criminals' failed attempts at GTA.

truTV 2014-03-24 0515 Bait Car A pair of wannabe gangsters runs afoul of the law when they can't agree where to park their ill-

gotten wheels.

truTV 2014-03-24 0540 World's Wildest Vacation Videos The most outrages and exiting stories people have caught on tape while being on vacation.

truTV 2014-03-24 0600 Impractical Jokers The guys approach strangers with humiliating one liners on the streets of New York.

truTV 2014-03-24 0620 Impractical Jokers The guys tackle speed dating with the world's worst pickup lines.

truTV 2014-03-24 0645 Impractical Jokers The guys demonstrate their odd living habits while interviewing for roommates.

truTV 2014-03-24 0705 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals behind-the-scenes outtakes, America's worst daredevils, and his 

sweet moves with a stripper pole.

truTV 2014-03-24 0730 King of the Nerds We put the nerds' Superhero IQ's to the test as we host a debate on all things nerdy - Superman 

vs. Batman?

truTV 2014-03-24 0815 World's Dumbest Stupid has never been funnier. Stars such as Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett and Judy Gold entertain 

as they show footage and make hilarious commentary about the world's dumbest criminals, 

drivers, fans, daredevil

truTV 2014-03-24 0900 Bear Swamp Recovery In their biggest repo ever, the team goes after two huge trucks, and Dave is forced to take the 

wheel in a jaw dropping pursuit.

truTV 2014-03-24 0920 Bear Swamp Recovery The Bear Swamp team pays the price when an all-out brawl breaks out with a vicious biker gang 

who are determined to keep their rides.

truTV 2014-03-24 0945 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-24 1005 Container Wars The biggest auction you've ever seen explodes when rival bidders bet huge sums of money on 

forfeited international shipping containers.

truTV 2014-03-24 1030 LA Forensics It looks like a car accident.  A mother is dead.  Her daughter critically injured.  But it's clear that 

someone wanted these two women dead.    

truTV 2014-03-24 1050 LA Forensics A young Asian student is found stabbed to death in an alley near Beverly Hills.   There are no 

eyewitnesses and little to go on.   

truTV 2014-03-24 1115 Bait Car Bait Car  takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-24 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-24 1200 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals behind-the-scenes outtakes, America's worst daredevils, and his 

sweet moves with a stripper pole.

truTV 2014-03-24 1220 Impractical Jokers The guys demonstrate their odd living habits while interviewing for roommates.

truTV 2014-03-24 1240 Big Brian The Fortune Seller An ex-husband explodes when he finds all his possessions up for sale, but leaves everyone 

wondering, what's inside his locked safe?

truTV 2014-03-24 1320 World's Dumbest You're in the passenger seat for a hazardous ride with 20 of the world's most moronic motorists. 

Featuring reckless commentary from our celebrity cast.

truTV 2014-03-24 1405 Suburban Secrets The small town of Clinton, Louisiana is rocket by a gruesome murder

truTV 2014-03-24 1430 Psychic Detectives A shooting at a Memphis club ends with a dead body and a suspect. The arrested man had been 

spotted fleeing the crime scene and shot at police. 

truTV 2014-03-24 1450 Body of Evidence An intruder breaks into the home of David and Brenda Vickers. In what seems to be burglary gone 

horribly wrong.

truTV 2014-03-24 1515 Bear Swamp Recovery In their biggest repo ever, the team goes after two huge trucks, and Dave is forced to take the 

wheel in a jaw dropping pursuit.

truTV 2014-03-24 1535 Bear Swamp Recovery The Bear Swamp team pays the price when an all-out brawl breaks out with a vicious biker gang 

who are determined to keep their rides.

truTV 2014-03-24 1600 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-24 1620 Container Wars The biggest auction you've ever seen explodes when rival bidders bet huge sums of money on 

forfeited international shipping containers.

truTV 2014-03-24 1645 Speeders First, a driver gets pulled over and cannot roll their window down. Next, an officer pulls over a pair 

who are shooting beer cans.



truTV 2014-03-24 1705 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-24 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-24 1810 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-24 1830 Suburban Secrets The 1999 murder of Michigan businessman Bruce Miller, who was shot at his workplace in 

Genesee County.

truTV 2014-03-24 1850 Psychic Detectives A government employee working in the tiny border town of Shelby, Montana is found dead, the 

victim of an apparent car accident.  

truTV 2014-03-24 1915 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-24 1935 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori face a shocking discovery when the contents of what look like an old retail store 

reveal their true identity.

truTV 2014-03-24 2000 World's Dumbest truTV presents twenty of the biggest idiots ever to be seen on stage or screen.

truTV 2014-03-24 2040 Speeders First, an officer pulls over a driver who works out at a gym.

truTV 2014-03-24 2100 Body of Evidence Featuring the cases of Florida-based forensic profiler Dayle Hinman, this series looks at one 

woman's obsession with navigating the criminal mind.

truTV 2014-03-24 2120 Suburban Secrets Rob Andres, of Lansbrook, Oklahoma, is murdered shortly after seperating from his wife.

truTV 2014-03-24 2140 Suburban Secrets When a much-loved professor isn't there to teach her Monday morning class, students and faculty 

know something is wrong

truTV 2014-03-24 2200 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay is hired by a woman who suspects that her husband's hunting trips are not all that they 

seem.

truTV 2014-03-24 2225 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the crew have a nasty run-in with dealers selling tainted drugs to kids at a park. Then, 

Jay is hired to investigate a husband's gambling problem and uncovers an unusual crime.

truTV 2014-03-24 2245 Parco P.I. A model wants Vinny to prove her suspicion - that she is being sexually harassed at her agency.

truTV 2014-03-24 2310 Parco P.I. A woman is divorcing her husband because she says he cheated on her - but he claims he never 

did.

truTV 2014-03-24 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-24 2355 Speeders An offiver pulls over a pair of bartenders. Next, an officer pulls over his mother's friend.

truTV 2014-03-25 0015 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-25 0035 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-25 0100 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori face a shocking discovery when the contents of what look like an old retail store 

reveal their true identity.

truTV 2014-03-25 0120 Psychic Detectives A government employee working in the tiny border town of Shelby, Montana is found dead, the 

victim of an apparent car accident.  

truTV 2014-03-25 0145 Suburban Secrets The 1999 murder of Michigan businessman Bruce Miller, who was shot at his workplace in 

Genesee County.

truTV 2014-03-25 0205 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay is hired by a woman who suspects that her husband's hunting trips are not all that they 

seem.

truTV 2014-03-25 0230 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the crew have a nasty run-in with dealers selling tainted drugs to kids at a park. Then, 

Jay is hired to investigate a husband's gambling problem and uncovers an unusual crime.

truTV 2014-03-25 0250 Parco P.I. A model wants Vinny to prove her suspicion - that she is being sexually harassed at her agency.

truTV 2014-03-25 0310 Parco P.I. A woman is divorcing her husband because she says he cheated on her - but he claims he never 

did.

truTV 2014-03-25 0330 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-25 0410 World's Dumbest The people behind the infamous Smoking Gun website countdown their list of the most inane and 

clueless bad guys in the criminal world. 

truTV 2014-03-25 0455 Speeders First, an officer pulls over a driver who works out at a gym.

truTV 2014-03-25 0515 Suburban Secrets Rob Andres, of Lansbrook, Oklahoma, is murdered shortly after seperating from his wife.

truTV 2014-03-25 0540 Suburban Secrets When a much-loved professor isn't there to teach her Monday morning class, students and faculty 

know something is wrong

truTV 2014-03-25 0600 Body of Evidence Featuring the cases of Florida-based forensic profiler Dayle Hinman, this series looks at one 

woman's obsession with navigating the criminal mind.

truTV 2014-03-25 0620 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-25 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-25 0705 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-25 0730 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori face a shocking discovery when the contents of what look like an old retail store 

reveal their true identity.

truTV 2014-03-25 0750 World's Dumbest truTV presents twenty of the biggest idiots ever to be seen on stage or screen.

truTV 2014-03-25 0835 Speeders An offiver pulls over a pair of bartenders. Next, an officer pulls over his mother's friend.

truTV 2014-03-25 0900 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay is hired by a woman who suspects that her husband's hunting trips are not all that they 

seem.

truTV 2014-03-25 0920 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the crew have a nasty run-in with dealers selling tainted drugs to kids at a park. Then, 

Jay is hired to investigate a husband's gambling problem and uncovers an unusual crime.

truTV 2014-03-25 0945 Parco P.I. A model wants Vinny to prove her suspicion - that she is being sexually harassed at her agency.

truTV 2014-03-25 1005 Parco P.I. A woman is divorcing her husband because she says he cheated on her - but he claims he never 

did.

truTV 2014-03-25 1030 Suburban Secrets Rob Andres, of Lansbrook, Oklahoma, is murdered shortly after seperating from his wife.

truTV 2014-03-25 1050 Suburban Secrets When a much-loved professor isn't there to teach her Monday morning class, students and faculty 

know something is wrong

truTV 2014-03-25 1115 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-25 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-25 1200 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-25 1240 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-25 1300 Storage Hunters Brandon and Lori face a shocking discovery when the contents of what look like an old retail store 

reveal their true identity.



truTV 2014-03-25 1320 World's Dumbest The people behind the infamous Smoking Gun website countdown their list of the most inane and 

clueless bad guys in the criminal world. 

truTV 2014-03-25 1405 Suburban Secrets The 1999 murder of Michigan businessman Bruce Miller, who was shot at his workplace in 

Genesee County.

truTV 2014-03-25 1430 Psychic Detectives A government employee working in the tiny border town of Shelby, Montana is found dead, the 

victim of an apparent car accident.  

truTV 2014-03-25 1450 Body of Evidence Featuring the cases of Florida-based forensic profiler Dayle Hinman, this series looks at one 

woman's obsession with navigating the criminal mind.

truTV 2014-03-25 1515 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay is hired by a woman who suspects that her husband's hunting trips are not all that they 

seem.

truTV 2014-03-25 1535 Southern Fried Stings First, Jay and the crew have a nasty run-in with dealers selling tainted drugs to kids at a park. Then, 

Jay is hired to investigate a husband's gambling problem and uncovers an unusual crime.

truTV 2014-03-25 1600 Parco P.I. A model wants Vinny to prove her suspicion - that she is being sexually harassed at her agency.

truTV 2014-03-25 1620 Parco P.I. A woman is divorcing her husband because she says he cheated on her - but he claims he never 

did.

truTV 2014-03-25 1645 Speeders An offiver pulls over a pair of bartenders. Next, an officer pulls over his mother's friend.

truTV 2014-03-25 1705 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-25 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-25 1810 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-25 1830 Suburban Secrets Go behind the picket fences to hear real people tell the shocking tales of real crimes they lived 

through. 

truTV 2014-03-25 1850 Psychic Detectives A predator is terrorizing women. He leaves no physical evidence and all police have to go on are 

descriptions of the attacker provided by his victims. 

truTV 2014-03-25 1915 Container Wars Things get testy when maniac Matt goes toe-to-tow with the Israelis on a container full of high end 

hunting equipment.

truTV 2014-03-25 1935 Storage Hunters Old rivals unite when Brandon and Jesse are faced with the unthinkable: join forces or stand alone 

to gamble on a once-in-a-lifetime locker.

truTV 2014-03-25 2000 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun Presents twenty great reasons to get off the road.

truTV 2014-03-25 2040 Speeders An officer pulls over a group of females in the middle of their girl's night out.

truTV 2014-03-25 2100 Body of Evidence Featuring the cases of Florida-based forensic profiler Dayle Hinman, this series looks at one 

woman's obsession with navigating the criminal mind.

truTV 2014-03-25 2120 Missing Persons Unit When a young mother fails to pick her son up from school, her family immediately knows 

something is wrong and calls police. Just as the search gets underway, her car is found abandoned 

and set on fire.

truTV 2014-03-25 2140 Missing Persons Unit A mystery at sea leads investigators into a world where nothing is as it seems. Has a man vanished 

without a trace because of a tragic diving accident, or is there a sinister reason for his 

disappearance?

truTV 2014-03-25 2200 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-25 2245 The Investigators When Christine Elkins mysteriously disappears before she can leave drug dealer Tony Emery, 

authorities suspect she is dead.   However, there is no body. 

truTV 2014-03-25 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-25 2355 Speeders An officer pulls over some girls headed to a party. Next, an inventor gets pulled over.

truTV 2014-03-26 0015 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-26 0035 Container Wars Things get testy when maniac Matt goes toe-to-tow with the Israelis on a container full of high end 

hunting equipment.

truTV 2014-03-26 0100 Storage Hunters Old rivals unite when Brandon and Jesse are faced with the unthinkable: join forces or stand alone 

to gamble on a once-in-a-lifetime locker.

truTV 2014-03-26 0120 Psychic Detectives A predator is terrorizing women. He leaves no physical evidence and all police have to go on are 

descriptions of the attacker provided by his victims. 

truTV 2014-03-26 0145 Suburban Secrets Go behind the picket fences to hear real people tell the shocking tales of real crimes they lived 

through. 

truTV 2014-03-26 0205 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-26 0250 The Investigators When Christine Elkins mysteriously disappears before she can leave drug dealer Tony Emery, 

authorities suspect she is dead.   However, there is no body. 

truTV 2014-03-26 0330 Impractical Jokers The guys approach strangers with humiliating one liners on the streets of New York.

truTV 2014-03-26 0350 Impractical Jokers The guys tackle speed dating with the world's worst pickup lines.

truTV 2014-03-26 0410 World's Dumbest Todd Bridges, Leif Garrett, Daniel Baldwin and the rest of the gang are back and ready for their 

next assignment: busting on the dumbest criminals you've ever seen.

truTV 2014-03-26 0455 Speeders An officer pulls over a group of females in the middle of their girl's night out.

truTV 2014-03-26 0515 Missing Persons Unit When a young mother fails to pick her son up from school, her family immediately knows 

something is wrong and calls police. Just as the search gets underway, her car is found abandoned 

and set on fire.

truTV 2014-03-26 0540 Missing Persons Unit A mystery at sea leads investigators into a world where nothing is as it seems. Has a man vanished 

without a trace because of a tragic diving accident, or is there a sinister reason for his 

disappearance?

truTV 2014-03-26 0600 Body of Evidence Featuring the cases of Florida-based forensic profiler Dayle Hinman, this series looks at one 

woman's obsession with navigating the criminal mind.

truTV 2014-03-26 0620 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-26 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-26 0705 Container Wars Things get testy when maniac Matt goes toe-to-tow with the Israelis on a container full of high end 

hunting equipment.

truTV 2014-03-26 0730 Storage Hunters Old rivals unite when Brandon and Jesse are faced with the unthinkable: join forces or stand alone 

to gamble on a once-in-a-lifetime locker.

truTV 2014-03-26 0750 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun Presents twenty great reasons to get off the road.

truTV 2014-03-26 0835 Speeders An officer pulls over some girls headed to a party. Next, an inventor gets pulled over.

truTV 2014-03-26 0900 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-26 0945 The Investigators When Christine Elkins mysteriously disappears before she can leave drug dealer Tony Emery, 

authorities suspect she is dead.   However, there is no body. 

truTV 2014-03-26 1030 Missing Persons Unit When a young mother fails to pick her son up from school, her family immediately knows 

something is wrong and calls police. Just as the search gets underway, her car is found abandoned 

and set on fire.



truTV 2014-03-26 1050 Missing Persons Unit A mystery at sea leads investigators into a world where nothing is as it seems. Has a man vanished 

without a trace because of a tragic diving accident, or is there a sinister reason for his 

disappearance?

truTV 2014-03-26 1115 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-26 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-26 1200 Impractical Jokers The guys approach strangers with humiliating one liners on the streets of New York.

truTV 2014-03-26 1220 Impractical Jokers The guys tackle speed dating with the world's worst pickup lines.

truTV 2014-03-26 1240 Container Wars Things get testy when maniac Matt goes toe-to-tow with the Israelis on a container full of high end 

hunting equipment.

truTV 2014-03-26 1300 Storage Hunters Old rivals unite when Brandon and Jesse are faced with the unthinkable: join forces or stand alone 

to gamble on a once-in-a-lifetime locker.

truTV 2014-03-26 1320 World's Dumbest Todd Bridges, Leif Garrett, Daniel Baldwin and the rest of the gang are back and ready for their 

next assignment: busting on the dumbest criminals you've ever seen.

truTV 2014-03-26 1405 Suburban Secrets Go behind the picket fences to hear real people tell the shocking tales of real crimes they lived 

through. 

truTV 2014-03-26 1430 Psychic Detectives A predator is terrorizing women. He leaves no physical evidence and all police have to go on are 

descriptions of the attacker provided by his victims. 

truTV 2014-03-26 1450 Body of Evidence Featuring the cases of Florida-based forensic profiler Dayle Hinman, this series looks at one 

woman's obsession with navigating the criminal mind.

truTV 2014-03-26 1515 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-26 1600 The Investigators When Christine Elkins mysteriously disappears before she can leave drug dealer Tony Emery, 

authorities suspect she is dead.   However, there is no body. 

truTV 2014-03-26 1645 Speeders An officer pulls over some girls headed to a party. Next, an inventor gets pulled over.

truTV 2014-03-26 1705 King of the Nerds We put the nerds' Superhero IQ's to the test as we host a debate on all things nerdy - Superman 

vs. Batman?

truTV 2014-03-26 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-26 1810 Bait Car A pair of young criminals get a little help from their friends as they attempt to block out the police 

with their own car.

truTV 2014-03-26 1830 Suburban Secrets In Palo Alto, California, the death of a schoolteacher looks like an accident, but is it?

truTV 2014-03-26 1850 Psychic Detectives A suburban Miami town is left reeling when a local college girl is kidnapped from her bed and later 

found dead. 

truTV 2014-03-26 1915 Cash Dome WhiteBoy and Josh compete in a sales competition and they'll stop at nothing to prove who is the 

top dog.

truTV 2014-03-26 1935 Storage Hunters Sean unveils a bin whose stench is so rancid it sends the buyers running. But when one of our 

competitors takes a gamble, the entire group is blown away by the score.

truTV 2014-03-26 2000 World's Dumbest Prepare to throw down! truTV is about to take on twenty of the most boneheaded brawlers on the 

planet.

truTV 2014-03-26 2040 Speeders Officer Orozco pulls over a rapper. Next, an officer pulls over a driver who is getting a one way 

ticket to jail.

truTV 2014-03-26 2100 Body of Evidence In Debary County, a burglar was prowling the neighborhood.  After their homes were burgled, 

victims noted a strange sensation of being watched.

truTV 2014-03-26 2120 I, Detective It's New Year's morning.  Denver police get a call from a man on his cell phone.  He's sees a woman 

laying motionless in her backyard 

truTV 2014-03-26 2140 I, Detective At midnight police are called where an alarm has been activated inside a convenience store.  Inside 

they find of two men's bodies.  

truTV 2014-03-26 2200 North Mission Road A hiker discovered a shallow grave in Coldwater Canyon and a human skull.  Dental records 

revealed it was the body of a local young woman. 

truTV 2014-03-26 2225 North Mission Road A L.A. motorcycle officer is shot several times after pulling a car over for a routine traffic violation. 

But the car speeds away, leaving few clues.  

truTV 2014-03-26 2245 Inside Explore the debate behind rehabilitation and retribution as ''Inside'' takes you beyond the walls 

and behind bars with ''Supermax''. 

truTV 2014-03-26 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-26 2355 Speeders First, a farmer gets pulled over. Next, a secretary late for work pushes the wrong buttons on the 

officer.

truTV 2014-03-27 0015 Bait Car A pair of young criminals get a little help from their friends as they attempt to block out the police 

with their own car.

truTV 2014-03-27 0035 Cash Dome WhiteBoy and Josh compete in a sales competition and they'll stop at nothing to prove who is the 

top dog.

truTV 2014-03-27 0100 Storage Hunters Sean unveils a bin whose stench is so rancid it sends the buyers running. But when one of our 

competitors takes a gamble, the entire group is blown away by the score.

truTV 2014-03-27 0120 Psychic Detectives A suburban Miami town is left reeling when a local college girl is kidnapped from her bed and later 

found dead. 

truTV 2014-03-27 0145 Suburban Secrets In Palo Alto, California, the death of a schoolteacher looks like an accident, but is it?

truTV 2014-03-27 0205 North Mission Road A hiker discovered a shallow grave in Coldwater Canyon and a human skull.  Dental records 

revealed it was the body of a local young woman. 

truTV 2014-03-27 0230 North Mission Road A L.A. motorcycle officer is shot several times after pulling a car over for a routine traffic violation. 

But the car speeds away, leaving few clues.  

truTV 2014-03-27 0250 Inside Explore the debate behind rehabilitation and retribution as ''Inside'' takes you beyond the walls 

and behind bars with ''Supermax''. 

truTV 2014-03-27 0330 King of the Nerds We put the nerds' Superhero IQ's to the test as we host a debate on all things nerdy - Superman 

vs. Batman?

truTV 2014-03-27 0410 World's Dumbest Sit back, relax and watch as 20 dimwitted thrill seekers harm themselves in all sorts of creative 

ways!

truTV 2014-03-27 0455 Speeders Officer Orozco pulls over a rapper. Next, an officer pulls over a driver who is getting a one way 

ticket to jail.

truTV 2014-03-27 0515 I, Detective It's New Year's morning.  Denver police get a call from a man on his cell phone.  He's sees a woman 

laying motionless in her backyard 

truTV 2014-03-27 0540 I, Detective At midnight police are called where an alarm has been activated inside a convenience store.  Inside 

they find of two men's bodies.  

truTV 2014-03-27 0600 Body of Evidence In Debary County, a burglar was prowling the neighborhood.  After their homes were burgled, 

victims noted a strange sensation of being watched.

truTV 2014-03-27 0620 Bait Car A pair of young criminals get a little help from their friends as they attempt to block out the police 

with their own car.

truTV 2014-03-27 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-27 0705 Cash Dome WhiteBoy and Josh compete in a sales competition and they'll stop at nothing to prove who is the 

top dog.

truTV 2014-03-27 0730 Storage Hunters Sean unveils a bin whose stench is so rancid it sends the buyers running. But when one of our 

competitors takes a gamble, the entire group is blown away by the score.



truTV 2014-03-27 0750 World's Dumbest Prepare to throw down! truTV is about to take on twenty of the most boneheaded brawlers on the 

planet.

truTV 2014-03-27 0835 Speeders First, a farmer gets pulled over. Next, a secretary late for work pushes the wrong buttons on the 

officer.

truTV 2014-03-27 0900 North Mission Road A hiker discovered a shallow grave in Coldwater Canyon and a human skull.  Dental records 

revealed it was the body of a local young woman. 

truTV 2014-03-27 0920 North Mission Road A L.A. motorcycle officer is shot several times after pulling a car over for a routine traffic violation. 

But the car speeds away, leaving few clues.  

truTV 2014-03-27 0945 Inside Explore the debate behind rehabilitation and retribution as ''Inside'' takes you beyond the walls 

and behind bars with ''Supermax''. 

truTV 2014-03-27 1030 I, Detective It's New Year's morning.  Denver police get a call from a man on his cell phone.  He's sees a woman 

laying motionless in her backyard 

truTV 2014-03-27 1050 I, Detective At midnight police are called where an alarm has been activated inside a convenience store.  Inside 

they find of two men's bodies.  

truTV 2014-03-27 1115 Bait Car A pair of young criminals get a little help from their friends as they attempt to block out the police 

with their own car.

truTV 2014-03-27 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-27 1200 King of the Nerds We put the nerds' Superhero IQ's to the test as we host a debate on all things nerdy - Superman 

vs. Batman?

truTV 2014-03-27 1240 Cash Dome WhiteBoy and Josh compete in a sales competition and they'll stop at nothing to prove who is the 

top dog.

truTV 2014-03-27 1300 Storage Hunters Sean unveils a bin whose stench is so rancid it sends the buyers running. But when one of our 

competitors takes a gamble, the entire group is blown away by the score.

truTV 2014-03-27 1320 World's Dumbest Sit back, relax and watch as 20 dimwitted thrill seekers harm themselves in all sorts of creative 

ways!

truTV 2014-03-27 1405 Suburban Secrets In Palo Alto, California, the death of a schoolteacher looks like an accident, but is it?

truTV 2014-03-27 1430 Psychic Detectives A suburban Miami town is left reeling when a local college girl is kidnapped from her bed and later 

found dead. 

truTV 2014-03-27 1450 Body of Evidence In Debary County, a burglar was prowling the neighborhood.  After their homes were burgled, 

victims noted a strange sensation of being watched.

truTV 2014-03-27 1515 North Mission Road A hiker discovered a shallow grave in Coldwater Canyon and a human skull.  Dental records 

revealed it was the body of a local young woman. 

truTV 2014-03-27 1535 North Mission Road A L.A. motorcycle officer is shot several times after pulling a car over for a routine traffic violation. 

But the car speeds away, leaving few clues.  

truTV 2014-03-27 1600 Inside Explore the debate behind rehabilitation and retribution as ''Inside'' takes you beyond the walls 

and behind bars with ''Supermax''. 

truTV 2014-03-27 1645 Speeders First, a farmer gets pulled over. Next, a secretary late for work pushes the wrong buttons on the 

officer.

truTV 2014-03-27 1705 World's Wildest Vacation Videos The most outrages and exiting stories people have caught on tape while being on vacation.

truTV 2014-03-27 1730 The Principal's Office In this episode, Principal Sheninger catches a kid with a cheat sheet and a big attitude.   

truTV 2014-03-27 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-27 1810 Bait Car Bait Car takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-27 1830 Suburban Secrets A young woman goes missing in Pennsylvania Amish Country and is later found shot to death

truTV 2014-03-27 1850 Psychic Detectives Residents of a quiet Louisiana town are terrified when four murders are committed in quick 

succession, all with the same pattern. 

truTV 2014-03-27 1915 South Beach Tow In the wake of Christie's departure, an overwhelmed Robert Sr. loses control of the yard and a 

pack of angry vehicle owners escape with their cars.

truTV 2014-03-27 1935 South Beach Tow Robbie's efforts to bring Christie back to Tremont are thwarted by an explosive attack.  Bernice 

gets smashed by aggressive frat guys.  Robbie and Jerome get more than they bargained for when 

attempting to tow a limo from a busy hotel.

truTV 2014-03-27 2000 World's Dumbest  You'll see brainless bad guys, moronic motorists, senseless sports, ridiculous risk-takers and more.

truTV 2014-03-27 2040 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver who is trying to help his grandmother.

truTV 2014-03-27 2100 Body of Evidence In Panama City, FL. a young mother is targeted for robbery and later was murdered. There're no 

signs of forced entry.

truTV 2014-03-27 2120 Haunting Evidence When 16-year-old Laura Miller vanishes from a payphone in League City, TX, it isn't the first time 

terror had struck this neighborhood.

truTV 2014-03-27 2140 Haunting Evidence Russell Turcotte vanishes after visiting a truck shop and found 10 miles down the highway four 

months later, dead from blunt force trauma.

truTV 2014-03-27 2200 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-27 2245 The Investigators There is an astonishing group of low-profile, high-energy crime fighters in FBI who know about 

criminal behavior than criminals know about themselves.  

truTV 2014-03-27 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-27 2355 Speeders Some teenagers get caught trying to control the possum population. Next, a driver can't stop 

laughing.

truTV 2014-03-28 0015 Bait Car Bait Car takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-28 0035 South Beach Tow In the wake of Christie's departure, an overwhelmed Robert Sr. loses control of the yard and a 

pack of angry vehicle owners escape with their cars.

truTV 2014-03-28 0100 South Beach Tow Robbie's efforts to bring Christie back to Tremont are thwarted by an explosive attack.  Bernice 

gets smashed by aggressive frat guys.  Robbie and Jerome get more than they bargained for when 

attempting to tow a limo from a busy hotel.

truTV 2014-03-28 0120 Psychic Detectives Residents of a quiet Louisiana town are terrified when four murders are committed in quick 

succession, all with the same pattern. 

truTV 2014-03-28 0145 Suburban Secrets A young woman goes missing in Pennsylvania Amish Country and is later found shot to death

truTV 2014-03-28 0205 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-28 0250 The Investigators There is an astonishing group of low-profile, high-energy crime fighters in FBI who know about 

criminal behavior than criminals know about themselves.  

truTV 2014-03-28 0330 Party Heat Our cameras catch all the wild action as the police try to keep a holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-28 0410 World's Dumbest You are cordially invited to witness the antics of the world's dimmest partiers.

truTV 2014-03-28 0455 Speeders An officer pulls over a driver who is trying to help his grandmother.

truTV 2014-03-28 0515 Haunting Evidence When 16-year-old Laura Miller vanishes from a payphone in League City, TX, it isn't the first time 

terror had struck this neighborhood.



truTV 2014-03-28 0540 Haunting Evidence Russell Turcotte vanishes after visiting a truck shop and found 10 miles down the highway four 

months later, dead from blunt force trauma.

truTV 2014-03-28 0600 Body of Evidence In Panama City, FL. a young mother is targeted for robbery and later was murdered. There're no 

signs of forced entry.

truTV 2014-03-28 0620 Bait Car Bait Car takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-28 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-28 0705 South Beach Tow In the wake of Christie's departure, an overwhelmed Robert Sr. loses control of the yard and a 

pack of angry vehicle owners escape with their cars.

truTV 2014-03-28 0730 South Beach Tow Robbie's efforts to bring Christie back to Tremont are thwarted by an explosive attack.  Bernice 

gets smashed by aggressive frat guys.  Robbie and Jerome get more than they bargained for when 

attempting to tow a limo from a busy hotel.

truTV 2014-03-28 0750 World's Dumbest  You'll see brainless bad guys, moronic motorists, senseless sports, ridiculous risk-takers and more.

truTV 2014-03-28 0835 Speeders Some teenagers get caught trying to control the possum population. Next, a driver can't stop 

laughing.

truTV 2014-03-28 0900 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-28 0945 The Investigators There is an astonishing group of low-profile, high-energy crime fighters in FBI who know about 

criminal behavior than criminals know about themselves.  

truTV 2014-03-28 1030 Haunting Evidence When 16-year-old Laura Miller vanishes from a payphone in League City, TX, it isn't the first time 

terror had struck this neighborhood.

truTV 2014-03-28 1050 Haunting Evidence Russell Turcotte vanishes after visiting a truck shop and found 10 miles down the highway four 

months later, dead from blunt force trauma.

truTV 2014-03-28 1115 Bait Car Bait Car takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-28 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-28 1200 Party Heat Our cameras catch all the wild action as the police try to keep a holiday oasis from boiling over.

truTV 2014-03-28 1240 South Beach Tow In the wake of Christie's departure, an overwhelmed Robert Sr. loses control of the yard and a 

pack of angry vehicle owners escape with their cars.

truTV 2014-03-28 1300 South Beach Tow Robbie's efforts to bring Christie back to Tremont are thwarted by an explosive attack.  Bernice 

gets smashed by aggressive frat guys.  Robbie and Jerome get more than they bargained for when 

attempting to tow a limo from a busy hotel.

truTV 2014-03-28 1320 World's Dumbest You are cordially invited to witness the antics of the world's dimmest partiers.

truTV 2014-03-28 1405 Suburban Secrets A young woman goes missing in Pennsylvania Amish Country and is later found shot to death

truTV 2014-03-28 1430 Psychic Detectives Residents of a quiet Louisiana town are terrified when four murders are committed in quick 

succession, all with the same pattern. 

truTV 2014-03-28 1450 Body of Evidence In Panama City, FL. a young mother is targeted for robbery and later was murdered. There're no 

signs of forced entry.

truTV 2014-03-28 1515 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-28 1600 The Investigators There is an astonishing group of low-profile, high-energy crime fighters in FBI who know about 

criminal behavior than criminals know about themselves.  

truTV 2014-03-28 1645 Speeders Some teenagers get caught trying to control the possum population. Next, a driver can't stop 

laughing.

truTV 2014-03-28 1705 World's Wildest Vacation Videos The most outrages and exiting stories people have caught on tape while being on vacation.

truTV 2014-03-28 1730 The Principal's Office In this episode, Principal Salisbury tries to fight a grinding epidemic at his school.

truTV 2014-03-28 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-28 1810 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-28 1830 Suburban Secrets Go behind the picket fences to hear real people tell the shocking tales of real crimes they lived 

through.

truTV 2014-03-28 1850 Psychic Detectives Two Boca Raton High School students disappear from a picnic and police immediately conduct a 

massive search effort. 

truTV 2014-03-28 1915 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Big Brian may have taken on more than he can handle when he does a favor for friend.

truTV 2014-03-28 2000 World's Dumbest Unless you're Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett, Tonya Harding and the rest of the celebrity cast as 

they earn their keep lampooning the world's dumbest criminals.

truTV 2014-03-28 2040 Speeders Two teenagers decide that flashlights can substitute for headlights. Next, a football fan, or not, 

gets pulled over.

truTV 2014-03-28 2100 Body of Evidence Postal worker Imogene Roger is going about her normal routine of delivering mail when she is 

killed. The clue may lie in the victim's mailbag.

truTV 2014-03-28 2120 LA Forensics A Halloween party turns tragic when two young party goers are killed.   The only clue to their 

murder is a mysterious pair of eyeglasses left.  

truTV 2014-03-28 2140 LA Forensics A young mother is stabbed to death in her home.  Within the chaos of the crime scene, 

investigators use an innovative technique to find clues. 

truTV 2014-03-28 2200 Bear Swamp Recovery In the season finale the team plans the coordinated repo of three ice cream trucks, but a wild food 

fight, hungry customers, and an enraged debtor all stand in their way.

truTV 2014-03-28 2225 Bear Swamp Recovery An ominous tip from Pops during family rigatoni night puts the operation in serious jeopardy.

truTV 2014-03-28 2245 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-28 2310 Container Wars Things get testy when maniac Matt goes toe-to-tow with the Israelis on a container full of high end 

hunting equipment.

truTV 2014-03-28 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-28 2355 Speeders Sone grannies get pulled over, and decide to dance. Next, a stoner gets pulled over, but has a 

hunger for dog treats.

truTV 2014-03-29 0015 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-29 0035 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Big Brian may have taken on more than he can handle when he does a favor for friend.

truTV 2014-03-29 0120 Psychic Detectives Two Boca Raton High School students disappear from a picnic and police immediately conduct a 

massive search effort. 

truTV 2014-03-29 0145 Suburban Secrets Go behind the picket fences to hear real people tell the shocking tales of real crimes they lived 

through.

truTV 2014-03-29 0205 Bear Swamp Recovery In the season finale the team plans the coordinated repo of three ice cream trucks, but a wild food 

fight, hungry customers, and an enraged debtor all stand in their way.

truTV 2014-03-29 0230 Bear Swamp Recovery An ominous tip from Pops during family rigatoni night puts the operation in serious jeopardy.

truTV 2014-03-29 0250 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.



truTV 2014-03-29 0310 Container Wars Things get testy when maniac Matt goes toe-to-tow with the Israelis on a container full of high end 

hunting equipment.

truTV 2014-03-29 0330 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals behind-the-scenes outtakes, America's worst daredevils, and his 

sweet moves with a stripper pole.

truTV 2014-03-29 0350 Impractical Jokers The guys demonstrate their odd living habits while interviewing for roommates.

truTV 2014-03-29 0410 World's Dumbest TruTV's got your party right here, filled with 20 of the stupidest people ever to celebrate on 

camera.

truTV 2014-03-29 0455 Speeders Two teenagers decide that flashlights can substitute for headlights. Next, a football fan, or not, 

gets pulled over.

truTV 2014-03-29 0515 LA Forensics A Halloween party turns tragic when two young party goers are killed.   The only clue to their 

murder is a mysterious pair of eyeglasses left.  

truTV 2014-03-29 0540 LA Forensics A young mother is stabbed to death in her home.  Within the chaos of the crime scene, 

investigators use an innovative technique to find clues. 

truTV 2014-03-29 0600 Body of Evidence Postal worker Imogene Roger is going about her normal routine of delivering mail when she is 

killed. The clue may lie in the victim's mailbag.

truTV 2014-03-29 0620 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-29 0645 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-29 0705 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Big Brian may have taken on more than he can handle when he does a favor for friend.

truTV 2014-03-29 0750 World's Dumbest Unless you're Danny Bonaduce, Leif Garrett, Tonya Harding and the rest of the celebrity cast as 

they earn their keep lampooning the world's dumbest criminals.

truTV 2014-03-29 0835 Speeders Sone grannies get pulled over, and decide to dance. Next, a stoner gets pulled over, but has a 

hunger for dog treats.

truTV 2014-03-29 0900 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A gambler needs quick cash for a horseracing bet and Wayne wants in on the action.

truTV 2014-03-29 0920 Container Wars Things get testy when maniac Matt goes toe-to-tow with the Israelis on a container full of high end 

hunting equipment.

truTV 2014-03-29 0945 Storage Hunters Our buyers go to war to win a locker packed with valuable vintage surf gear. Then, Brandon and 

Lori get stuck with a busted bin with a glass case filled with an unidentifiable goo.

truTV 2014-03-29 1005 Storage Hunters Our buyers lock horns to win a unit packed with valuable construction equipment. Then, Brandon 

and Lori spot something that no one else does, but they'll have to play it cool if they want to walk 

away with this golden score.

truTV 2014-03-29 1030 The Investigators When Christine Elkins mysteriously disappears before she can leave drug dealer Tony Emery, 

authorities suspect she is dead.   However, there is no body. 

truTV 2014-03-29 1115 I, Detective It's New Year's morning.  Denver police get a call from a man on his cell phone.  He's sees a woman 

laying motionless in her backyard 

truTV 2014-03-29 1135 I, Detective At midnight police are called where an alarm has been activated inside a convenience store.  Inside 

they find of two men's bodies.  

truTV 2014-03-29 1200 World's Dumbest Get the gloves on - you're about to enter the ring with twenty of the stupidest fighters ever.

truTV 2014-03-29 1240 World's Dumbest There is a fine line between fanatical and moronic and we present you with twenty dimwitted 

devotes who blatantly cross that line! 

truTV 2014-03-29 1320 World's Dumbest Put up your dukes! Todd Bridges, Tonya Harding and the rest of our celebrity cast will have you 

doubled over with laughter as they take down the world's dumbest brawlers.

truTV 2014-03-29 1405 World's Dumbest Join Danny Bonaduce, Tonya Harding, and the rest of our top-notch celebrity sleuths as they track 

down the stupidest lawbreakers on the planet.

truTV 2014-03-29 1450 World's Dumbest You can see brilliant performers anywhere - but only truTV has idiots like these.  We've got twenty 

different people being publicly stupid.

truTV 2014-03-29 1535 World's Wildest Vacation Videos A spiraling skydiver gets wound up in a terrifying mid-air tangle. A vacationer loses her shirt at the 

hands of rowdy baboons.

truTV 2014-03-29 1600 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, vacation fun comes crashing down when a carnival ride collapses.

truTV 2014-03-29 1620 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a giant Great White attacks vacationing divers, and pins them in an underwater 

cage.

truTV 2014-03-29 1645 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-29 1730 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-29 1810 Speeders An officer pulls over a group of females in the middle of their girl's night out.

truTV 2014-03-29 1830 Speeders Some teenagers get caught trying to control the possum population. Next, a driver can't stop 

laughing.

truTV 2014-03-29 1850 Haunting Evidence When 16-year-old Laura Miller vanishes from a payphone in League City, TX, it isn't the first time 

terror had struck this neighborhood.

truTV 2014-03-29 1915 Suburban Secrets In Palo Alto, California, the death of a schoolteacher looks like an accident, but is it?

truTV 2014-03-29 1935 Suburban Secrets The 1999 murder of Michigan businessman Bruce Miller, who was shot at his workplace in 

Genesee County.

truTV 2014-03-29 2000 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A customer tries to sell Royal a bag full of valuable diamonds. Coud they be connected to the 

legendary "Marlborough Diamond" heist pulled off by the Chicago mob?

truTV 2014-03-29 2020 Cash Dome When the guys decide they need to hire a new employee at the shop, all hell breaks lose.

truTV 2014-03-29 2040 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, vacation fun comes crashing down when a carnival ride collapses.

truTV 2014-03-29 2100 Most Daring There's car crashes, boat crashes, a bull on the loose and crowds out of control.

truTV 2014-03-29 2140 Impractical Jokers The guys massage beachgoers on the boardwalk.

truTV 2014-03-29 2200 Impractical Jokers The guys swipe food off other diners' plates at a buffet.

truTV 2014-03-29 2225 Party Heat This Party Heat follows the officers and security guards  of Kentucky's Little Sturgis Rally in Peduca.  

This is the hottest spot for fun and entertainment in Kentucky and our cameras capture all the 

action.

truTV 2014-03-29 2310 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A customer tries to sell Royal a bag full of valuable diamonds. Coud they be connected to the 

legendary "Marlborough Diamond" heist pulled off by the Chicago mob?

truTV 2014-03-29 2330 Cash Dome When the guys decide they need to hire a new employee at the shop, all hell breaks lose.

truTV 2014-03-29 2355 World's Dumbest Get the gloves on - you're about to enter the ring with twenty of the stupidest fighters ever.

truTV 2014-03-30 0035 World's Dumbest There is a fine line between fanatical and moronic and we present you with twenty dimwitted 

devotes who blatantly cross that line! 

truTV 2014-03-30 0120 World's Dumbest Put up your dukes! Todd Bridges, Tonya Harding and the rest of our celebrity cast will have you 

doubled over with laughter as they take down the world's dumbest brawlers.

truTV 2014-03-30 0205 World's Dumbest Join Danny Bonaduce, Tonya Harding, and the rest of our top-notch celebrity sleuths as they track 

down the stupidest lawbreakers on the planet.

truTV 2014-03-30 0250 World's Dumbest You can see brilliant performers anywhere - but only truTV has idiots like these.  We've got twenty 

different people being publicly stupid.

truTV 2014-03-30 0330 Most Daring There's car crashes, boat crashes, a bull on the loose and crowds out of control.



truTV 2014-03-30 0410 Party Heat This Party Heat follows the officers and security guards  of Kentucky's Little Sturgis Rally in Peduca.  

This is the hottest spot for fun and entertainment in Kentucky and our cameras capture all the 

action.

truTV 2014-03-30 0455 Impractical Jokers The guys massage beachgoers on the boardwalk.

truTV 2014-03-30 0515 Impractical Jokers The guys swipe food off other diners' plates at a buffet.

truTV 2014-03-30 0540 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, vacation fun comes crashing down when a carnival ride collapses.

truTV 2014-03-30 0600 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-30 0645 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-30 0730 Most Daring There's car crashes, boat crashes, a bull on the loose and crowds out of control.

truTV 2014-03-30 0815 Impractical Jokers The guys demonstrate their odd living habits while interviewing for roommates.

truTV 2014-03-30 0835 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals behind-the-scenes outtakes, America's worst daredevils, and his 

sweet moves with a stripper pole.

truTV 2014-03-30 0900 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A customer tries to sell Royal a bag full of valuable diamonds. Coud they be connected to the 

legendary "Marlborough Diamond" heist pulled off by the Chicago mob?

truTV 2014-03-30 0920 Cash Dome When the guys decide they need to hire a new employee at the shop, all hell breaks lose.

truTV 2014-03-30 0945 The Principal's Office In this episode, Principal Tague comes down hard on a troika of chatty Cathies who won't keep 

quiet in class.

truTV 2014-03-30 1005 The Principal's Office In this episode, Coach Lamb comes down hard on in-school PDA.

truTV 2014-03-30 1030 The Investigators There is an astonishing group of low-profile, high-energy crime fighters in FBI who know about 

criminal behavior than criminals know about themselves.  

truTV 2014-03-30 1115 North Mission Road A hiker discovered a shallow grave in Coldwater Canyon and a human skull.  Dental records 

revealed it was the body of a local young woman. 

truTV 2014-03-30 1135 North Mission Road A L.A. motorcycle officer is shot several times after pulling a car over for a routine traffic violation. 

But the car speeds away, leaving few clues.  

truTV 2014-03-30 1200 World's Dumbest This special captures moronic moments from across the globe as we countdown 20 of the best 

displays of dumb driving.

truTV 2014-03-30 1240 World's Dumbest The perfect recipe for another episode of the World's Dumbest Daredevils?

truTV 2014-03-30 1320 World's Dumbest TruTV has scoured the world for dumb performers, and now we bring twenty of them together for 

an hour of brilliantly stupid entertainment.

truTV 2014-03-30 1405 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun website presents 20 of the most clueless bad guys in the criminal world. 

truTV 2014-03-30 1450 World's Dumbest There's no better example of what not to do behind the wheel than this episode of The Smoking 

Gun Presents the World's Dumbest Drivers.

truTV 2014-03-30 1535 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq reveals behind-the-scenes outtakes, America's worst daredevils, and his 

sweet moves with a stripper pole.

truTV 2014-03-30 1600 Impractical Jokers The guys massage beachgoers on the boardwalk.

truTV 2014-03-30 1620 Impractical Jokers The guys swipe food off other diners' plates at a buffet.

truTV 2014-03-30 1645 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-30 1730 Conspiracy Theory With Jesse Ventura He's undertaken some of the most dangerous missions in the world as a Navy SEAL, body slammed 

giants in the wrestling ring as a WWE superstar

truTV 2014-03-30 1810 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-30 1830 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-30 1850 Haunting Evidence Russell Turcotte vanishes after visiting a truck shop and found 10 miles down the highway four 

months later, dead from blunt force trauma.

truTV 2014-03-30 1915 Suburban Secrets Go behind the picket fences to hear real people tell the shocking tales of real crimes they lived 

through.

truTV 2014-03-30 1935 Suburban Secrets Go behind the picket fences to hear real people tell the shocking tales of real crimes they lived 

through. 

truTV 2014-03-30 2000 Bait Car A pair of young criminals get a little help from their friends as they attempt to block out the police 

with their own car.

truTV 2014-03-30 2020 Bait Car Bait Car takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-30 2040 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a giant Great White attacks vacationing divers, and pins them in an underwater 

cage.

truTV 2014-03-30 2100 King of the Nerds We test the knowledge and intelligence of the remaining nerds with giant puzzles and games to 

solve, including what may be the largest Rubik's cubes ever assembled!

truTV 2014-03-30 2140 World's Dumbest Tonight Tonya Harding, Leif Garrett John Enos and the rest of our celebrity cast leave the 

dumbness at home and instead showcase some of the very smartest (well sort of)  inventions on 

the planet.

truTV 2014-03-30 2225 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq goes on a search for his missing pants and Godfrey's prayers are answered 

when it starts raining women.

truTV 2014-03-30 2245 Impractical Jokers The guys conduct a focus group with unique consumer questioning.

truTV 2014-03-30 2310 King of the Nerds We test the knowledge and intelligence of the remaining nerds with giant puzzles and games to 

solve, including what may be the largest Rubik's cubes ever assembled!

truTV 2014-03-30 2355 World's Dumbest This special captures moronic moments from across the globe as we countdown 20 of the best 

displays of dumb driving.

truTV 2014-03-31 0035 World's Dumbest The perfect recipe for another episode of the World's Dumbest Daredevils?

truTV 2014-03-31 0120 World's Dumbest TruTV has scoured the world for dumb performers, and now we bring twenty of them together for 

an hour of brilliantly stupid entertainment.

truTV 2014-03-31 0205 World's Dumbest The Smoking Gun website presents 20 of the most clueless bad guys in the criminal world. 

truTV 2014-03-31 0250 World's Dumbest There's no better example of what not to do behind the wheel than this episode of The Smoking 

Gun Presents the World's Dumbest Drivers.

truTV 2014-03-31 0330 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-31 0410 World's Dumbest Tonight Tonya Harding, Leif Garrett John Enos and the rest of our celebrity cast leave the 

dumbness at home and instead showcase some of the very smartest (well sort of)  inventions on 

the planet.

truTV 2014-03-31 0455 Bait Car A pair of young criminals get a little help from their friends as they attempt to block out the police 

with their own car.

truTV 2014-03-31 0515 Bait Car Bait Car takes us inside stolen cars with outlaws burning rubber in a real-life game of Grand Theft 

Auto!

truTV 2014-03-31 0540 World's Wildest Vacation Videos In this episode, a giant Great White attacks vacationing divers, and pins them in an underwater 

cage.

truTV 2014-03-31 0600 Impractical Jokers The guys massage beachgoers on the boardwalk.

truTV 2014-03-31 0620 Impractical Jokers The guys swipe food off other diners' plates at a buffet.

truTV 2014-03-31 0645 Impractical Jokers The guys conduct a focus group with unique consumer questioning.



truTV 2014-03-31 0705 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq goes on a search for his missing pants and Godfrey's prayers are answered 

when it starts raining women.

truTV 2014-03-31 0730 King of the Nerds We test the knowledge and intelligence of the remaining nerds with giant puzzles and games to 

solve, including what may be the largest Rubik's cubes ever assembled!

truTV 2014-03-31 0815 World's Dumbest Tonight Tonya Harding, Leif Garrett John Enos and the rest of our celebrity cast leave the 

dumbness at home and instead showcase some of the very smartest (well sort of)  inventions on 

the planet.

truTV 2014-03-31 0900 Bear Swamp Recovery In the season finale the team plans the coordinated repo of three ice cream trucks, but a wild food 

fight, hungry customers, and an enraged debtor all stand in their way.

truTV 2014-03-31 0920 Bear Swamp Recovery An ominous tip from Pops during family rigatoni night puts the operation in serious jeopardy.

truTV 2014-03-31 0945 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A customer tries to sell Royal a bag full of valuable diamonds. Coud they be connected to the 

legendary "Marlborough Diamond" heist pulled off by the Chicago mob?

truTV 2014-03-31 1005 Container Wars Things get testy when maniac Matt goes toe-to-tow with the Israelis on a container full of high end 

hunting equipment.

truTV 2014-03-31 1030 LA Forensics A Halloween party turns tragic when two young party goers are killed.   The only clue to their 

murder is a mysterious pair of eyeglasses left.  

truTV 2014-03-31 1050 LA Forensics A young mother is stabbed to death in her home.  Within the chaos of the crime scene, 

investigators use an innovative technique to find clues. 

truTV 2014-03-31 1115 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-31 1135 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-31 1200 Upload with Shaquille O'Neal In this episode, Shaq goes on a search for his missing pants and Godfrey's prayers are answered 

when it starts raining women.

truTV 2014-03-31 1220 Impractical Jokers The guys conduct a focus group with unique consumer questioning.

truTV 2014-03-31 1240 Big Brian The Fortune Seller Big Brian may have taken on more than he can handle when he does a favor for friend.

truTV 2014-03-31 1320 World's Dumbest TruTV's got your party right here, filled with 20 of the stupidest people ever to celebrate on 

camera.

truTV 2014-03-31 1405 Suburban Secrets Go behind the picket fences to hear real people tell the shocking tales of real crimes they lived 

through.

truTV 2014-03-31 1430 Psychic Detectives Two Boca Raton High School students disappear from a picnic and police immediately conduct a 

massive search effort. 

truTV 2014-03-31 1450 Body of Evidence Postal worker Imogene Roger is going about her normal routine of delivering mail when she is 

killed. The clue may lie in the victim's mailbag.

truTV 2014-03-31 1515 Bear Swamp Recovery In the season finale the team plans the coordinated repo of three ice cream trucks, but a wild food 

fight, hungry customers, and an enraged debtor all stand in their way.

truTV 2014-03-31 1535 Bear Swamp Recovery An ominous tip from Pops during family rigatoni night puts the operation in serious jeopardy.

truTV 2014-03-31 1600 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A customer tries to sell Royal a bag full of valuable diamonds. Coud they be connected to the 

legendary "Marlborough Diamond" heist pulled off by the Chicago mob?

truTV 2014-03-31 1620 Container Wars Things get testy when maniac Matt goes toe-to-tow with the Israelis on a container full of high end 

hunting equipment.

truTV 2014-03-31 1645 Speeders Sone grannies get pulled over, and decide to dance. Next, a stoner gets pulled over, but has a 

hunger for dog treats.

truTV 2014-03-31 1705 Disorder in the Court Our cameras catch insane moments from courthouses across the land as we count down the 20 

best displays of outrageous behavior

truTV 2014-03-31 1750 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-31 1810 Bait Car LA County cops are seeding the most dangerous neighborhoods with high-tech bait cars to catch 

wannabe criminals in the act.

truTV 2014-03-31 1830 Suburban Secrets A decade-old mystery resurface in Woodstock, Georgia

truTV 2014-03-31 1850 Psychic Detectives In rural Polo, Scott Davis is found dead and his wife, Angela, is gone.  The whole town searches the 

surrounding area for signs of the missing woman. 

truTV 2014-03-31 1915 Hardcore Pawn: Chicago A customer tries to sell Royal a bag full of valuable diamonds. Coud they be connected to the 

legendary "Marlborough Diamond" heist pulled off by the Chicago mob?

truTV 2014-03-31 1935 Storage Hunters Our buyers go to war to win a locker packed with valuable vintage surf gear. Then, Brandon and 

Lori get stuck with a busted bin with a glass case filled with an unidentifiable goo.

truTV 2014-03-31 2000 World's Dumbest Get the gloves on - you're about to enter the ring with twenty of the stupidest fighters ever.

truTV 2014-03-31 2040 Speeders An officer pulls over an ex-con and boy scout who will not take his ticket quietly. Next, an officer 

catches people in the acti in a truck.

truTV 2014-03-31 2100 Body of Evidence When police found Rolf Backer's shrimp boat run aground in Key West, they found there was no 

one on board, but traces of blood led to suspect foul play.

truTV 2014-03-31 2120 Suburban Secrets Go behind the picket fences to hear real people tell the shocking tales of real crimes they lived 

through. 

truTV 2014-03-31 2140 Suburban Secrets A young woman goes missing in Pennsylvania Amish Country and is later found shot to death

truTV 2014-03-31 2200 Southern Fried Stings Jay and the team expose an underground fight club and find themselves in the middle of a family 

smackdown.

truTV 2014-03-31 2225 Southern Fried Stings Jay goes deep undercover to get to the naked truth behind a strip club theft.

truTV 2014-03-31 2245 Parco P.I. The client, Mrs. Randazzo, suspects her husband is cheating on her, and comes to Vinny Parco for 

help.

truTV 2014-03-31 2310 Parco P.I. Vinny's latest client is a woman whose husband isn't just cheating on her, but also stealing money 

from their jointly-owned real estate company.

truTV 2014-03-31 2330 Hot Pursuit From high-speed chases to dangerous crashes, this adrenaline-pumping series shows the dangers 

our law enforcement professionals face every day.

truTV 2014-03-31 2355 Speeders A young driver gets caught with some pot, and the officer gets help from that driver's mother. 

Next, a passenger, not the driver, attempts to get the driver out of a ticket. Lastly, an officer goes 

hunting for a motorist.


